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The AURORA takes its first "Look to the Future" in the progres­
sive aims of Michigan State Normal's President, Dr. Eugene B. 
Elliott. 
Although he has been here for the short period of only two 
years, Dr. Elliott has given us a new hope for a successful future. 
Under his administration, the campus has acquired a new beau­
ty, long dreamed of, but never realized. Present plans indicate 
even greater expansion into modern buildings and equipment. 
Even greater than this superficial beauty are his other addi­
tions to our campus life. With his aid we have witnessed the 
realization of an active student government, a great expansion 
in counseling services, additional courses of study in the curricu­
lum, and a friendly cooperative administration. 
In appreciation of these and many other efforts to improve our 
college, we dedicate this volume to Dr. Eugene B. Elliott. 
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foreword. • • 
In May of 1949 Michigan State Normal College cele­
brated its Centennial. It has long been a college of tra­
ditions and memories. Now at this mid-century date it 
is embarking upon its second hundred years of teacher 
training. Already little is left behind to remind us of 
these established glories, and we are busy building a 
new set of traditions and memories, founding new 
precedents for future generations to uphold. 
But there is one aim of our college which will always 
be present. We are training the students for their per­
sonal futures of living as intelligent citizens in a grow­
ing world. It is this view of education which the 1950 
AURORA has chosen to present to you its readers. 
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Michigan Normal can be 
proud of its student center, 
Charles McKenny Hall. Built 
by the alumni and towns­
people, McKenny Hall has 
been the scene of several 
student activities and an in­
tegral part of the commu­
nity for over two decades. 
The stately building buzz­
es with activity almost con­
stantly with fraternity and 
soror i ty  meetings, c lass 
meetings, special council 
meetings, dances, parties, 
and special dinners. The 
cafeteria and snack bar 
and the cigarette counter 
in the lobby contribute to 
the general atmosphere. 
Now that there are only a 
few men permanently living 
at the Union, future plans 
for the building are being 
studied. It is hoped that by 
next fall the basement will 
be reopened to contain 
b owling  alleys, a lunch  
counter, card room, billiard 
room, and the long desired 
student bookstore. 
The building is capably 
directed b y  M r. R ob e rt 
Chapman who is assisted 
by Ray Daniels and Mr. 
Norwood Eastman, men's 
proctor. 
l l 
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Beginning with the build­
ing of Julia Ann King and 
Bertha Goodison Halls in 
1939, the number of college 
residence halls has been 
swelled to a total of five 
with the completion of James 
M. Brown Hall last fall. The 
first of the men's dormitories, 
John M. Munson Hall, was 
completed shortly before the 
war, while Lydia Jones Hall 
still shows evidence of its 
recent construction. All told, 
the five residence halls are 
designed to accommodate 
between 1500 and 2000 men 
and women. 
The addition of dormito­
ries to the campus paved 
the way for growth in stu­
dent enrollment. These resi­
dence halls also tend to in­
sure a closer relationship 
among students. 
The residence halls have 
comfortable lounges and 
good recreational facilities. 
Each of the two men's dorm­
itories, Brown and Munson, 
are the proud possessors of 
a television set, and each of 
the women's halls have com­
bination radio-phonograph 
consoles. 
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The Michigan State Nor­
mal College library is one of 
the largest and oldest libra­
ries to be found on campuses 
similar in size. The library 
houses 130,000 volumes 
which include a unique col­
lection of old books as well 
as books from the personal 
library of John D. Pierce. 
Much of Normal's early his­
tory might be revealed by 
these old books. 
The library claims several 
education books which no 
other library in the vicinity 
possess. 
In addition to the circula­
tion service available to the 
students, the library pro­
vides good study facilities 
in its three recently remod­
eled reading rooms. The 
Modern Language Depart­
ment is also located in this 
building. 
Future plans call for new 
stacks for books and im­
proved lighting. 
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TOP: Jom?s M. Brow•, Dean of M=�; Egbert R. Isbell, Dean of Admirisfration; Leslie A. Butler, Direcfey Labordory 
Schools. 
MIDDLE: .=vereu L fv!arshall, Regi;lrar; Bessie Wright, Assistant Regi trar; William J. Brownrigg, Chai·man, C::,mmit­
tee on l·regula, Pr:,g>am; Beniamrn Klager, General Controller. 
BOTTO;.(; Susor 8. H•II, Dean of IN'::,men; Helen 8. Rvc'in, Assistant Cean of Women; Adelyn Hollis, Asaisfant C.eon of 
Women. 
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A century of growth in Michigan 
State Normal has also seen a change 
in the administrating staff of the col­
lege. New positions have been con­
tinually added to help direct the 
many increasing activities of an ex­
panding institution. 
The director of M.S.N.C. is now en­
titled President. This position is very 
capably filled by our new President, 
Eugene B. Elliott. President Elliott be­
gan his term in 1948 upon the retire­
ment of John M. Munson. Since his 
assumption of office, the campus has 
witnessed many changes-in curricu­
lum, administration, and appearance 
-to keep pace with its growth. 
Assisting President Elliott are the 
Dean of Administration, Dean of Men, 
Deans of Women, Registrar, and Con­
troller. These friendly and helpful 
persons will never be forgotten by 
their students. 
The Dean of Administration is E. 
R. Isbell. He too is very capably suited 
to the position. His friendly advice 
and aid in adjusting and selecting a 
curriculum is greatly appreciated by 
all who come in contact with his of­
fice. 
Favorite of all the men on campus 
is James "Bing" Brown, Dean of Men. 
Those who know "Bing" will long re­
member his wise counseling and 
great interest in the welfare of his 
"Boys." The devotion he has shown 
to his work will always be an inspira­
tion to his associates. 
The women too have a great friend 
in their Dean, Susan B. Hill. Genuinely 
concerned in the women on campus, 
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Dean Hill is ever ready to help solve 
their problems and conducts a coun­
seling staff in the dormitories. She is 
ably assisted by Dean Rudin, who 
seems to pull jobs out of nowhere to 
help the girls finance their careers, 
and Dean Hollis, director of the stu­
dent social affairs. 
Other officials are also needed to 
supervise a college of our size. Leslie 
A. Butler, Director of our Training 
Schools is one of these. Many teach­
ers received their first assignments 
through the efforts of Dr. Butler's 
placement office. This spring's grad­
uates will be the last to receive his 
aid, for Dr. Butler has announced his 
retirement effective this June. 
New in his position of Registrar is 
Everett L. Marshall who assumed his 
duties after the retirement of C. P. 
Steimle in 1949. Dr. Marshall enters 
this new office with a great deal of 
experience in the field of education 
and is capably assisted by Miss Bes­
sie Wright, a familiar face in the 
Reqistrar' s office. 
One of the newer positions on the 
administrative staff is that held by 
Benjamin Klager, General Controller. 
He came to M.S.N.C. in 1948 to super­
vise the funds spent in our program 
of expansion. The most recent ap­
pointment went to William J. Brown­
rigg who assumed the title and new 
office of Chairman of the Committee 
on Irregular Programs. Mr. Brownrigg 
has done a splendid job of handling 
the problems of these programs 
which formerly were sent to Dean 
Isbell. 
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With Paul Wilder, a Monroe senior 
as president, the Men's Union began 
another year of service to M.S.N.C. The 
men elected to assist him were Fred 
Hendrick, vice-president; Angelo An­
gelocci, secretary; and Don Duff, treas­
urer. The Social Committee consisted 
of the following men: James Wichter­
man, Jerry Raymond, Larry Dolot, and 
Duane Bondy. The class representa­
tives on the Executive Board were: 
seniors, Mike Scherer and James Tas­
coff; juniors, Ted Briggs and Dean 
Cook; sophomores, Dom Mauti and 
Glenn Goerke; and freshman, Jack 
Stephan. 
Last fall the Men's Union awarded 
athletic blankets to nine men who had 
graduated from M.S.N.C. and had 
since shown fine service in the educa­
tional field. The men to receive these 
awards were: George Meade of De-
Union 
troit, Charles Forsythe of Lansing, 
Frank Weber of River Rouge, Roy Mc­
Murray of Saginaw, Ben Hellenberg 
of Monroe, Frank Manley of Flint, 
Louis Hollway of Ann Arbor, Edward 
Shadford of Ypsilanti and M.S.N.C.'s 
own C. P. Steimle. 
On December 2, 1949, the annual 
Yule Log Drag was held in the Fred 
Green Ballroom where the couples 
glided across the floor to the strains of 
Paul LaVoie's orchestra. Chairman 
Jim Wichterman and his committee 
did a fine job, providing beautiful fa­
vors and delicious refreshments. 
As this book goes to press, the men 
are working on a project whereby 
signs will be posted at the east and 
west ends of town announcing that 
Ypsilanti is the Home of Michigan 
State Normal College. 
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MEN'S UNION OFFICERS 
Dean Brown; F. Headrick, vice-president; P. Wilder, president; A. Angelccci, secretary; D. Duff, treasurer. 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
ROW 1: J. Step�an, D. Cook, J. Brown, D. Mauti, G. Raymond. 
ROW 2: L. Doled, T. Briggs, D. Bondy, M. Sherer, J. Wichterman; J. Tasroff. 
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ADVISORY BOARD 
ROW 1: i: S0111de,s, M. Bradley, M. Andonian, 8. Hug/es, J. Allis,n, J. Hartung, K. Challis. 
SERVICE COMMITTEE 
ROW 1: "· Tuier. 8. Hughes, J. Bredernitz,,,. Little, /vi.Clough, J. Hartong, P. Lambert. 
ROW 2: ;. Gaffo,Jd, V. Clemons, J. Clay, T. Corn. 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
ROW 1: i:>. H .::,tledad, R. Oakes, M. Runkle, 8. Hughes, G. Walto.,, S. Hi/,', S. Graham, D. Robertson. ROW 2: 8. Ne•·· 
som, M. Jccqcerncfte, 8. Nique, J. Quick, N. Burrell, M. Howell, H. Rudin, T. Corn, G. Merkel, S. Wetmore, J. Fore. 
ROW 3: :>. S,fror , M. Baldwin, A. Kachadurian, L. Hclloway, J. Liff,'e, 0. Boyle, G. Creamer, V. Fowle,, L. Clement:, 
M. Baker, \'. :.utt•n. 
I 
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Women� 
The Women's League is the student 
governmental organization represent­
ing all of the women students of 
M.S.N.:::::. The League is a member of 
the national organization of Associ­
ated Women Students. 
Women's League has established 
as its purpose the development of a 
feeling of responsibility, leadership, 
cooperation, and democracy among 
the women of our campus. Activities 
are planned in response to the needs 
of women students. Accordingly, 
Women's League has long been ctn 
outstanding campus organization. 
The League is composed of the exec­
utive and advisory boards. The exec­
utive board is the governing and pol­
icy making branch of the League. 
This l:oard is composed of the chair­
men of the various standing commit­
tees, dormitory representatives, elect­
ed members at large, members of the 
college social committee, Student 
Council representatives, W.R.A. rep­
resentatives, and the League officers. 
This year's officers were: Gloria Wal­
ton, president; Barbara Hughes, vice­
president; Marion Runkle, secretary; 
and Ruth Oakes, treasurer. 
Activities sponsored by Women's 
AURORA 
League are well known to the students 
on our campus. Two standard favor­
ites are the girl-bid dances-this year 
entitled" Autumn Serenade" and 
"Heavenly Daze." The traditional 
green ribbons are a "must" for all the 
freshman girls in the fall. The Home­
coming float, dessert for February 
grads, Christmas decorations at Mc­
Kenn y Hall, forums, plays and con­
certs attended on League purchased 
tickets, Station Wagon Crew, Campus 
Sisters, election campaigns - plus 
many other League activities have 
added color to the campus life. 
Through Women's League, numer­
ous women students receive the op­
portunity of planning and organizing 
programs of good fun, good learning, 
and good training. With so many girls 
actively supporting the League, it has 
been possible to improve and enlarge 
the program. 
Women's League has been most 
fortunate in having as its advisors 
Dean Hill and Assistant Dean Rudin. 
Miss Hollis, assistant dean of women, 
has also devoted much time to advis­
ing the League in regard to its social 
activities. The League is deeply in­
debted to these three fine advisors. 
-------------------------- --- -
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The Student Council of Michigan 
State Normal College is still young, 
having just celebrated its first anniver­
sary as a working organization. We of 
the Council feel that this first year of 
operation has been a successful one. 
We feel that we have established a 
firm foundation toward our final goal 
of being a constructive legislative or­
ganization. 
The students and faculty of our cam­
pus can point to us and say, "What 
have they accomplished?" or "Of 
what good have they been to us?" and 
in answer we can point to our accom­
plishments of this past year. Some of 
them are hard to express in concrete 
terms, but it is often these intangible 
steps that contribute most genuinely to 
the growth and success of an organi­
zation. 
Our basic program for the year was 
to correct and strengthen our constitu­
tion. This we have accomplished. We 
concentrated on gaining the co-opera­
tion of the students on campus, and 
on organizing the joint student-faculty 
committees which our constitution 
calls for. Already operating are two 
joint committees-the Aurora Com­
mittee, and the Normal College News 
Committee. Organized but not yet in 
operation are two others-a committee 
to supervise athletics and associated 
areas, and a co-ordinating committee 
to work with the Faculty Council. 
Another activity of the Council was 
its participation in, and planning of 
the past year's homecoming celebra­
tion. The World Student Service Fund 
drive was sponsored by the Council. 
Assembly programs are now under 
the direction of the Student Council, 
and along with this function we have 
sponsored a number of radio pro­
grams. 
To insure that all future college elec­
tions will be uniform and carried on 
in a democratic manner, we have or­
ganized a permanent Elections Com­
mittee that has drawn up a set of rules 
governing the procedure and time of 
the elections of such campus organi­
zations as the Men's Union, Women's 
League, Student Council, and all 
classes. In addition, we have organ­
ized a Finance Committee which en­
ables students, for the first time to 
participate actively in the distribution 
of funds to student organizations. 
Finally, there are three other proj­
ects which are well on their way to 
being realized. The first and most 
nearly complete of these projects is a 
vocational information file to be set up 
in the College Library. Secondly, we 
are trying to obtain a series of Amer­
ican and foreign film classics to be 
shown here on campus. Lastly, after 
a complete investigation, we are on 
the doorstep of joining the National 
Student Association. 
In conclusion, we should like to 
express our sincere appreciation to 
Dean Isbell for having served as our 
sponsor, and to the students, faculty, 
and administration for their accept­
ance of, and co-operation with the 
Student Council. 
Respectfully yours, 
Richard W. Mendenhall, 
President, Student 
Council 
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OFFICERS � ND COURT 
ROW Tc J. 3rederoifz rec. secref:iry; H. Perri, vice-president; R. Mender-J..a/1, president; Dean Isbell; N. Sutton, corr. sec­
retary; R. Gillies, freasurer. 
ROW L: .'. Sil/es, N. Collard, G. Creamer. 
STUDENT COUNCIL 
ROW 1: 8. Sauder, F. Johnston, L. Wilson, M. Andonian, D. Frede, T. Corr, E. Holloway. 
ROW 2.: P.. Ohlinser, A. Lewis, G. Buffer, J. Minzey, L. Blossom, J. McHurray, J. Wichterman, J. Erranfe, R. Dean. 
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ROOSEVELT 
J;OW 1: N. Norlf-, M. Cravfor:I, N. Fil/mere, F. C--::,ech, S. Stinson, V. Coope", E. O'Connor, L. La.,gworlhy, P. Bnl=1. 
ROW 2: A. Wo1kGr, M. Bell, J. \,/t en, T. M,:Ancle!s, M. Helmansperger, l. Ash.by, M. Robinson, E. l'nderbrink, F. Eddi, 
..t. Monroe, L. Go,ciyi,ski. J;OW .l: L. DeBr:.,r, 1-,1, Wi1cox, G. Syverson, A. MacDonald, V. Vinl, M Golfs, E. MEslo�, 
L Menzi. 
LINCOLN 
ROW 1: D. Burra. l. Dunr.i,,, R -'IVeri/1, E. /-'a,.,.ond, B. VandenBe/1, F. Arrel, R. Brown, H. Laing. ROW 2: R. iin.:is. 
f'. /-'agerman, T. l.::orr, H. Hyry, l-1. Hughe,, E. =eLe·s'ein, Harris, J. Sveda, F. Kiddoo, J. Turnbull. ROW 3: M. M�rr�. 
G. Minl, D. Crioeh":n, A. H,:,od, L bing, G. Khc.:,Ea�m. M. Turner,/. Brink. R:::>W 4: C. Freeman, G. Cooke, E. Lcrnk·�. 
E. Sfudl, E. Gilt:ICJt·, G. Hy:r, P.. "1offell, :.. Scha'. A. Baal. 
AL RORA 
SPECIAL ED JCATION 
ROW I: u_ Adarrs, H. Magielski, A. Bunger, M. Bentley, D. Richarczs, F. Lord. 
ROW:?: \./ Wallace, H. rfetmansperger, S. Fnn-ch, S. Wright, B. f','orton, G. Roser, E. Geary. 
P .. YSIC,U EDUCATlON 
ROW I: '-'. Stewert, J. Brint, A. Harris, R. Bough,er, C. Roell, C. Shen, D. Copony. 
ROW:?: J. McCufloch, G. Marshall, B. Dyer, W. Crouch, E. Ryneaf5on, H. Ockerman, L. Olds, M. Hershey. 
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E UCA ION 
ROW 1: M. Gates, C. Hood, K. Hester, N. Garrison, J. Kelder, G. Skinner, R. Peters:,n. 
ROW 2: N Koight, F. Young, R. Slay, W. Williams, D. Currie. 
EWGLISH 
ROW 1: N Eostman, . Jordan, R. Haug, J. Virtue, P. Ne thercot, L. Bingley, R. ScheJw,,, •:::. Ac,oernan. f.t)W �: �. K:.,.1/y, 
A. M;serez. M Stowe, .4. Bensen, J. Sattler, F. Sanders, M. Benish, N. Maddox, M. Ma,go�r E. P-:"ter F. Ec:J.e·t, ;.,·. fo;ier, 
G. Cooper D. Harris, 2. Carey, V. Gross, M. Miller. 
AL RO RP. 
GEOGRAPHY 
ROW 1: R. Pear.;on, F. Poff?,, J. Glasgow, 6. Delong. 
ROW :i.: M. Sill and£'. Varderhill. 
HISTORY 
ROW 1: H. 8/ad,rnEcrg, E. Wa,r.an, S. Fagenfrom, P. Hu bbell, M. Thomson, H.DeVries. 
ROW 2.: H. Pear:e, "-· Simps::,n, F. Ericson, E. Waugh, C. Anderson. 
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MUSIC 
ROW 1: R. Averill, M. G.affan, D. James, E. Whan, L. Ashby, E. Warfley. 
ROW 2: H. Margan, R. 'foll, R. Maffei!, M. Riley, H. Pyle, G. Raach. J. Elwell. 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
ROW 1: M. Besf, C. Leese/I, M. Curlis. ROW 2: R. Belcher, H. Wallace, J. Hickman, R. Giles. 
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PHYSiCS 
H. �rr,ilh, D. Nap,ik, "· Leib, W. Voglesong. 
MATHEIAAJICS 
E. Go•ngs:. M. Dooahoe, H. Falahee, T. Weav61', C. Erikson, .?. Pate. 
CHEMISTR'f 
RO,¥" i: .I/. Col,;,, J. Sellers, P. Brundage, P. Clark, M. Carr. ROW 2: H. Vartanian, J. Kelley, J, Boggs. 
AU P.. 0 RA 33 
HOME ECONOMICS 
E. Underbrink, E. Bauch, C. Kelly. 
ART 
0. Gill, A. Hooa, H. Swefe, J. McAllister, D. Lamming. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
ROW 1: M. Hair.on and G. Willougoby. ROW 2: R. G·i'den, R. lcBounfy, D. Chamberlain, S. Glo>-, N. Risk. 
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BUSINESS EDUCATION 
ROW 1: /{.Ander;on, E. Erik,on, J. Robin,on, V. North, M. Herrick. qow 2: D. Burras ond J. Lotz. 
FOREIG LANGUAGE 
ROW i: C. Case, J. Owens, E. Nagel, D. Wolfe. P.OW 2: H. Gauer,e, H. Hughes. M, Guerra, P. Zid;raf. 
LIBRARY S AFF 
ROW ,, J.I. Rose,treter, E. Andrews, W. Bates. ROW 2: J. Greea, F. Stevens, V. McKeachie, H. Ha1na,f. '::J.e..eringa. 
U R  ORA 35 
HEALTH RESIDENCE 
iv.iss Fry, Dr. VanO-.rten, vii- Bowen. 
MEN'S DO,RMITORIES 
R. Chapman, N. fas-ma, K Lurting, /vi. Hershey, L. Wade. 
WOMEN'S DORNJTOJUES 
ROW 1: E. TrumbLI', M. W,1itney, L. Elliott, /vi. /vloore, V. Carson. ROW 2: V. Nobles and D. Smith. 
36 A U R ORA 
The Health Service is under the 
direction of the Head of the Health 
Education Department, Dr. V. L. Van 
Duzen, and his assistants, Miss Bowen 
and Miss Fry. 
Provisions are made each year for 
giving new students physical exam­
inations. Dr. Van Duzen then has a 
conference with those found to have 
With the completion of the James M. 
Brown Residence Hall this year, ad­
equate facilities are now available 
for housing all the men students on 
campus. Under the directorship of 
Mr. L. M. Wade, who is assisted by 
Mrs. Karen Lurting, dietitian, the men 
are now enjoying their life in modern 
M.S.N.C. has three fine dormitories 
for women students. A warm friendly 
atmosphere is maintained throughout 
by the election of house officers and 
councL New students are also greet­
ed by counselors working with the 
House Mothers and Dean of 'N omen. 
AURORA 
handicaps and advises them as to 
treatment. 
During the year the health center 
is open for treatment and consultation 
and provides two weeks of hospital­
ization free of charge. Emergencies 
are also handled by Dr. Van Duzen at 
any time, day or night. 
dormitories complete with dining 
halls, lounges, snack bars, and tele­
vision. Munson Hall is managed by 
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Hershey, while 
McKenny is supervised by Mr. Robert 
Chapman and men's proctor, Mr. Nor­
wood Eastman. 
The residence halls are directed by 
Lucy A. Elliott and the Head Resi­
dents, Marguerite Whitney and Eliza­
beth Trumbull of King, Verna Carson 
o:nd Vera Nobles of Goodison, and 
Mary Moore and Dulcie Smith of 
Jones. 
37 
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SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
Carl Anderson, ;ponsor; Mike Scherer, president; Carol Climer, secretary; Angel::, Angelocci, f-ea«•reri nis,in,, Jade. 
Weiss, vice-president. 
Alter graduation, February. 
AUROR 
Senior 
The Class of 1950 is proud of the fact 
that it is by far, the largest Senior Class 
that has ever graduated from Mich­
igan State Normal College. Then, too, 
we are proud of the fact that our aver­
age age is far in excess of that of a 
normal graduating class. This is so, 
because in 1946, our freshman year, 
the major influx of discharged war 
veterans began to move in to our 
colleges. 
Ours is a very special class, we 
think, br we leave behind us a string 
of broken precedents. The realization 
that our February graduating class 
was large enough to warrant a special 
convocation of its own resulted in our 
first break with tradition. Then, too, the 
June graduating class was the first to 
venture into an outdoor graduation 
ceremony which will be held on the 
W. 0. Briggs baseball field. With the 
plans made for an outdoor ceremony, 
we anticipate a record attendance. 
Last, but certainly not least, is our 
Senior Ball. This event will always re­
main with us as an unforgettable occa­
sion, for with the top name orchestra 
of Elliott Lawrence it will certainly be 
the biggest social event to take place 
on this campus. Yes, we are proud of 
these broken precedents, for it means 
AURORA 
the end of conforming and the be­
ginning of -:iew expansions in social 
and scholastic activities; it means in­
dependence, accepted responsibili­
ties, and leadership that should be the 
primary goal of the educated young 
American. 
It is with the active suppor� of a very 
liberal, responsive administration that 
our achievements were made possible. 
It is their foresight, combined with our 
initiative that brought forth this reali­
zation that we are capable of responsi­
bilities, determination, and self-gov­
ernment. 
In conclusion, I should like to ex­
press my crppreciation to Co-chairmen 
Marion Runkle and Jim Tascoff, and to 
each and every senior who helped to 
make the Senior Ball such a huge 
success. Thanks are also due to those 
who worked so hard to make such 
events as the Christmas Sing, Flag 
Walk, and Class Day so enjoyable 
and memorable. 
In closing, the Senior Class, as a 
whole, extends its heartiest and warm­
est "thank you" to our most helpful 
and stimulating Senior Class advisor, 
Carl Anderson. 
Michael J. Scherer, 
President, Senior Class 
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• PAMELA ANDERSON; Detroit; History; Theta Lambda Sigma; History Club. • LELAND BACHMAN: 
Ypsilanti; Industrial Arts. • MARGUERITE BALLAGH; Royal Oak; Pi Kappa Sigma; Art Club, Stoics, Kappa 
Delta Pi. • LAURA BRIDGES: Detroit; Later Elementary; H.C.F. • FRED BURGES: Detroit; English. 
• JAMES BURKE: Willow Village; Industrial Arts. • JEAN BURNOCK: D-?troit; Later Elementary; Alpha 
Sigma Tau; Dance Club, Newman Club, Campus Sisters, Women's League Executive Board. • DONNA 
JOYCE CAMPBELL; Royal Oak; Special Education; Alpha Sigma Tau; Special Ed. Club, Choral Union. 
• VIRGIL CIUNGAN; Ecorse; Business Administration; Phi Delta Pi; Letterman's Club. • AUDREY L. 
CLEMENTS; Dearborn; Sociology; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Pi Gamma Mu. 
• JEANNETTE COUVREUR: Detroit; English; English Club, Newman Club, W.R.A. • GLENN DICKER­
SON; Ypsilanti; Industrial Arts; Industrial Arts Club. • RETA G. DODD; Willow Village; English. • JOHN 
WM. EDWARDS: Ann Arbor; English. • DANIEL ESKIN; Ann Arbor; Physical Education; Arm of Honor; 
Phys. Ed. Club. 
• ROSAMONDE FOSSATI; Ypsilanti; English; Pi Gamma Mu. • JAMES FUNK: Detroit; Mathematics. 
• PAUL T. GARIEPY: Detroit; Natural Science; Kappa Phi Alpha; Newman Club. • ESTHER GROOT: 
Plymouth; Sociolcgy; Theta Lambda Sigma. • GLENN HAGEN; Utica; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Pi 
Gamma Mu, Histcry Club. 
• SALLY BAILEY HARWOOD: Trenton; Mathematics; Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Gamma Mu, Math Club. • EVE­
LYN HENDRIX; Detroit; Early Elementary; Alpha Kappa Alpha; Canterbury Club, Panhellenic. • ELIZA­
BETH A. HOHEISEL: Plymouth; Art. • IDA RACHAEL HOLLAND: Monroe; Social Science; Delta Sigma 
Theta; English Club, A.C.E., W.R.A. • MARY T. HUNT; Ann Arbor; Business Education; Pi Omega Pi, 
Business Club. 
•ELEANOR KAHLER: Imlay City; English; S.R.A.-v. pres., Kappa Delta Pi, Lutheran Students, A.C.E. 
• RICHARD KAUrFMAN; Ann Arbor; Special Education; Special Ed. Club. • WILLIAM KISTLER; Wil­
low Village; Industrial Arts. • HELEN KILGORE: Ann Arbor; Social Science; Kappa Delta Pi. • PHYLLIS 
HEARL; Howell; Occupational Therapy; O.T. Club. 
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• ROBERT LARSEN: Willow Village; Industrial Arts; Kappa Sella Pi, Industrial Arts Club; Varsity Football. 
• WILLIAM E. MARSHALL; Willow Village; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club. • ALASDAIR MacDON­
ALD; Trenton; Mathematics. • JAMES McGREGOR: Willow Village; Physics; Chemistry Club. • ED­
WARD McKENNA: Grand Rapids; History; History Club, Newman Club. 
• DONALD McSWEEN: Willow Village; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club, Letterman's Club, History 
Club. • DONALD B. MEIER; Willow Village; Industrial Arts; Ph: Sigma Epsilon. • EDWARD MIDURA: Ham­
tramck; History; Newman Club. • WILLIS MOORE. JR.; Saginaw; Natural Science; Omega Psi Phi, Nat. Sci­
ence Club. • MARSHALL MOSSMAN: Flint; Industrial Arts; Industrial Arts Club, Normal News, Intramural 
Sports. 
• JOHN C. NOELL; Flint; English; Normal News-Editor, Kappa Delta Pi-pres., Pi Gamma Mu, Stoics, English 
Club. • MAE AVA PHILLIPS; Willow Run; Early Elementary; Alpha Kappa Alpha; Women's League, Off 
Campus Women. • EDWIN E. PRONG: Detroit; History; Canterbury Club, I.R.C., Stoics, S.R.A. • JOYCE 
RESNER: Detroit; Early Elementary; Delta Sigma Epsilon. • MIGUEL RIOS-SIERRA: Colombia, S. A. 
• DORIS RULE: Saline, Art. • ROBERT SCHAFER: Carleton; Chemistry; Phi Sigma Epsilon. • GEORGE 
SCHLOETZER: Ypsilanti; Aurora; Normal News. • ALICE SCOTT: Bloomfield Hills; Art; Pi Kappa Sigma. 
• ROBERT SERVIS: Willow Village; English and Natural Science; Kappa Phi Alpha; Nat. Science Club, 
Kappa Delta Pi; Track. 
• JEAN SHELTON: Utica; Special Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon. • ANN SMITH: Ypsilanti; State Limited. 
• JOYCE SMITH: Ypsilanti; Physical Education; Dance Club, W .R.A. • NORMA SOUTHARD: Dearborn; Eng­
lish. • THOMAS STEVENS: Roseville; Physical Education; Ph: Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club; Baseball, Golf. 
• LOLA STEVENSON: Ann Arbor; Art; Pi Kappa Sigma; Art Club. • WILLIAM D. THOMPSON: Dexter; 
Special Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Pi Gamma Mu, Special Ed. Club. • NICHOLAS F. USTICK: Detroit; 
English. • CERELDA WALLACE: Alpena; Early Elementary; E.F.C., Campus Sisters, S.R.A. English Club. 
• BARBARA WEBB: Grosse Pointe; English. 
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• NANCY WIGGIN; Ferndale; Special Education; Special Ed. Club. • SYLVESTER WOJCICKI; Belleville; 
Physical Education; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club; Football, Baseball. 
• ART ADAMS; Menominee; Physical Education; Arm of Honor; Phys. Ed. Club. • DONNA M. ADAMS: 
Tecumseh; State Limited; Coll. Country Life Club, Wesley Foundation. • WILLIAM ADCOCK: Dearborn; 
Geography. • CHARLES ALBER: Ann Arbor; Commercial Teaching; Arm of Honor; Student Council, Com­
mercial Club. • DALE ALDERSON; Flint; Physical Education; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club; Football. 
• CHARLES ALEXANDER: Willow Village; Geography. • ARTHUR ALSON; Detroit; Accounting. • DAVE 
AMERMAN; Northville; History; Pi Gamma Mu. • NORA AMERMAN; Gregory; English; Dance Club, 
A.C.E. • CAROL ANDERSON: Flint; Special Education; Special Ed. Club. 
• EDWARD ANDERSON: Mt. Clemens; History; Kappa Alpha Psi; Debate, I.R.C., History Club, Veterans' 
Club. • ANGELO A. ANGELOCCI. JR.; Trenton; Art; Arm of Honor; Senior Class Treas.; Debate, Pi Kappa 
Delta, Kappa Delta Pi, Men's Union-sec. • WRAY L. ANSTESS; Ypsilanti; Physical Education; Phi Delta 
Pi; Phys. Ed. Club. • ANDON! ANUZITA: Mexico City, Mexico; Business Administration. • KATHRYN 
ARMSTRONG; Ypsilanti; English; English Club, I.R.C., Normal News. 
• LOIS ARNOLD; Wyandotte; Occupational Therapy; 0. T. Club, C.Y.F. • NORBERT BADAR; Cleveland, 
Ohio; Physical Education; Newman Club; Track; Munson-pres. • PHYLLIS BAISCH: Belleville; Art; Art 
Club. • MARGARET BAKER: Dearborn; Physical Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon-pres.; W.R.A., Phys. Ed. 
Club. • MARY JOE BALDWIN; Howell; Geography; Theta Lambda Sigma-corres. sec.; College Social 
Committee, Normal News, Women's League Executive Bd. 
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• DOROTHY BANKS: Grosse Pointe Park; Physical Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon; Phys. Ed. Club, W.R.lL; 
King-pres. • EV A BARBER: North Adams; State Limited. • LILLIAN BARNES: Flushing; State Limited. 
• SHIRLEY BARNES: Ypsilanti; English; Sigma Nu Phi; Eng�ish Club; Off Campus Women. • GERALDINE 
BARNUM: Gregory; State Limited; Coll. Country Life Club-pres. 
• JOHN BARSON: Dearborn; Natural Science; Band. • LAURA ISABELL BARTELL: Ypsilanti; Social Science. 
• JEAN BARTLETT: Woodland; Physical Education; Kappa Delta Pi, Stoics, W.R.A., Phys. Ed. Club. • AR­
THUR W. BATTEN: Flint; Physical Education; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Phys. Ed. Club, Lettermen's Club. 
• EDWARD BAUM: Monroe; Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Varsity Club, Phys. Ed. Club; Football. 
• MARGUERITE BAUM: Brighton; French. • BARBARA BAUMANN: Chicago, Ill.; Early Elementary; A.C.E., 
Nat. Science Club; Goodison-vice pres. • LOIS BEATTIE: Ann Arbor; Sociology.• NANCY BEAUGRAND: 
Lincoln Park; Special Education; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Special Ed. Club.• WAYNE BECKLEY: Holly; Physi­
cal Education; Phys. Ed. Club. 
• WALTER BEHM: Willow Village; History; Pi Gamm Mu-vice pres. • BARBARA BELL: Flint; Special Ed­
ucation; Special Ed. Club. • JAMES D. BELL: Ypsilanti; Physical Education; Sigma Tau Gamma; Choir, Choral 
Union, Phys. Ed. Club, I.F.C.; Baseball. • JOHN BELL: Pre-medical; Phi Sigma Epsilon. • ALAN BENBOW: 
Wyandotte; Accounting. 
• GEORGE BENJAMIN: Wayne; Business Administration; Band, Orchestra, Business Ed. Club. • NANCY 
BENSON: Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • DOROTHY BERGOINE: Birmingham; Later Elementary; Stoics, 
A.C.E. • ELVIN BETZ: Monroe; Mathematics; Kappa Phi Alpha. • ROBERT BLOOMER: Ypsilanti; English. 
• DON BLOOMHOFF: Plymouth; Mathematics; Kappa Phi Alpha. • LESLIE BLOSSOM: Clark Lake; Physi­
cal Education; Student Council, Phys. Ed. Club. • THEODORE B. BOTT: Detroit; Physical Education; Phi 
Delta Pi; Varsity Club-vice pres; Football-co-capt., Baseball. • KEITH BAUGHMAN: Plymouth; Industrial 
Arts; Industrial Arts Club. • WILLIAM BOVILL: Detroit; History. 
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• VIVIAN M. BOWDIN: Drayton Plains; State Limited; Coll. Country Life Club, A.C.E. • DONALD R. 
BOWEN; Grand Rapids; History. • BYRON BOYER: Willow Village; Natural Science; Chemistry Club, 
Nat. Science Club. • DORIS BOYLE: Dearborn; Physical Education; W.R.A., Phys. Ed. Club, Women's 
League. • ROBERT BOYLE: Escanaba; History; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Pi Gamma Mu, I.F.C. 
• MARY LEE BRAUER: Vassar; Early Elementary; Choral Union. • JOYCE BREDERNITZ: Ann Arbor; His­
tory; Alpha Sigma Tau; Lutheran Students, Campus Sisters, History Club, Student Council-recording sec. 
• JAMES BRODIE: River Rouge; Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Phys. Ed. Club; Football, Track. 
• ROSEMARY BRODIE: Willow Village; Art; Dance Club, Art Club. • JACK BROWN: Ann Arbor; His­
tory; Sigma Tau Gamma. 
• MARILYN BROWN: Utica; History; Campus Sisters, Coll. Country Life Club; I.R.C., Lutheran Students. 
• ROBERT N. BRUNET: Vassar; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club. • RALPH BULLIS: South Lyon; Natural 
Science. • PHYLLIS BURNETT: Manitou Beach; Music, Sigma Mu Sigma; Choir, Choral Union. • CONNIE 
BURNHAM: Allen Park; Early Elementary; A. C. E., Band; Goodison-sec.-treas. 
• NANCY BURRELL: Ypsilanti; Early Elementary; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Aurora, A.C.E., Women's League 
Executive Board. • EARL BURT: Ann Arbor; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Varsity Club-pres.; Golf. • LOIS 
BUSH: Flint; Special Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon; Special Ed. Club, Nat. Science Club. • GILBERT 
BULTER: Ann Arbor; History; Kappa Phi Alpha; Student Council. • BETTY BUYS: Mt. Morris; Special 
Education; Special Ed. Club, C.Y.F. 
• JOHN BYRON: Saginaw; Industrial Arts; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Industrial Arts Club; Football, Track. 
• NORMA CADORIN: Allen Park; Natural Science; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Panhellenic, Nat. Science Club. 
• LAWRENCE G. CAIN. JR.: Toledo, Ohio; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon. • GARION CAMPBELL: Monroe; 
Natural Science. • LOUISE CAMPBELL: Caro; Mathematics; H.C.F. 
• ORLANDO CAPUTO: Detroit; Special Education; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Special Ed. Club. • JOSEPH CAR­
LINI: Lincoln Park; Physical Education. • ARTHUR L. CARPENTER: Wayne; History; H.C.F.-treas., I.R.C. 
History Club. • HELEN CARSON: Ann Arbor; Occupational Therapy. • MARILYN CASHMORE: Lincoln 
Park; Home Economics; Home Economic Club. 
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• MARY CAVANAUGH; Flint; English. • WILLIAM CHADWICK; Ann Arbor; Chemistry. • DUDLEY 
CHAMBERLIN; Midland; Natural Science; Sigma Tau Gamma. • ALFRED CHAMBERS: Mackinac Island; 
Mathematics. • LA WHENCE D. CHAPMAN: Flint; History, H.F.C., Nat. Science Club. 
• PAULINE CHARRON: Trenton; Early Elementary; Newman Club-pres., King-advisory board. • ROBERT 
CHISEL: Ypsilanti; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon. • WILLIAM CHMELKO: Detroit; Industrial Arts; Arm of 
Honor; Industrial Arts Club, Choir, History Club. • GUS CHRIST: Ann Arbor; Physical Education. • WAL­
TER CIESLAK: Hamtramck; History; Sigma Tau Gamma; History Club, Newman Club. 
• MARY L. CLARK: Flint; Early Elementary; A.C.E. • VAMPIE CLEMANS: River Rouge; Sociology; Delta 
Sigma Theta; Panhellenic, Dance Club. • CAROL CLIMER: Utica, N.Y.; Early Elementary; Sigma Nu Phi; 
W.R.A., Stoics, Music Club. •DAMON E. COLE: Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • HAMILTON COLE: Ann 
Arbor; Accounting. 
• NEIL K. COLLARD: Richmond; Business Education; Sigma Tau Gamma; Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Omega Pi, 
Stoics, B·.1siness Club, Math Club, Student Council. • RICHARD COL WELL: Pontiac; History; Pi Gamma 
Mu, EngJsh Club, Newman Club. • ALAN CONKLIN: Milan; Physical Education; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; 
Physical Ed. Club.• ROBERT A. COOCH: Ann Arbor; Natura� Science. • DONAVEE COOK: Gaylord; State 
Limited; Coll. Country Life Club. 
• THELMA L. CORN: Deaborn; Early Elementary; Student Council, A.C.E. • WILLIAM CORNWELL: Elsie; 
Music; Phi Mu Alpha; Band, Orchestra, Music Club, Choral Union. • FREDERIC ARNOLD COSGRQ, JR.: 
Ypsilanti; Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Phys. Ed. Club, Varsity Club; Asst. Football Coach & Head 
Baseball Coach-Roosevelt High School. • GEORGIANNE CREAMER: Grand Rapids; History; Women's 
League, Pi Gamma Mu, Stoics, H.C.F., A.C.E. • EARL CROLL: Northville; Natural Science. 
• LAWRENCE CZAP: Willow Village; Occupational Therapy; 0. T. Club. • RICHARD DART: Towson, Md.; 
Phys:cal Education; Sigma Tau Gamma; Canterbury Club, Phys. Ed. Club. • KEITH A. DA VIS: Willow Vil­
lage; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club. • KENNETH DAVIS: Belleville; History. • MARY DAVIS: Ypsi­
lanti; EngJsh; Off Campus Women. 
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• ARDATH DEISING; Bear Lake; Later Elementary; Math Club, Lutheran Students. • LEON J. DEKEYSER: 
Detroit; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club. • DENO DELUCA: Willow Village; Industrial Arts. • ROBERT 
DENTON; Utica; Mathematics; Phi Delta Pi. • CHARLES DESCHAMPS; Orleans, Mass.; Special Education; 
Special Ed. Club. 
• EDWARD DEVINE: Detroit; Mathematics; Sigma Tau Gamma; Math Club. • EVELYN DICKSON: Willow 
Village; Art. • CHARLES DIEBOLT: Detroit; History; Sigma Tau Gamma. • GEORGE DIEHL. JR.: Miami, 
Florida; English; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. • DOLORES DOAK: Eaton Rapids; Early Elementary; A.C.E. 
• WALTER DOLOT; Hamtramck; History; Sigma Tau Gamma; All-College Social Committee; Normal News, 
History Club, Newman Club. • WARREN A. DOLSEN; St. Ignace; Mathematics and Chemistry; Sigma Tau 
Gamma; Stoics, Chemistry Club, Mathematics Club. • BENJAMIN H. DONAGHY; Saginaw; Industrial Arts; 
Phi Delta P1; Varsity Track. • AILEEN DONOVAN; Imlay City; English; Newman Club, Choral Union, A.C.E. 
• HAROLD E. DOUMA; Willow Village; Industrial Arts; Industrial Arts Club, Kappa Delta Pi. 
• GLORIA A. DOWNING; St. Clair Shores; Fine Arts; Pi Kappa Sigma; Art Club; Newman Club. • WIL­
LIAM H. DUSBIBER; Willow Village; History. • AUGUST DUSSEAU: Monroe; History; Business Adminis­
tration Club. • STEPHEN DWORZANIN; Detroit; Chemistry. • DONALD C. EBY; Ypsilanti; Physical Edu­
cation. 
• FRED EIBLER: Ann Arbor; History; Pi Gamma Mu. • JEAN EISENBEISER; Jackson; Special Education; 
Sigma Sigma Sigma; Special Ed. Club. • RHEA MAE EISENMANN: Riga; State Limited; H.C.F., Coll. Coun­
try Life Club, Choral Union. • ARMEENAH EL: Mt. Clemens; Early Elementary; Delta Sigma Theta; Pan­
hellenic. • BETTY ELLIS; Ann Arbor; Early Elementary; Delta Sigma Theta. 
• PAT ELLIS; Flint; History. • JOAN ELSMAN: Saline; State Limited. • GERALD ELSTON; Ypsilanti; Natural 
Science. • WILLIAM EV ANO FF; Willow Village; Business Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Pi Omega Pi-pres., 
Kappa Delta Pi, Business Club. • HELEN EVELAND; Fostoria; Business Education; Sigma Sigma Sigma; 
Business Ed. Club, Pi Omega Pi. 
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• LAURA EVERHART: Ann Arbor; Occupational Therapy; 0. T. Club. • MANLEY EYLES; Wyandotte; 
Mathematics; Sigma Tau Gamma; Math Club, Chemistry Club, Stoics. • RICHARD FAHRNER; Ann Arbor; 
History. • SUE FARRELL; Escanaba; Natural S::ience; Band, Home Ee. Club, Nat. Science Club, W.R.A. 
• ESTHER FARWELL; Willow Village; Art; Dance Club, Art Club. 
• RICHARD FARWELL; Willow Village; Mathematics; Math Club.• BETTY JEAN FAVINGER: Detroit; Eng­
lish; Dance Club, Choral Union, Choir, Home Ee. Club. • SHIRLEEANNE FAVINGER: Detroit; Early Ele­
mentary; Music Club, Choral Union, Dance Club-vice pres., Home Ee. Club. • NORMAL FELT: Keego Har­
bor; Industrial Ar\s; Phi Delta Pi. • JEAN FICK; Milan; Art. 
• LILLIAN FILSINGER: Ypsilanti; Home Economics; Theta Lambda Sigma; Home Ee. Club, Wesleyan 
Foundation. • ROBERT FINNIE; Detroit; History; Newman Club. • ELIZABETH FISCHER; Gagetown; Eng­
lish. • PHYLLIS FISCHER: Dexter; English; H.C.F., Choral Union, I.R.C., English Club. • PEGGY FISHER; 
Detroit; Social Studies; A.C.E. 
• JOHN FITCH: Detroit; English; Newman Club, Industrial Arts Club. • STANLEY E. FLORY: Mt. Clemens; 
History. • CLARE FLYNN; Flint; Business Administration; Phi Sigma Epsilon. • ANNE FOLEY: Fenton; 
State Lim:ted; Newman Club, Coll. Country Life Club. • LESLIE FOLSOM: Detroit; Phi Delta Pi-pres.; Debate. 
• JOAN R. FORD: Munith; Business Education; Business Club, Wesley Foundation. • CHARLES R. FOUR­
NIER; Gr::,sse Ile; History. • RICHARD FRANKIN!; Iron Mountain; Special Education; Arm of Honor. 
• BARBARA FRIDAY: Flint; English. • WILLIAM FROBERG: Mt. Clemens; History; Sigma Tau Gamma; 
History Club-vice pres.; Newman Club-vice pres. 
• JOAN FULLER; Clio; State Limited. • MARTIN GABRYSIAK. JR.: Rogers City; Business Education; Phi Sig­
ma Epsilon; Business Club. • GEORGE GAUDY; Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • OCTAVIA W. 
GEANS; Pontiac; Sociology; W.R.A. • JERRY S. GENENDLIS; Detroit; State Limited. 
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• BRUNO GENRIC: Detroit; Accounting. • HELEN GIANAKURA: Sault Ste. Marie; Latin; Choir; Y.W.C.A., 
Latin Club. • ROBERT A. GILLIES: Croswell; Chemistry and Natural Science; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Student 
Council-treas. • FRANK H. GLADEN. JR.: Ypsilanti; Business Education; Stoics, Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Omega 
PL • LOUIS GONDA: Almont; Music; Phi Mu Alpha, Stoics, Kappa Delta Pi, Band, Orchestra. 
• DIANE GOODSON; Ypsilanti; Art. • JAMES A. GORDON. JR.; Ypsilanti; Chemistry, Physics, and Mathe­
matics; Phi Sigma Epsilon. • DONALD GRABOWSKI: Detroit; Special Education; Arm of Honor; Football. 
• JOHN GRANDSTAFF': Ann Arbor; English. • MARY DENT GRAY: Cincinnati, Ohio; Physical Education; 
Sigma Nu Phi; W.R.A., Phys. Ed. Club. 
• WANDA E. GRAY: Lakewood, Ohio; Later Elementary; Sigma Alpha Iota; Music Club, Wesley Foundation. 
• PHYLLIS GREER: Wayne; English; Pi Kappa Sigma. • WILMA GRIFFITHS: Ypsilanti; Early Elementary; 
Alpha Sigma Tau; A.C.E., S.R.A., C.Y.F, Choral Union. • RICHARD GUENTHER: Montreal, Wis.; Physical 
Education; Phys. Ed. Club, Special Ed. Club. • KEITH GUNDRUM; Ypsilanti; Natural Science; Phi Sigma Ep­
silon; Track. 
• SAMUEL HAMILTON: Utica; Physical Education. • MARY MARGUERITE HAMPTON: Wayne; State 
Limited. • IMOGENE HARGER: Pontiac; Mathematics; Math Club, Kappa Delta Pi-sec., Campus Sisters, King­
sec. treas. • CHARLES HARGIS: Flat Rock; English; Newman Club, English Club. • ARTHUR HARPER: 
Physical Education; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club; Baseball, Basketball. 
• ROBERT HARTEG: Detroit; Natural Science; Kappa Phi Alpha. • WILLIAM HARTMAN: Detroit; English. 
• RICHARD HARTSIG; Fraser; Industrial Arts; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Industrial Arts Club; Golf. • LESTER 
HEDDLE: Ypsilanti; Industrial Arts; Industrial Arts Club. • ROBERT L. HEGER: Ann Arbor; History; Intra­
mural Sports. 
• BILL HEMES: Escanaba; Physical Education; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Phys. Ed. Club. • DONALD HEIDEN­
BERGER: Flint; Industrial Arts. • RICHARD S. HEITZNER: Flint; Social Science; Pi Kappa Delta, Debate. 
• GEORGE HELVEY: Ypsilanti; Chemistry; Chemistry Club. • FRED D. HENDRICK. JR.; Birmingham; Geog­
raphy; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Men's Union-vice pres., Aurora Staff, Math Club. 
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• RHALLY JEAN HIGGINS: Port Huron; Later Elementary; H.C.F., Band.• ESTHER R. HILL: Milford; English. 
RICHARD HINDS: Dundee; Accounting; Pi Gamma Mu, History Club, Business Club.• JOHN HIPPLE: Fern­
dale; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon; History Club, Newman Club. • EDWARD HIPWELL: Detroit; History; 
Sigma ':'au Gamma; History Club, Nat. Science Club. 
• DONALD HULL: Sandusky; Mathematics. • NORBERT IGNASIAK: Detroit; Physical Education. • PHIL­
LIP IMUS: Milford; Geography. • EUGENE INMAN: Garden City; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club. 
• ARTHUR JACKSON: Almont; Accounting; History Club. 
• NORMAN JACKSON: Davison; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club. • ROBERT C. JACKSON: Lincoln Park; 
Mathematics; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. • MARIE JACQUEMOTTE: St. Clair Shores; Music; Delta Sigma 
Epsilon; Music Club, Choral Union, Choir, Women's League Executive Board, Sigma Mu Sigma. • AN­
THONY JESUE: Lincoln Park; Physical Education; Alpha Gamma Upsilon.• CAROLANN JOHNSON: Ypsi­
lanti; Special Education. 
• ESTELLAH JOHNSON: Dearborn; Social Science; Sigma Nu Phi. • FRANCES W. JOHNSTON: Ypsilanti; 
History; Pi Kappa Sigma; Student Council; Newman Club, History Club, Library Club. • STANLEY JOHN­
STON: Ypsilanti; Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Phys. Ed. Club, Choir. • ROBERT JONES: Flint; 
Natural Science; Chemistry Club, Nat. Science Club. • CHERIE KACENA: Dearborn; Geography; H.C.F. 
• ALICE KACHADURIAN: Dearborn; Art; Women's League Executive Board, Art Club. • SIMON KATCHA­
TERIAN: Lincoln Park; History; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. • EDWARD J. KALEFF; Ypsilanti; Physical Educa­
tion; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club. • EDWARD KAMINSKI; Detroit; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club, New­
man Club.• RUDOLPH KAMISCHKE: Grosse Pointe; Chemistry; Chemistry Club, Math Club. 
• FRED KATON: Ypsilanti; Art; Kappa Delta Pi, Art Club, Aurora. • MIKE KEDZIERSKI: Detroit; Special 
Education; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Special Ed. Club. • LLOYD KELLER: Detroit; Physical Education; Arm of 
Honor; Basketball, Tennis. • DONALD KENNEDY: Detroit; Industrial Arts; Sigma Tau Gamma; Veteran's 
Club, Industrial Arts Club. • EVELYN KERIN: Grand Blanc; Later Elementary. 
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• ROBERT KERR: Jackson; History. • WALTER KEY:Belding; Geography; Sigma Tau Gamma. • CHESTER 
M. KOWALCZYK: Detroit; History; Sigma Tau Gamma; Phi Mu Alpha, History Club, Newman Club, Choral 
Union. • EUGENE KOWALSKI: Willow Village; Chemistry. • JOHN KOUZOUJIAN; Detroit; History; Arm of 
Honor; Ui Kappa Delta, Debate, History Club. 
• HERBERT KILGUS; Detroit; Industrial Arts; Sigma Tau Gamma; Band. • ROBERT KRABILL; Adrian; Mathe­
matics. • CARL KRAUSENECK; Mt. Clemens; History; Kappa Delta Pi; Pi Gamma Mu. • CARL KULAWCZYK: 
Wyandotte; Business Administration. • ROBERT L. KUSTER: Ypsilanti; Accounting; Arm of Honor; Business 
Club. 
• ROBERT KYLE: Willow Village; English; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. • FREDDA KYRO; Ann Arbor; English; 
Off-Campus Women. • EDWIN LA DUKE: Lincoln Park; Economics. • KENNETH LA FRANCE: Ypsilanti; 
History. • DONNA LAMBERT; Ann Arbor; Mathematics. 
• STEPHEN LANE: Ann Arbor; Geography; Sigma Tau Gamma. • GLORIA LANG; Carleton; Sociology; 
Sigma Nu Phi; Panhellenic-rec. sec. • MARGARET LARSEN; Keego Harbor; Economics; Student Wives' 
Club, Pi Omega Pi. • JOSEPH LA RUE; Jackson; French. • MILTON R. LAWSON: Ypsilanti; Physical Edu­
cation; Arm of Honor; Nat. Science Club. 
• ROBERT N. LEE; Inkster; Natural Science and Chemistry; Alpha Phi Alpha; Nat. Science Club. • RICHARD 
D. LEE: Ypsilanti; Physical Education; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Track. • BARBARA L. LEONHARD: Detroit; Sci­
ence; Kappa Mu Delta; A.C.E. • DOROTHY LESSNER; Detroit; Home Economics; Home Ee. Club, Off-Cam­
pus Women. • ALLAN LEWIS; Flint; Geography; Kappa Phi Alpha; Student Council, Assembly Commit­
tee-chairman. 
• IRIS JUNE LEWIS; Brighton; Later Elementary; H.C.F., English Club. • ROBERT L. LICHTY: Traverse City; 
Mathematics. • MIRIAM LINDEN: Detroit; Early Elementary; Delta Sigma Theta;"Dance Club. • WARREN 
LINDENSMITH; East Detroit; Mathematics; Math Club. • JEAN LITTLE; Romeo; Special Education; Special 
Ed. Club, Women's League Executive Board. 
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• DOLORES LLOYD: Dearborn; Physical Education; W. R. A., Student Council, Phys. Ed. Club. • JOYCE­
LYN LOEWER: Kenmore, N.Y.; Physical Education; W.R.A., Phys. Ed. Club.• ELIZABETH LORD: Wayne; 
Library; Alpha Sigma Tau. • JACK LOWE: Melvindale Physical Education; H.C.F. • ALFRED McCLELLAN: 
Pontiac; English; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. 
• FRANK McCOY: Belleville; Literature. • NICK McCULLOUGH: Lexington; History; Zeta Chi Sigma; I.F.C. 
• BETTY McCURDY: Flint; English. • GRACE McDANIEL: Detroit; Early Elementary. • JOHN McDONALD: 
Ironwood; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon; History Club, Newman Club. 
• LENA McKEE. Marlette; State Limited; H.C.F., Coll. Country Life Club. • GRACE McNAMARA; Ypsilanti; 
State Limited. • JACK PATRICK McPARLAND: Detroit; Geography; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Newman Club, His­
tory Club, Math Club-pres. • JOHN. C. McROBERTS. JR.: Utica; Mathematics. • EMILIANO MACHADO; 
Moron, Ct.:ba; Special. 
• MYLES V. MADDOX, JR.: Detroit; History; Sigma Tau Gamma; Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Gamma Mu.• WALTER 
G. MANKO: Detroit; Biology; Zeta Chi Sigma-pres.; Normal News-editor. • JOHN MANIKAS: Ypsilanti; 
Speech; Art Club. • CHARLES MANN: Ann Arbor; Natural Science. • JAMES MARTIN: Wayne; Indus­
trial Arts; Arm of Honor; Football, Baseball. 
• RAY MASON: Saginaw; Mathematics; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Math Club. • RAMONA MASTRAPA: 
Holguin, Cuba; History. • ISMENE MAXOURIS; Birmingham; English Literature; English Club-sec., Choral 
Union, Orchesis, Orthodox Students-sec. • HOW ARD R. MAYNARD: East Detroit; Industrial Arts; Industrial 
Arts Club. • RICHARD W. MENDENHALL: Frankfort; Mathematics; Zeta Chi Sigma; Math Club, Student 
Council-pres., Normal News; Tennis. 
• GERTRUDE MERKEL: Chelsea; History; Women's League Executive Board. • BYRON MERRITT: Mt. 
Clemens; Natural Science; Nat. Science Club. • CHARLENE MEYER: Brighton; Natural Science; Nat. Sci­
ence Club. • EUGENE MICHALSKI: Detroit; Natural Science; Sigma Tau Gamma. • THOMAS H. MILL­
DEBRANDT: Birmingham; History; Phi Sigma Epsilon-pres.; Normal News-sports ed., Publicity Director of 
College. 
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•JAMES M. MILLER; Ypsilanti; Natural Science; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Basketball, Tennis. • LEONARD MIL­
LER: East Detroit; Physical Education; Phi Sigma Epsilon; Physical Ed. Club, Newman Club. • LOUIS MIL­
LER: Willow Run; Natural Science; Nat. Science Club. • MARILYN A. MILLER; Lansing; Physical Education; 
Phys. Ed. Club, Lutheran Students, W.R.A. • JACK MINZEY: Ypsilanti; History; Kappa Phi Alpha; I.F.C., 
Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Gamma Mu, Stoics; Student Council. 
• LEA DONNA NIPPER: River Rouge; Early Elementary; Alpha Sigma Tau; A.C.E., Panhellenic. • DON­
ALD MIRZOIAN; Detroit; Industrial Arts; Sigma Tau Gamma; Industrial Arts Club. • OSCAR E. MITTEL­
STAEDT; Highland Park; Chemistry and Mathematics; Newman Club, Chemistry Club, Math Club. • JACK 
A. MOBLEY; Flint; History; Pi Gamma Mu, History Club, I.R.C. • HELEN MOORE: Plymouth; Early Elemen­
tary; A.C.E. 
• JOANNE MOORE: Chelsea; Early Elementary; Music Club. • RAY MORIARTEY: Centerline; Mathe­
matics; Math Club, Chemistry Club. • DENNIS H. MUIR; Ann Arbor; English; Phi Mu Alpha. • MARJORIE 
MULL; Brighton; Music; Sigma Mu Sigma-pres., Music Club, Choral Union, Choir, Kappa Delta Pi. • JOHN 
MUNGER: Ypsilanti; English. 
• LOUISE MURPHY; Lansing; Physical Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon; W.R.A., Phys. Ed. Club. • THOMAS 
NAAS: Detroit; Special Education; Sigma Tau Gamma; I.F.C., Special Ed. Club.• MILDRED NOTTEN; Grass 
Lake; State Limited; Wesley Foundation, Coll. Country Life Club. • FRED NOWLAND; Ann Arbor; Special 
Education; Special Ed. Club. • BEATRICE OTIS: Ypsilanti; English; Choral Union. 
• WILLARD L. OTIS: Ypsilanti; Natural Science; Choral Union. • MARTIN O'HARA: Ypsilanti; Natural 
Science; Arm of Honor. • NANCY OVERTURF; Algonac; Physical Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon; Phys. 
Ed. Club-pres., W.R.A. • FLOYD E. OUELLETTE; Trenary; Chemistry and Mathematics. • CLARENCE 
OWENS; Willow Village; Biology. 
• LOUIS PACIONI; Detroit; Physical Education; Arm of Honor; Phys. Ed. Club, Newman Club. • DONALD 
PATNALES: Ferndale; History. • LILY ANN PEARSON: Detroit; Occupational Therapy; Theta Lambda Sig­
ma; O.T. Club, King-vice pres. • SHIRLEY PEARSON; Escanaba; Special Education; Special Ed. Club. 
• STEVEN PEKNIK: Herrimer, N.Y.; Chemistry. 
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• EDITH DORIS PENN: Detroit; Latin; Alpha Kappa Alpha. • HUGO PERRI: Dearborn; History; Phi Sigma 
Epsilon; Pi Gamma Mu-pres., Normal News-bus. mgr., Student Council-vice pres., Aurora-sports editor, His­
tory Club. • SAM PERRY: Hamtramck; History; History Club-pres., I.RC., Newman Club; Tennis. • LOIS 
PHILLIPS: Plymouth; Later Elementary; Alpha Sigma Tau; A.C.E., Choral Union. • THELMA PHILLIPS; 
Highland Park; Natural Science. 
• NANCY PILCHER: Fort Dodge, Iowa; Art; Sigma Nu Phi; Women's League, Art Club, Off-Campus Women, 
Aurora. • JOAN PLATT: Ypsilanti; Art. • JOHN PINTER: East Munising; English; Arm of Honor. • FRANK 
POCHIK: River Rouge; Chemistry and Natural Science; Zeta Chi Sigma; Nat. Science Club, Chemistry Club. 
• THEODORE J. POLOWA Y: Dearborn; Natural Science; Zeta Chi Sigma-treas. 
• LOUIS PORRETTA: Detroit; History; Pi Gamma Mu, History Club. • FLOYD G. POUSHA: Monroe; His­
tory; Band, Newman Club, History Club, Special Ed. Club. • LOREN POWELL: Lachine; Natural Science. 
• DELPHINE M. PREBIS: Dearborn; History. • BETTY PRICE: Royal Oak; Social Science and Mixed Arts; 
Delta Sigma Epsilon. 
• ROSELAND PURCELL: Ypsilanti; Music. • NORMA RAFUSE: Milwaukee, Wis.; English; Choral Union. 
• EMILY RAUCH: Flint; Art. • RICHARD RAYMOND: Highland Park; Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; 
Letterman's Club; Football. • NORA REIMAN: Jackson; Social Science; Pi Gamma Mu, A.C.E. 
• JANE REIST: Saginaw; State Limited; Choral Union, Choir, H.C.F., Coll. Country Life Club. • CLAYTON 
RENNIE: Willow Village; Geography; Pi Gamma Mu. • REX E. STARKS: Dearborn; Industrial Arts; Phi 
Sigma Epsilon; Industrial Arts Club. • ROBERT REYNOLDS: Ann Arbor; History.• JACK K. RICE: Willow 
Village; Chemistry. 
• EDWARD H. REITH: Grosse Ile; Accounting; Phi Delta Pi; Business Club. • ROBERT R. ROBINSON: Al­
len Park; Special Education; "M" Club, Special Ed. Club, History Club; Track. • HELEN ROSS: Dearborn; 
History; H.C.F. • JOE RUCKER: Dearborn; History. • MARION RUNKLE: Grosse Pointe; Later Elementary; 
Delta Sigma Epsilon; Women's League-sec., W.R.A. 
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• LUCILE RUSH: Vestaburg; Library; Women's League. • DAVID M. RUSSELL: Detroit; History. • DORO­
THY M. RUTKOWSKI: Dearborn; Early Elementary; Art Club, Newman Club. • JOSEPH A. RUTZ: Carson­
ville; Chemistry. • DORIS RYDER: Plymouth; State Limited. 
• DAVID SANBORN: Ferndale; Music; Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, Band, Choir, Orchestra. • DALE SAWICKI: 
River Rouge; Physical Education; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club, Varsity "M" Club; Basketball. • JANIS 
SCHAFER: Carleton; Art; Art Club, W.R.A. • MICHAEL SCHERER: Flint; Mathematics and Chemistry; 
Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Senior Class President; Men's Union Executive Board, Choir. • BARBARA SCHNEI­
DER: Ann Arbor; Industrial Arts; Pi Kappa Sigma; Industrial Arts Club. 
• MARY ANN C. SCHWARTZ: Washington; State Limited; Choral Union. • BARBARA SCOTT: Detroit; 
Library; Alpha Sigma Tau. • CLYDE SEE: Flint; Physical Education; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club. • JAMES 
SERVIS: Willow Village; Natural Science; Kappa Phi Alpha; Pi Gamma Mu, Nat. Science Club. • WAYNE 
SHANK: Columbus, Ohio; Zoology; Natural Science Club, History Club. 
• LOIS SHANKWILER: Grand Rapids; Social Science; A.C.E.-pres. • JACK SHANNON: Highland Park: 
Physical Education; Kappa Phi Alpha; Phys. Ed. Club, Varsity Club. • JERRY SHELTRAW: Saginaw; His­
tory; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. • ORPHA SHINN: Mancilona; State Limited; Coll. Country Life Club. • ANNIE 
SIMON: Dearborn; English; I.RC. 
• GERALD SIMS: Willow Village; Social Work; Special Ed. Club. • FRANK L. SINCLAIR: Ypsilanti; Nat­
ural Science; Stoics, Nat. Science Club-pres. • MARILYNN SLATER: St. Clair Shores; Occupational Ther­
apy; O.T. Club, Choir. • KATHLEEN SLEICHER: Wayne; Early Elementary. • GERALD SLOMINSKI: Sagi­
naw; History and Economics; Phi Delta Pi; I.F.C. 
• JOANN SMALLEY: Ypsilanti; Natural Science. • BARBARA SMITH: Pontiac; English; Delta Sigma Epsi­
lon; Women's League Ad. Board. • DON LEWIS SMITH: Owosso; Physical Education; Phys. Ed. Club; 
Track.• DOUGLAS SMITH: Allen Park; English; Arm of Honor; English Club, German Club. • ELAINE H. 
SMITH: Ypsilanti; Art; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Art Club, Choir, Band. 
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• GEOFFREY SMITH: Allen Park; History; Arm of Honor. • MARK W. SMITH: Ann Arbor; Natural Sci­
ence; Sigma Tau Gamma; Nat. Science Club, Chemistry Club, Wesley Foundation. • RITA ANN SMITH: 
Flint; Mathematics. • PHYLLIS JEANNE SOWARD: Flint; Special Education; Special Ed. Club, Newman 
Club, Women's League. • SALLY SPEDDING: Detroit; Social Studies; Zeta Tau Alpha. 
• DAVID SPIERLING: Detroit; Mathematics; German Club, Canterbury Club, Math. Club. • LA WREN CE 
SPILOS: Detroit; Physical Education; Football. • JOSEPH S. STACHNIK: Van Dyke; Industrial Arts; New­
man Club, Industrial Arts Club. • CHARLES V. STEEN: Ypsilanti; History; Business Club. • DONALD F. 
STEIN: Port Huron; Natural Science; I.R.C. 
• EDWARD STEINMAN: Carleton; Mathematics and History; Pi Gamma Mu, Math Club. • BEVERLY 
STERL: Needham, Mass; Art; Theta Lambda Sigma. • JAMES E. STEW ART: Willow Village; Mathematics. 
• CATHERINE STOCK: Lapeer; State Limited. • JOA.NNA STORMER: Wayne; Business Education; Busi­
ness Clu;), Pi Omega Pi. 
•WAYNE STRAND: Keego Harbor; History; Phi Del ta Pi. • WILLIAM SUMNER: Highland Park; History; 
Debate, Dance Club. • RICHARD SUNDAY: Detroit; History; Arm of Honor; History Club, Varsity Club; 
Tennis. • DORIS SUTTON: Brighton; Occupational Therapy; Kappa Delta Pi; Women's League Executive 
Board, 0. T. Club, Stoics. • NANCY J. SUTTON: Detroit; Special Education; Sigma Sigma Sigma; Special 
Ed. Clul::, All College Social Committee, Student Council-corr. sec., Women's League Executive Board; 
Cheer-Le;ader-co-captain. 
• ERNESTINE SWAN: Detroit; Music; Alpha Kappa Alpha; Sigma Mu Sigma; Music Club, Choral Union. 
• ELIZABETH TAIT: Ann Arbor; History; Sigma Nu Phi. • NORMAN TANBER: Michigan City, Indiana; 
Mathematics; Aurora; Golf. • JAMES TASCOFF: Lincoln Park; Art; Arm of Honor; Art Club. • MERTON 
C. TEARE: Ypsilanti; Industrial Arts; Industrial Arts Club. 
• ROBERT THERIAULT: Willow Village; Chemistry. • ELIZABETH R. TURCZI: Monroe; Social Science; 
Newmar_ Club. • LEO TURNER: River Rouge; Physical Education; Phi Delta Pi; Phys. Ed. Club; Basket­
ball, Baseball. • WILLIAM VALLEY: Detroit; English; Phi Delta Pi-sec.; English Club-sec-treas. • ELLEN 
J. VANDERWOORT: Lansing; Early Elementary. 
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• JACK B. VAN WAGNER; Willow Village; Industrial Arts; Arm of Honor. • MARJORIE VELIT: Clarks­
ton; Commercial; Business Club. • JANE VILLRO; Romeo; Special Education; Delta Sigma Epsilon; Special 
Ed. Club, A.C.E. • DONALD VETAL: Plymouth; Chemistry; Alpha Gamma Upsilon; Chemistry Club. 
• MARY VUKOVICH: Flint; Natural Science; Nat. Science Club; Kappa Delta Pi. 
• PATRICIA WAARA: Flint; Mathematics; Math Club, C.Y.F. • MARY LOUISE WAGAR: Gladwin; Music; 
Pi Kappa Sigma; Music Club, Choral Union. • GLORIA M. WALTON: Ypsilanti; Physical Education; 
Women's League-pres., Off-Campus Women, W.R.A., Kappa Delta Pi, Pi Kappa Delta, Phys. Ed. Club. 
• BARBARA WARNER; Ypsilanti; Music; Sigma Nu Phi; Kappa Delta Pi, Sigma Mu Sigma, Stoics, Orches­
tra, Band, W.R.A., Dance Club, Music Club, Choir; Cheerleader. • WALLY WASIELEWSKI: Wyandotte; 
History; Cheerleader. 
• SALLY WATTS: Adrian; Early Elementary; Delta Sigma Epsilon; Panhellenic, A.C.E., W.S.S.F. • OLIVER 
WEIPERT: Detroit; History; Phi Delta Pi; Newman Club, History Club, Pi Gamma Mu. • GERALD WELLS; 
Belleville; English. • SHIRLEY E. WETMORE: Detroit; Early Elementary; Alpha Sigma Tau; Panhellenic, 
A.C.E., Women's League Executive Board. • NORMAN WHISLER: Flat Rock; Chemistry; Phi Delta Pi; 
Chemistry Club. 
• JOHN W. WHITE; Detroit; Physical Education; Sigma Tau Gamma; Phys. Ed. Club, Pi Gamma Mu, 
Kappa Delta Pi; History Club, Nat. Science Club. • REX WHITLOW; Jackson; History; Pi Gamma Mu, 
History Club. • NORMAN WHYTE: Royal Oak; History; Sigma Tau Gamma; History Club. • PAUL 
WILDER: Monroe; Phi Delta Pi; Men's Union-pres.; Baseball. • GAIL WILLIAMS; Three Rivers; State 
Limited; Coll. Country Life Club-pres. 
• GEORGE WILLIAMS; Detroit; Geography; Alpha Phi Alpha. • JOHN L. WOLSKI; Detroit; History; 
Sigma Tau Gamma; Newman Club, History Club. • ALICE WOOD; Britton; School Library Service. 
• VIRGINIA WORDEN; Willow Village; Art. • BETTY YAGO; Fowlerville; State Limited; Wesley Foun­
dation; Coll. Country Life Club. 
• DONALD YERKES; Howell; Mathematics; Alpha Gamma Upsilon. • LEITHA YORK: Willow Village; 
History. • EDWIN ZULKEY; Trenton; Industrial Arts. • HAROLD J. ABRAMS; Detroit; General Business; 
Kappa Sigma Kappa. • FRANCIS F. HOUTTEKIER: Port Huron; Natural Science; Newman Club, Nat. Sci­
ence Club. 
AURORA 
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JUNIOR CLASS OFFICERS 
SEATED: Jim Wichterman, president; George ..,,lfoughby, sponsor; Kay 9,c,non, secretory. STANDING: Bob Dea"l, 
t.�asurer; Don Duff, vice-president. 
U:FT-A/1 smiles on the winning class float. RIGHT-Dc;;nc"ng fo the music of Blue Barron. 
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Junior 
The school year 1949-1950 proved 
to be one of the biggest years for a 
Junior class. 
Under the leadership of Jim Wich­
terman as president; Don Duff, vice­
president; Kay Shannon, secretary; 
and Bob Dean, treasurer, the junior 
class came forth with several out­
standing performances. 
At Homecoming the juniors led all 
other classes in the annual float con­
test. The theme used in winning the 
evening were the co-chairmen, Bernie 
Miller and Doug Kuechle. Laurels 
should be awarded too, to the many 
others who worked so industriously 
in completing their committee work. 
As a sophomore class last year the 
tradition was started by having a 
joint spring picnic with the juniors. 
This year the second annual sopho­
more-junior class picnic was held in 
the Hollow on May 18th. On this day, 
one of the most perfect picnic days 
contes: was that of several Indians this spring, a record number of stu­
cooking the Hope Dutchmen in a dents enjoyed the hot-dogs, cokes, 
huge cauldron. 
On February 17th, the juniors went 
all out in bringing the school the first 
big-time J-Hop in more than two 
decades. Dancing to the music of 
Blue Barron proved to be a delightful 
evening for all those who attended. 
Other entertainment during the inter­
mission was provided by the ever 
popular campus quartet, the Four 
Hoarsemen. The two people most re­
sponsible for such an entertaining 
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and especially the interclass baseball 
game. 
It has been the expressed desire of 
the .junior class officers and many 
class members that these traditions 
of a most successful name band J-Hop 
and the interclass picnic and ball 
game be continued. 
And now we are about to become 
seniors. The short space of only a 
year is between us and our varied 
futures. 
77 
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• JEAN ALLISON: Pontiac; Early Elementary. • WILLIAM AMOS: Detroit; Accounting; • JOHN ANDERSON: Ypsi­
lanti; Industrial Arts. • THOMAS ANDERSON: Brighton; Pre-medical. • MARY ANDONIAN: Detroit; History. 
• PATRICIA ATTWOOD; Wayne; Early Elementary. • EDWARD BAGATINI; Calumet; Music. • EMILY LOU BAILEY; 
Detroit; School Library Service.• PHYLLIS BAKER; Rogers City; Early Elementary. • JAMES BALDWIN; Ecorse; History. 
• EUGENE BARKER: Walled Lake; Music. • AUDREY BARKLEY; Romeo; Early Elementary. • BRAGDON BARLOW: 
Chelsea; History. • FRANCES BARRINGTON: Detroit; Later Elementary. • ROLAND BARTHEL; Ann Arbor; Art. 
• WJLLIAM BATTISHILL; Ypsilanti. • ALBERTA BEAVEN: Flint; History.• DONALD BELLINGER; Charlevoix; Natural 
Science. • JOSEPH BELLINGER; Charlevoix; Natural Science. •MARY ANN BENNETT: Mt. Clemens; Early Elementary. 
• VIRGINIA BENNETT: Birmingham; Latin. • SHIRLEY BENNING: Detroit; Occupational Therapy. • ALLAN BERG: 
Detroit; Physical Education. • ANDREW BERTHA: Willow Run; Physical Education. • JAMES BIBBS: Ecorse; Pre­
Professional. • JAMES BIRD: Ann Arbor; History. • STANLEY BLACK; Hamtramck; Special Education. • BARBAR,'\ 
BLAZER: New Boston; Home Economics. • MAYNARD BLOSSOM: Clark Lake; Physical Education. • ROBERT 
BOEHM: Bay City; Pre-medical. 
• DONALD BOHLINGER: Detroit; Physical Education. • U. T. BOLTON: Monroe; Geography. • DUANE BONDY: 
South Rockwood; English. • MARGERY BOYD: Northville; English. • FRED BOYER: Mt. Clemens; Pre-professional. 
• SHIRLEY BRADDON: Elyria, Ohio.; Occupational Therapy. • DOROTHY BRANDT: Tecumseh; Early Elementary. 
• TED BRIGGS: Ferndale; Natural Science. • JEANNE BROSIER: Pontiac; Fine Arts. • JAMES BROWN: Belleville; 
History. 
• RUSSELL BULLIS: Ypsilanti; Mathematics. • RONALD BUMSTEAD: Dafter; Natural Science. • PEGGY BUNN: 
South Lyon; Business Education. • HAROLD BURMEISTER: Kingston; Natural Science. • WILLIAM BURNS: Trenton; 
Fine Arts and History. • RICHARD BYROM: Lincoln Park; History. • DONNA JANE CAMPBELL: Plymouth; Art. 
• ROBERT CAMPBELL: Detroit; Later Elementary. • RUTH CAMPBELL: Monroe; Early Elementary. • JAMES CAR­
MEN: Allen Park; English. 
• DOROTHY CARROLL: Port Huron. • CONNIE CARROTHERS: Farmington; Art. • RICHARD CAZIER: Ypsilanti; 
Mathematics. • JAROSLAV CERVENAK: Warren; English. • CATHERINE CHALLIS: Pontiac; English. • CONNIE 
CHURCH: Dearborn; Special Education. • JACQUELINE CHURCHILL: Port Huron; Physical Education. • JAMES 
CLARK: Holly; History. • PATRICIA CLARKE: Detroit; Sociology. • JEAN CLAY: Detroit; School Library. 
• RUTH CLEMENTS: Dearborn; Physical Education. • MADELON CLOUGH: Pontiac; Early Elementary. • FERRIS 
CLOUSE: Hudson; Industrial Arts. • LARRY COOK: Detroit; Mathematics and English. • DONNA COOPER: Marine 
City; Special Education. • MARJORIE CORNELL: Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. • BEVERLY CORRIGAN: Fraser; 
Fine Art. • SHIRLEY CRUDDER: New Baltimore; Sociology. • BARBARA CULLEN: Belleville; Early Elementary. 
• JOYCE CURRIE: Dearborn; Early Elementary. 
• JAMES CUTHBERTSON: Pontiac; History. • GAWAINE DART: Pontiac; Fine Art. • DELORIS DAVIS: Durand; 
English. • HARRY DAVIS: Brighton; Pre-professional. • SYBIL DAVIS: Ypsilanti; English. • BOB DEAN: Detroit; 
Chemistry. • MARIANNE DENIO: Pontiac; Music. • KENNETH DIETRICH: Flat Rock; Mathematics. • THOMAS 
DOENGES: Howell. • GERALD DOUGHTY: Allen Park; Mathematics. 
• MERLE DRAKE: Utica; Early Elementary. • DONALD DUFF: Detroit; Natural Science. • MICHAEL DUSZYNSKI: 
Detroit; Mathematics. • SAMUEL DUSZYNSKI: Detroit; Mathematics. • JOE EDWARDS: Pontiac; History. • LAURA 
ELKINS: Auburn Heights; Latin. • BETTE ELLISON: Monroe; History. • ANN EMERICK: Ann Arbor; Music. • FRITZ 
EMLING: Detroit; Pre-professional. • MILDRED EY: Buffalo; Occupational Therapy. 
• MARJIE FERGUSON: Dexter; Fine Arts. • GEORGE FERKALO: Belleville; History. • TERESE FINN: Detroit; Prac­
tical Arts. • PAULA FIRTH: Detroit; Early Elementary. • HARRY FOSDICK: Saline; Physical Education. • FRANCES 
FOURNIER; Detroit; Early Elementary. • VIRGINIA FOWLER: Garden City; Fine Arts. • JACK FOX: Ypsilanti; 
Spanish. • CHARLES FRANCIS: Flat Rock; Sociology. • JACQUELINE FRAZIER: Detroit; Early Elementary. 
• DONNA FREDE: Mt. Clemens; Early Elementary. • DOROTHY FRY: Berkley; Special Education. • HOWARD 
FRYE: Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • HELEN GACH: Romeo; Early Elerpentary. • GRETCHEN GAFFIELD: 
Howard City; Special Education. • ALBERT GALLUP: Ann Arbor; Industrial Arts. • DANIEL GARTNER: Inkster; 
Mathematics. • JEAN GARTNER: Inkster; State Limited. • ANN GEORGE: Allen Park; Accounting. • JOAN GILLES: 
Plymouth; Early Elementary. 
• WARDELL GILLIAM: River Rouge; Later Elementary. • MARGARET GLOVER: Van Dyke; Mathematics. • DOUGLAS 
GODWIN: Dearborn; History. • ELAINE GOODMAN: Flint; Later Elementary. • JOAN GORMLEY: Norvell; Mathe­
matics. • MARBEN GRAHAM: Detroit; History. • BOB GRAY: Addison; School Administration. • JOYCE GRIFFITH: 
Mt. Clemens; English. • JACK GRIMSTON: Ann Arbor; Accounting. • JOHN GROOS: Escanaba; Special Education. 
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• EDMUND GUNTHER. JR.; Ann Arbor; Mathematics and Physics. • GRACE HAAB: Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. 
• RONALD E. HAGER: Monulona; Mathematics. '• PHONUEL J. HAMILTON: Ypsilanti; History. • LYNNE R. HAM­
ILTON: Belleville; History. • BEVERLY JEAN HANLEY: Flint; Early Elementary. • JOHN A. HARROWER: Detroit; 
Mathematics. • SHIRLEY HARTLIN; Warren; Home Economics. • DIANE HATLESTAD; Fostoria; Business Education. 
• BEVERLY HAUK: Plymouth; English. 
• BETSY HAYASHIDA; Honolulu, Hawaii; Occupational The:apy. • ANN HEALEY: Lincoln Park; Early Elementary. 
• FRANK HEGER: Ann Arbor; History. • KENNETH HELKAA; Wayne; History. • DONALD HELVEY: Detroit; Pre­
Dental. • RITA MAE HENRICH: Monroe; Business Education. • GEORGE C. HEWENS; Ypsilanti; History. • LEO H. 
HICKS; Allenton; Chemistry. • DONNA HIGGINS; Port Huron; English. • VERNE HIGGINS; Trenton; Mathematics. 
• RODERICK HIGHFIELD; Plymouth; Industrial Arts. • JOHN HILLER: Ann Arbor; Natural Science. • ROBERT 
HOCKINGS; Crystal Falls; Physical Education. • MARGARET HOFFMAN: Highland Park; English. • JIM HOLDRIDGE: 
Ypsilanti; History. • MARY HOLLAND; Manistique; History. • MARION HOLT; Yale; Mathematics. • WILLIAM 
HONERT: :'psilanti; Physical Education. • MARY LOU HONOLD: Laurium; Education. • RUSSELL HOTCHKISS; 
Pontiac; Mathematics. 
• DON HOUSHOLDER; Detroit; Accounting. • BARBARA HUGHES: Fowlerville; Commercial. • RICHARD HUIZ­
ENGA: Ann Arbor; Physical Education. • THEODORE HUIZENGA; Ann Arbor; Business Administration. • PEGGY H. 
IRWIN: Ishpeming; Music. • JEWEL JELINEK: Detroit; English. • DARL JENNINGS: Allegan; Industrial Arts. • LOUISE 
JIMERSON: Detroit; Library Science. • BARBARA JOHNSON; Ypsilanti; Accounting. • DOROTHY JOHNSON; Detroit; 
Library Science. 
• ELSIE JOHNSON: Melvindale; English. • LOIS A. JOHNSON: Kane, Penn.; Pre-Professional. • PAUL JOHNSON; 
Ypsilanti; Industrial Arts. • ISABELLE JONES; Pontiac; State Limited. • MARY KANE; Mt. Clemens; Social Science. 
• JOHN M. KAYGANICH: Dearborn; Music. • JAMES KELLEY; Carleton; Physics. • JEANNE KELLY; West Branch; 
Physical Education. • JOANNE KENNEDY; Ironwood; Early Elementary. • DONNA KERN; Port Huron; Home Economics. 
• EVELYN KEYES; Jackson; English. • JOAN KEYS: Belleville; History. • KAY KIMBALL; Muskegon; Physical Educa­
tion. • JO ANN KINGINGER: Dearborn; Physical Education. • PETER KITHAS: River Rouge; History. • JOAN KLEMMER: 
London, Ern;;land; English. • BARBARA KNOBLAUCH: Morenci; Music. • HELEN KUORETAS; Pontiac; Commercial. 
• MARGARET KOVITZ; Linden; Home Economics. • CARL KRAUSE: Mt. Clemens; English. 
• NORMAN KRAWCZAK; Saginaw; Physical Education. • THELMA KRUTSINGER; Allen Park; English. • DOUGLAS 
KUECHLE: Detroit; History. • MARGARET LA FLEUR: Detroit; !:panish. • DOROTHY LAING; Ypsilanti; Early Elemen­
tary. • PATRICIA LAMBERT; Escanaba; Special Education. • LEONA LAMOREAUX: St. Ignace; Physical Education. 
• DOLORES LARA: Royal Ook; Special Education. • CHRISTINE LEARMONTH: Flint; Special Education. • KENNETH 
F. LEHMAN; Willow Village; Mathematics. 
• BILLY E. LINTNER; Detroit; Mathematics. • RAYMOND LISOWSKI; Cleveland, Ohio; Industrial Arts. • MARTI 
LOUGHRY: Detroit; Early Elementary. • ALICE C. LOVELL; Dexter; Special Education. • ALBERT RICHARD MACK­
ELWICH: Flint; Mathematics. • ROSEMARY F. MADDEN: Detroit; Early Elementary. • SHIRLEY MADISON: Detroit; 
Later Elementary. • FRANCIS J. MANSFIELD; Pontiac; Music. • JOAN MARKELL; Port Huron; Science. • CLARK E. 
MASON: Belleville; Business Administration. 
• JO ANN McMULLEN: Saginaw; English. • WYNN McMULLAN; Belleville; Geography. • PETER McMILLAN; 
Willow Village; Physical Education. • GERALD McMAHON; Detroit; Education. • DAVID McKENNA: Ypsilanti; His­
tory. • ROBERT F. McDOUGALL; Detroit; History. • JANET MacDONALD: North East, Penn.; Occupational Therapy. 
• RALPH McCREADY: Ann Arbor; Accounting. • ANN McCAMLEY: Flint; Early Elementary. • CHARLENE MAX­
WELL; Port Huron; Early Elementary. 
• CHAPMAN H. MAXWELL: Jackson; History. • THADDEUS MATYLEWSKI; Detroit; Industrial Arts. • ROBERT 
MATTHEWS: Ypsilanti; Natural Science. • HARRY MATSOS: Detroit; Business.Education. • MILDRED JO MASON; 
Wayne; Art. • JOAN G. McMURRAY: Saginaw; Physical Education. • EDWARD J. MEADE: Belding; Music. • JOANNE 
METTERT: Ann Arbor; English. • WILLIAM METTERT: Ann Arbor; Mathematics. • MARGARET MEYER: Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin; C ccupational Therapy. 
• CHARLES MEYERS; Ann Arbor; History. • HARRY MIAL: Mt. Clemens; Natural Science. • MILLARD MICHAEL: 
Willow Village; History. • BARNARD MILLER, JR.: Business Education. • MIGNON M. MILLER: Detroit; Music. 
• WILLIAM MILLER; Ypsilanti; Natural Science. • HELEN MENKOFF; Farrell, Penn.; Music. • FAY MITCHELL; 
Ypsilanti; English. • JOANNE MORAN; Detroit; English. • ELIZABETH MORRIS: Ann Arbor; English. 
• JACK MUSSER: Ypsilanti; Industrial Arts. • DOLORES ALICE MUSZYNSKI; Dearborn; Later Elementary. • ROSE. 
MARY NAGY: Detroit; Physical Education. • ROBERT NASH: Detroit; History. • BARBARA NAUMAN: Detroit; School 
Library. • NAN A. NEBEL; Ypsilanti; English. • CATHERINE NEVILS; Detroit; Music. • SALLY JANE NEWMAN; Ann 
Arbor; Art. • CHARLES T. NEWTON: Melvindale; History. • PAUL NICOLIA; Detroit; Music. 
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• BERTA LOU NIQUE; Pontiac; English. • JOYCE NUERNBERGER; Detroit; English. • CHARLOTTE NYBERG; Iron­
wood; Education. • RUTH OAKES; Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • PATRICK O'CONNOR; Birmingham; Mathematics. 
• RICHARD OHLINGER; Ypsilanti; Pre-Osteopathic. • HAROLD J. O'LYNNGER; Flat Rock; History. • BARBARA 
ORR: Ypsilanti; Sociology. • MARJORIE OTT; Adrian; Business Education. • JOSEPH P. PATRICK; Willow Village. 
• SHIRLEY PAUL; Highland Park; English. • BEVERLY JEAN PERKINS: Dearborn; Psychology. • LONA PHILLIPS; 
Hudson; Music. • ELEANOR POCHODYLO; Port Huron; History. • DERMONT POLEY; Tecumseh; Physical Education. 
• ROBERT POLLAKOWSKI; Dearborn; Art. • ALEX S. POMNICHOWSKI; Wyandotte; Business Education. • JOSEPH 
POZZI; Solvay, N.Y.; Pre-Dental. • JOHNSON M. QUICK; Saline; Business Administration. • JOYCE QUICK; Newport; 
Senior High. 
•WENDELL G. RAYBURN; Detroit; Natural Science. • JANE REDMAN; Morenci; Music. • HELEN REED; Blissfield; 
Early Elementary. • DORIS REEVES; Whittokee; English. •LORRAINE RICHERT; Royal Oak; English. • JOHN G. 
ROBERTS; Detroit; Physical Education. • LYLE ROBERTSON; Birmingham; English.• HOWARD G. ROBINSON: Detroit; 
History. • LEROY ROCKQUEMORE; Detroit; Natural Science. • THEODORE ROGINSKI; Wyandotte; Business Adminis­
tration. 
• RUDY G. RUPPE; Detroit; English and History. • BARBARA SAUDER: Ravenna, Ohio; Occupational Therapy. 
• LAWRENCE D. SAUVAGE; Willow Village; Literature. • FRANK SCELZI; Long Island, N.Y.; General. • RICHARD 
SCHAFER: Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • MURIEL SCHELAWSKE; Detroit; Physical Education. • PHYLLIS 
SCHERER: Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. • ALMARENE SCHILLER: Ann Arbor; Social Science. • LAURA SCHIPPER; 
Ecorse; General. • BEVERLY SCHMIDT; Niles; Mathematics. 
• LEO SCHUCK; Saginaw; Industrial Arts. • EDWARD SCHULZ; Detroit; Physical Education. • JACOB SCHURMAN; 
Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • RAYMOND SEEGER. JR.; Ann Arbor; Mathematics. • DORIS SELBY: Lincoln Park; 
School Library. • KAYE SHANNON: Detroit; Art. • RICHARD SHANNON: Lawrence, Kansas; History. • RALPH 
SHARP: Ann Arbor; English. • OLLENE SHEARS: Coopersville; Music. • DORIS SHURMUR: Wyandotte; Early Ele­
mentary. 
• DORIS SIGNER: Flint; Business Education. • DICK SLAKER: Detroit; Music. • JOAN SMALLIDGE: Ypsilanti; Special 
Education. • DONALD L. SMITH; Riga; Special Education. • MARVIN SMITH: Plymouth; Natural Science. • RICHARD 
SMITH: Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • DAVID SMOKER; Coldwater; Latin. • LARRY SOLDAN; Ypsilanti; Physical 
Education. • HAROLD K. SOLE: Ypsilanti; Art. • MARY SPARR: St. Clair Shores; Music. 
• ROBERT SPENCER; South Lyon; Physical Education. • ROSEMARY STAMOS: Detroit; Art. • DONALD STANBURY; 
Royal Oak; History. • HARRY STANBURY: Royal Oak; History. • CHARLES H. STANDISH: Ypsilanti; Mathematics. 
• MARGARET STANFORD: Detroit; Chemistry. • EDWARD STEELE; Manchester; Physical Education. • FREDERICK 
STEFANSKI: Ann Arbor; Chemistry and Mathematics. o ALBERTA STEIN; Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. • JOYCE 
STEPHENS: Brighton; Physical Education. 
• JAMES STEVE: Brighton; Natural Science. • JOHN E. STEWART: Ecorse; Natural Science. • THOMAS STUART: 
Berkley; Accounting. • PHYLLIS STUTHERS; Roseville; Special Education. • MINO SUYAMA; Detroit; Art. • KAREL 
E. TABOR: Grand Blanc; Industrial Arts. • JOHN TAROCCI; New York; General. • RICHARD TOOLEY; Wayne; Mathe­
matics. • CHARLES TOWNER: Mt. Clemens; History. • WILLIAM TSCHIRHART; Milan; Mathematics and Physics. 
• BEVERLY TUPPER; Dexter; Early Elementary. • HARRY UHBANUK: Armada; Natural Science. • ABRAHAM J. 
ULMER. JR.; Detroit; History. • BARBARA UNGER: Dearborn; Social Science. • DON VAN BECELAERE: Grosse Pointe; 
Business Administration. • GEORGE VASSOFF; Ann Arbor; History. • ARTURA VERSCHAEVE: Northville; Art. 
• MARGARET VOYVODIC: Goodrich; Later Elementary. • GERALD WALCOTT: River Rouge; History. • RICHARD 
WALDEN; Fenton; Physical Education. 
• JOANNE G. WALLACE: Wayne; Art. • DONNA WARD: Belleville; Senior High. • RICHARD WARD: Saginaw; 
History. • GLORIANNE WARNER; Detroit; Social Science. • STANLEY E. WAWRZYNIAK; Detroit; Industrial Arts. 
• AUGUST WEIR: St. Clair Shores; Special Education. • ROBERT WELLS; Beldind; Natural Science. • CHARLES 
H. WEST: Flint; Industrial Arts. • AUDREY M. WESTPHAL; Ecorse; History. • JAMES WICHTERMAN: Detroit; Physi­
cal Education. 
•DONALD WILCOX; Detroit; Mathematics. • JOHN P. WILLIAMS; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • JOSEPH L. WIL­
LIAMS; Pontiac; Accounting. • ALICE WILLtSTON: Highland Park; English. • MARGARET WILMOT: Pontiac; Early 
Elementary. • JEAN WILSON; Dundee; Art. • LOUISE WILSON: Tecumseh; Early Elementary. • ROBERT L. WILSON; 
Ypsilanti; History. • ROSE WINN: Ecorse; Spanish. • JACK WISE; Melvindale; Physical Education. 
• DONALD WITBECK; Ann Arbor; Geography. • FRANK D. WOODRUFF; Inkster. • KENNETH WOODWARD; Clin­
ton; Natural Science. • DAN E. WOZNIAK; Detroit; Business Administration. • EUGENE WOZNIAK: Detroit; Natural 
Science. • KATHIE H. YOCICA: Belleville; Special Education. • DAVID YOUNG; Detroit; Chemistry. • LOIS ZIEG­
LER: Royal Oak; Early Elementary. • ALBERT MAKOLIN; Calumet; History. • MARGERY LARA VULLEMOT: Royal 
Oak; English. 
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CLASS OFFICERS 
ROW 1: Joe Gorno/1, president; Simon Fager­
strom, sponsor; Betty Keller, vice-president. 
ROW 2: Doris Eakle, secretary; Glen Goerke, 
treasurer. 
LEFT: Hard working committees for "Some 
Enchanted Evening." 
AURORA 
Sophomore CfaJJ 
Soon after classes resumed last fall, 
the entire college realized that the 
Class of '52 wasn't just another under­
grad class, but something special. 
Under the sponsorship of Dr. Simon 
F aegerstrom, the Sophs began a 
promising career. 
Extremely critical of the manner in 
which elections formerly had been 
held, a gathering of Sophomores at 
their :first class meeting decided to 
change things. A carefully organized 
election procedure was established 
which, above all else, attempted to 
provide ample time between nomina­
tions and final ballotting for active 
political campaigns by the candi­
dates. The result was a slam-bang, 
typically American election race 
which had the campus in an uproar 
for days. Signs sprung up on the trees, 
photographs appeared in the Union, 
and party slates were organized. The 
victors were Joe Gornall, president, 
Betty Keller, vice-president, and Betty 
Jo Robinson, secretary. A tie for class 
treasurer was finally decided in favor 
of Glen Goerke by a special election. 
Later in the year when Betty Jo Robin­
son left politics for marriage, Doris 
Eakle was selected to succeed her. 
Winning all but one event from 
their Freshmen foes, the Sophs proved 
their calibre in the traditional Home­
coming games. They took the tug-of­
war, the obstacle race, the horse-and­
rider fight, and, in the biggest test of 
all, fought off any attempt by the 
"pots" to bring down a Soph Class 
representative sitting atop a greased 
pole. 
AURORA 
The two biggest class events of the 
year were the annual Soph Swirl and 
an all-campus Variety Show. March 
25 was the date for the Swirl, titled 
"Some Enchanted Evening," and for 
weeks before the campus was in­
formed of the fact. Through original 
eye and ear catching publicity di­
rected by Liz Holloway, program 
chairman, the tickets were all sold ten 
days before the dance. Bill Stegmey­
er' s wonderful orchestra helped make 
the Swirl one to remember. 
"Fifty Years of Song and Dance," 
the Soph's free Variety Show April 28, 
was a rousing success. Over twenty 
student acts competed for the thirty 
dollars in prizes awarded by a dis­
tinguished group of judges headed by 
President Elliott. The two hour revue 
was dedicated to the Freshmen Class 
in the hopes that it would become an 
annual affair. 
The class sponsored many other 
events such as toboggan parties, a 
highly successful skating party, and 
splash parties at Ypsi Central' s swim­
ming pool. With the advent of spring, 
plans were made for the Junior-Sopho­
more picnic, which was May 18. An 
inter-class baseball game, free hot 
dogs and pop, and group singing 
around a blazing bonfire made the af­
fair a great success. The Hollow party 
acted as a spirited finale to the Sopho­
more Class activities for 1950. 
At press time next semester's Juniors 
were in the midst of another fiery elec­
tion campaign for class officers. With 
such a great beginning, the Class of 
'52 gives promise of two more years 
of spirited activity. 
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• ROSEMARIE ABER; Wyandotte; Art. • MARIAN ALDRICH; Ypsilanti; Library. • FRANCES ALLEN: Flint; History. 
• MARSHALL AMERMAN: Ann Arbor. • CARLEY AUSTIN: Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • GLEN AVERY: Stevens­
ville; Business Administration. • EARL BAGGETT: Trenton; English. • LINDSAY BARD: Melvindale; Pre-Medical. 
• NANCY BARENOW: Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • JOAN BARKLEY: Detroit; Early Elementary. 
• MARTHA JEAN BEALL; Wyandotte; Spanish. • DOROTHY BEAM; Hart; State Limited. • PATTY BEEMAN: Detroit; 
English. • ROBERT BEGGS: Wayne; Business Administration. • JOANNE BENEDICT: Sandusky; History. • SYLVANE 
BERNARDI; Detroit; Physical Education. • HELEN J. BERTSOS; Chicago; English. • IVAN BETZ: Monroe. • DAVID W. 
BIRD; Huntington Woods; Business Administration. • D ONALD BISMACK: Minden City; Pre-Medical. 
• TOM BLACK: Mt. Clemens; Physical Education. • MARTHA BLANCHARD; Detroit; Early Elementary. • ROYCE 
BLOOMER: Flint; Physical Education. • JOYCE BOBIER: Detroit; Occupational Therapy. • JOHN BLOSS: Flint; Physical 
Education. • LOUIS GENE BOGGS; Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • ROBERT BONNELL; Mt. Pleasant. • BEVERLY 
BORDEN; Detroit; Home Economics. • EVADA BORN; Belleville; History. • BARY JO BRADLEY: Detroit; English. 
• ELLEN BRANDT: Howell; Later Elementary. • WILLIAM B. BRIDGES: Lincoln Park; Industrial Arts. • JOE BRODIE: 
River Rouge; Physical Education. • MARILYN BROOKS: Manchester; History. • JERRY BROWN: Detroit; Physical 
Education. • SALLY ANN BROWN; Detroit; Early Elementary. • CAL BRUNING: Ferndale; Physics. • RICHARD 
BUCHHOLZ: Toledo, Ohio; Industrial Arts. • DOROTHY BURCH; Detroit; Later Elementary. • HARRY BURLESON; 
Detroit; Accounting. 
• NANCY BUTCHER: Flint; Home Economics. • MARVIN L. BUTLER, JR.; Inkster; Chemistry; • SALLY BUTLER: 
Detroit; Early Elementary. • MOYNE CABBAGE: Milan; History. • DON CAMPBELL; Ecorse; Industrial Arts. • EARL 
CARPENTER: Wayne. • PHIL CARROLL: Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • JOAN CATHERS: Ypsilanti; Business 
Administration. • DONALD COLBY: Milan; Business Administration. • BILL COLLYER: Saginaw. 
• HARLOW CORWIN; Ypsiianti; Business Administration. • ANN COULS; Grosse Pointe; Early Elementary. • JUAN­
ITA ANN COVINGTON: Monroe; History. e LYLE CUNNINGHAM: Port Huron; Accounting. • MILO DANZEISEN: 
Temperance; Junior and Senior High. • MARION R. DAVIDSON; Coldwater; Mathematics. • CHARLES DAVIS; Lincoln 
Park; Business Administration. • JOANNE DeCONICK; Walled Lake; Mathematics. • JOAN DeKLERK; Fraser; Later 
Elementary. • MELVIN DICKSON; Oxford; Mathematics. 
• CHARLES DIETERLE: Ypsilanti; Architecture. • HELEN DIGON; Ferndale; Mathematics. • RUSSELL DODGE: Ann 
Arbor; Pre-Engineering. • JANICE DOLL: Detroit; English. • GAYLORD DONNELLY: Jackson; Physical Education. 
• ANN DOTY: Bay City; Special Education. • JACK DREW: Wayne; Music. • HAROLD DUNBAR: Lansing; Pre­
Engineering. • JAMES DUNCANSON: Mt. Clemens; Business Administration. • EVELYN DUNLAP; Dearborn; Art. 
• JOYCE DUPONT: Ypsilanti; Music. • DORIS EAKLE: Milford; General. • PATRICIA ANN EARLING; Belleville; Pre­
Nursing. • PEGGY EBELING: Romeo; Mathematics. • SAMUEL EDWARDS: Pontiac; Physics. • JAMES EL: Mt. 
Clemens; Natural Science. • DONALD ELLIS; St. Clair; Physical Education. • ANN ERNST; Wayne; Later Elementary. 
• JEAN ERNST: Detroit; English. • BARBARA EUREK: St. Charles; English. 
• MARIAN EVANS: Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • WALTER FERDON: Wayne; Mathematics. • JAMES FERGUSON: 
Ypsilanti; Accounting. • BRUCE R. FIANDT: Alpena; Industrial Arts. • JOYCE FINKBEINER: Ann Arbor; History. 
• AL FLEMING: Detroit; English. • PAULINE FLESHNER: Detroit; Music. • MARIE FOLSOM: Otter Lake; Special 
Education. • JOHN FORD: Detroit; Mathematics. • WILLIAM FREW: Wyandotte. 
• DONALD FUNK: Ionia; Music. • MARGUERITE GALLER: Lake Orion; State Limited. • GARDA GAMBER: Linden; 
Physical Education. • BETTY GAUSS; Fairview Park; Sociology. • SHIRLEY GEGUS: Monroe; Early Elementary. 
• KEN GEYER: Cement City; History. • ANNAMARIE GILLESPIE: Pontiac; English. • HARRIET GILMORE: Ypsilanti; 
English. • WILLIAM JAMES GILSTER: Detroit; Physical Education. • NANCY GLUNZ: Detroit; History. 
• MARTHA J. GOLYZNIAK: Ypsilanti; English. • DON GOODSON: Barrackville, West Virginia; Later Elementary. 
• VICTOR J. GORNALL: Detroit; Science. • HANK GOTTWALD: Detroit; Business Administration. • HUGH J, GRA­
HAM: Pontiac; English. • LAWRENCE GRAHAM: Detroit; Art. • SHIRLEY GRAHAM: Detroit; Early Elementary. • LYN 
C. GREEN: Plymouth; English. • LAWRENCE GREEN: Plymouth; Pre-Engineering. • GRACE GRUENWALD; Detroit; 
Early Elementary. 
• PAT HALAMA: Ontonagon; Special Education. • BRUCE T. HALLE: Dearborn; Physical Education. • WILMA 
HAMILTON: Almont; Social Science. • SIDNEY HARDEMAN: Ecorse; Chemistry. • SALLY HARRISON: Ypsilanti; 
Art. • JOYCE HARTUNG: Grosse Pointe; Occupational Therapy. • DOROTHY HATHAWAY: Ann Arbor; Natural 
Science. • MARY LOUISE HAYS: Dearborn; English. • WILLIAM HILL; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • BEVERLY 
HINSCH: Ypsilanti; Art. 
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• ELIZABETH HOLLOWAY; Dearborn; Art. • JAMES HON; Pontiac; Industrial Arts. • JACK HOXEY; South Branch; 
High Scho:,l. • MARION HOISINGTON; Imlay City; Recreation. • CAROLYN HUTCHINSON; Beulah; Early Elementary. 
• JO ANN IMMEL; Maywood, Ill.; Occupational Therapy. • JOE IVANICS; Detroit; Natural Science. • JACQUELINE 
JACOBS; Wayne; English. • JACK JAY; Detroit; Mathematics. • JEAN JENSEN; North Tonawanda, N.Y.; Early 
Elementary. 
• JOHN E. JOHNSON; Dearborn; Physical Education. • R/UPH EDWARD JOHNSON; Detroit; Speech. • MICHAEL 
JOYCE; Ypsilanti; Accounting. • DONALD JULIEN: Detroit; History. • PHYLLIS J. KALMBACH; Grass Lake; Early 
Elementary. • BETTY KELLER: Detroit; Art. • JEAN KEMBLE; Sturgis; Occupational Therapy. • HARRY KEMP; Rose­
ville; History. • RUTH KENDRICK: Newburyport, Mass.; English. • BETTY KENYON; West Branch; Social Science. 
• JOAN KERR; Detroit; Early Elementary. • LAWTON KNAPP; Roscommon; Physical Education. • JOHN KOCZMAN; 
Milan; Physical Education. • CHESTER K. KOTOWICZ; East Detroit; Industrial Arts. • DAVID KRIEGHOFF: Ypsilanti; 
Business Administration. • CAROL KROPF: Detroit; Music. • KATHRYN KUHN: Gregory. • LOIS LANCASTER: Ann 
Arbor; French. • ARLENE LANDBERG: Adrian; Early Elementary. • RODNEY G. LANDSMAN: Detroit; History. 
• RALPH L. LARSEN: Detroit; Physical Education. • ROBERT F. LEONARD: Mt. Clemens; Natural Science. • RAY 
LEVERING: Detroit; Physical Education. • EARLENE LIEDEL: Maybee; Mathematics. • DELTON LOHFF: Pontiac; 
Mathematics. • BARBARA LORENZ: Plymouth; Recreation. • MARGARET LOSO; Detroit; English. • JAMES A. LOVAT; 
Lincoln Perk; Chemistry. • JANET LOVITT; Adrian; Spanish. • ANGELO MAESO: Detroit; Physical Education. 
• ANTHONY MANCIVICH; Avoca; Industrial Arts. • FRANCIS MARTAU: Lakewood, Ohio; Physical Education. 
• WENDELL H. MARTIN: Flint; Mathematics. • DOMINIC MAUTI; Rogers City; Physical Education. • ERNIE 
MAYOROS; Wyandotte; Natural Science. • MARGARET McCALL; Ann Arbor; Physical Education. • OWEN Mc­
COURT; Ecorse; Social Science. • CHRISTOPHER McCOY: Mt. Clemens; History. • KAY McDONALD: Ironwood; 
English. • WALT McDONALD; Detroit, History. 
• SHERRIL McELROY: Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • COLON McGLOWN; Detroit; History. • THELMA Mc­
LAUGHLIN; Ann Arbor; Social Science. • LAMBERT McMAHON; Detroit; Psychology. • ANNE McWHIRTER; Wyan­
dotte; Ho:ne Economics. • GENE MEGIVERON; Reading; Physical Education. • FRED A. MEYN; Detroit; Special 
Education. • NORMAN MIHATSCH; Ecorse; Industrial Arts. • AUDREY MILLER; Marine City; Early Elementary. 
• CAROL MILLER: Birmingham; Business. 
• CLOYCE MILLER; Britton; History. • DALE MILLER; Ypsilanti; Mathematics. • HELEN MILLER; Mt. Clemens; 
English. • JOHN MOFFAT; Detroit; Geography. • PATRICIA MOHRLOCK; Chelsea; Early Elementary. • JIM MON­
ROE; Det�oit; Physical Education. • JOHN MOYER; Dundee; Chemistry. • JOAN MUNRO; Gibraltar; Special Edu­
cation. • BOB MUNSELL; Detroit; Natural Science. • WILLIAM MURRAY; Detroit; Economics. 
• DON O. NAFE; Ypsilanti; Pre-medical. • CHARLOTTE NAAS: Detroit; English. • NORBERT NAVARRE; Ann Arbor; 
Business Administration. • DOUGLAS NELSON: Milan; Industrial Arts. • KENNETH NELSON; Milan; Industrial Arts. 
• RANDOLPH NELSON; Clarkston; Music. • DELORES NEVINS; Ypsilanti; Mathematics. • ROLAND NEWCOMB; 
Bloomfield Hills; Speech. • BERNADINE NEWSOM; Detroit; Physical Education. • DELORES NICHELSON; Detroit; 
Physical Education. 
• NANCY NIMS; Detroit; Early Elementary. • RUTH NOLLAR; Ann Arbor; Science. • GERALD NOWACEK; Wayne; 
Industrial Arts. • JOAN NOYES; Ypsilanti; Recreation. • MERLIN O'BRIEN; Wayne; Music. • EDWARD O'HARE: 
Dearborn; Chemistry. • MARIAN OPEL; Fraser; Spanish. • DEAN H. OSGOOD; Mt. Clemens; High School. • ROBERT 
OSTROW; Detroit; Physical Education. • DON OTTO; Ann Arbor; Music. 
• LOWELL PAFFENROTH; Ypsilanti; Natural Science. • ROBERT C. PARKS: Howell; Physical Education and Litera­
ture. • RALPH PATTERSON: Detroit; History. • JAMES PEACOCK: Monroe; English. • BETTY PEARSON: Escanaba; 
Special Education. • M. J. PELLOWE: Adrian; English. • MARCIA PERILSTEIN: Philadelphia, Penn; Occupational 
Therapy. • DICK PERRY; Pontiac; Pre-Medical. • JERRY PETERS: Dearborn; Pre-Journalism. • VINCENT J. PETITPREN; 
Mt. Clemens; Biology. 
• OSWALD PFAFFMAN: Dearborn; Business Administratior:. • ALICE PHENIX: Detroit; English. • LARRY PICKRELL; 
Detroit; Business Administration. • MALCOLM PIERCE; Plymouth; Natural Science. • DEETTE POTTER; Willis; Early 
Elementary. • JOHN POWER; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • MAXINE PRESTON; Ann Arbor; Natural Science. 
• JACK PRICE: Pontiac; Chemistry. • LOUIS PRIESKORN: Willis; Mathematics. • ROSETTA M. PRINGLE: Detroit; 
Art. 
• MADGE ELLEN PUMROY: Wyandotte; English. • JOAN PURCELL; Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • ALICE RABO­
TEAU; Ann Arbor; English. • ALBERT REEBER; Detroit; A ccounting. • JOHN REYNOLDS; Detroit; Music. • WJLLIAM 
F. REYNOLDS: Detroit; Mathematics. • BERNARD BYRON RICHARDS; Ypsilanti; Recreation. • JUNE RICHARDSON; 
Northvill"'; English. • ELAINE RINGEL; Detroit; Home Economics. • HELEN ROBERTS: Royal Oak; Early Elementary. 
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• DOROTHY ROBERTSON; Detroit; Physical Education. • BETTY JO ROBINSON; Detroit; English. • JEANNINE 
ROCHON: Tecumseh; Ont.; Home Economics. • FRANK ROE; Monroe; Speech. • ARTHUR F. ROESE; Mt. Clemens; 
Natural Science. • DON ROSS; Dearborn; Mathematics. • FRAN ROSS; Cass City; Sociology. • BERNARD RUBY; 
Otter Lake; History. • BARBARA RUEDINGER: Detroit; Mathematics. • RICHARD RUSCHE; Wyandotte; Natural 
Science. 
• PAUL H. RUTGERS; Palm Desert, Calif.; History. • GUIDO SABELLA; Detroit; Natural Science. • BERNICE SADLER; 
Pleasant Ridge; Early Elementary. • MILTON SAKORAFIS; Van Dyke; Special Education. • ELAINE SANDERS; Mt. 
Clemens; Special Education. • CARL SARANEN; Pontiac; Business Education. • KATHLEEN SAWYER; Vassar; 
Special Education. • PATRICIA MAUREEN SCANLON; De arborn; Art. • ROBERT E. SCHAEFFER; Detroit; Education. 
• MARILYN SCHIGODA; Detroit; State Limited. 
• COLLEEN SCHINDLER; Wayne; School Library. • MIDGE SCHLANDERER; Grand Rapids; Natural Science. • FRED­
ERICK G. SCHMAUCH; Ecorse; Natural Science. • MARTHA SCHOENSEE; Center Line; Early Elementary. • FRITZ 
SCHULER: Dundee; Chemistry. • ORION SCHULTZ; Romulus; Physical Education. • JAMES SCULLY; Detroit; In­
dustrial Arts. • MARIE SEARFOSS; Northville; Early Elementary. • EUGENE SEIDL; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. 
• DON SHACKEL; Detroit; Engineering. 
• ROBERT SHANKIE; Detroit; Business Education. • ARTHUR SHERIDAN; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • JOHN 
SIFFERMAN: Grand Blanc; Mathematics. • VIRGINIA SIMMER; Hancock; Early Elementary. • ROBERT SIMMONS: 
Wixom; Pre-Engineering. • ROBERT SIMS; Detroit; Natural Science. • ALICE SMITH; Detroit; Physi=l Education. 
• BAILEY B. SMITH; Ypsilanti; Pre-Engineering. • ELEANOR GLADYS SMITH: Mt. Clemens; Special Education. 
• HAROLD SMITH; Freehold, N.J.; Natural Science. 
• LAWRENCE E. SMITH; Belleville; Pre-Forestry. • DELORES SODERQUIST; Ypsilanti; Sociology. • STANLEY SONK; 
Inkster; Mathematics. • ROBERT SOUTHGATE; Ypsilanti; English. • BURT STAFFEN; Greenville; Music. • NICK 
STAMOS; Ypsilanti; Pre-Dental. • JAMES STAPLETON: Royal Oak; Mathematics. • M. JUANITA STARK: Wyandotte; 
Mathematics. • MOLLY STARR: Muskegon; Music. • JOE STEMMELIN: Detroit; Industrial Arts. 
• BARBARA STEWART; Northville; Early Elementary. • ELIZABETH STEWART: Huntington Woods; Early Elemen· 
tary. • VIRGINIA STIEBLING: Detroit; English. • LORRAINE STUCKMAN; Hazel Park; Physical Education. • FRAN­
CIS SULLIVAN: Trenton, N.J.; Industrial Arts. • GLENN SUNDSTROM: Chicago. • EARL SUSSEX; Detroit; History. 
• WILLIAM TELLER: Romeo; Natural Science. • JAMES THOMPSON; Pontiac; Mathematics. • MARY JANE THOMP­
SON: Dexter; Special Education. 
• NANCY M. THOMPSON; Macomb; English. • GLEN A. THOMSON: Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • MARY ANN 
TREVITHICK: Dearborn; Early Elementary. • SHIRLEY TIFFANY; Detroit; Home Economics. • KEN TINDALL: Detroit; 
Business Administration. • MARY TROUB: South Bend, Ind.; Occupational Therapy. • LOIS TRUESDELL: Wayne; 
Physical Education. • MICHAEL TRUMITCH; Ecorse; Physical Education. • THOMAS UNDERWOOD: Berkley; 
Business Education. • JOHN VALUSEK: Utica; Special Education. 
• DENISE VAN AVERY; Holly; History. • MARGARET J. VAN HAAREN: Bay City; Music. • HAL VAN WAGNER; 
Detroit; Industrial Arts. • VIRGINIA VARNER; Toledo, Ohio; Natural Science. • JOYCE M. VEAL; Keego Harbor; 
Business Education. • FRANK WM. VELCHANSKY: Detroit; History. • ROBERT WAGNER: Ypsilanti; Recreation. 
• BRUCE WALBORN: Plymouth; Business Administration. • GERALD WALLACE; Pontiac; History. • WILLIAM 
WEATHERHEAD: Gagetown; Social Science. 
• GLORIA WEDGE; Sandusky; Early Elementary. • ROBERT WEIR; St. Oxford; Music. • LORAINE WELCH: Detroit; 
Home Economics. • SHIRLEY WELLS; Detroit; Physical Education. • CONSTANCE WENTWORTH; Detroit; English. 
• BARBARA WENZLOFF: Kingston; Home Economics. • PATRICK WHITE; East Lansing. • JOAN WILBER: Pontiac; 
English. • MARILYN WILEY; Sandusky; State Limited. • MARGARET L. WILSON: Allen Park; Home Economics. 
• DON WOOD: Lincoln Park; Business. • DOUGLAS WIS EMAN: Dearborn; Later Elementary. • LOIS WOODS; 
Detroit; English. • GEORGE WOODWORTH: Wixom; Music. • JEAN WOODWORTH: Muir; Music. • JOAN WUR­
STER: Saline; Home Economics. • ART WURZEL: Monroe; Recreation. • DONNA YOST: Detroit; Home Economics. 
• JOHN YUHASZ: Detroit; Mathematics. • WALTER ZELLMAN; Detroit; Physical Education. 
• DICK ZIEHMER; Pontiac; English. 
AURORA 
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FRESHMAN CLA� LEADERS 
TOP: Dr. James Glasgow, sponsor; Cyrus Webber, Elain) Nieb� 
LEFT: A muddy b.crttle. 
RIGHT: The sopf president on top. 
AURORA 
On September 21 the Freshman 
Class began a hectic week of tests, 
teas, tours, talks, and classification. 
This heterogenous group of activities 
was called Freshman Days. This week 
of orientation had once been a vital 
part of Michigan Normal's counseling 
program, and its renewal was a wel­
come sight to the confused frosh and 
busy faculty. No longer were the new 
students left to the last in classification. 
This ye::u they had the privilege of se­
lecting their classes before the upper­
classmen returned to take over. After 
a week of restful class work, they had 
learned much about the traditions of 
Michigan State Normal College and 
the College had learned much about 
their abilities. Many upperclassmen 
helped them find their way around 
the campus and made them feel that 
college can be fun. 
Before Freshman Days were over, 
the 800 new students of the Class of 
1953 were wearing green pots and rib­
bons. Either the late arrival of spring 
weather or forgetfulness on the part 
of usually alert upperclassmen de­
layed the reappearance of the tradi­
tional badges. 
At Homecoming, the freshman men 
contributed to the success of an out-
AURORA 
standing event by losing to the Sopho­
more men. Never before had any 
sophomore class witnessed a more or­
ganized and eager group of partici­
pants. Many of them also took part in 
the Homecoming Parade by helping 
with the class float. 
A Mixer for freshmen only was held 
at the beginning of each semester. 
Mixing games followed by dancing 
helped class members get acquainted. 
A number of interested upperclass­
men disguised as freshmen witnessed 
these even ts. 
The class can also be proud of its 
forty-four members who were recipi­
ents of honors at the Second Annual 
Honors Convocation of the College 
held April 25. 
This spring the class leaders, Elain 
Kniebes of St. Joseph and Cyrus Web� 
ber of Ann Arbor, were appointed by 
a college committee. They were se­
lected for high scholarship and lead­
ership. 
At the present time the campus is 
witnessing an active election cam­
paign for sophomore class officers. 
Although the sophomores and juniors 
too are vieing for spaces for their pos­
ters the freshmen are holding their 
own in presenting their candidates to 
the student body. 
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• ROBERT ACKERMAN: Clio; State Limited. • ROBERT ACRE: Otter Lake; Mathematics. • JOANNE ADAMS; Ann 
Arbor; Occupational Therapy. • CONSTANCE AGNEW: Milford; General. • DOROTHY AHRENS: Saginaw; Early 
Elementary. • GEORGE ALANDT: River Rouge; Business Administration. • ARLENE ALEXANDER: Detroit; Educa­
tion. • JOYCE ALLEN: Grand Blanc; Occupational Therapy. • WILLIE JEAN ALLEN: Ypsilanti; Home Economics. 
• JACK ANDERSON: Ypsilanti; Physical Education. 
• ROBERT ANDERSON: Carleton; State Limited. • HARRY ANDONIAN: Detroit; Industrial Arts. • JAMES AN­
DREWS; Mt. Morris; Mathematics. • JEAN ANTILOPE: Trenton; Social Science. • NANCY ARMITAGE: Menominee; 
Occupational Therapy. • JOANNE AUSTIN: Detroit. • JOHN AUSTIN: Berkley; Occupational Therapy. • EDWARD 
AYLMER: Buzzards Bay, Mass. • NORMA AXTELL: Detroit; Home Economics. • BEVERLY BAER: Wayne; Mathe­
matics. 
• AL VARD BALEAZAR: Cali Valle, Colombia; Business Administration. • ROBERT BARLA W: Chelsea; Business Ed­
ucation. • HERBERT BARSUHN: Inkster; Industrial Arts. • MARGARET BARTHEL: Ann Arbor; State Limited. • CAROL 
BARTHOLOMEW: Allen Park; Art. • CHARLENE BARTLETT: South Lyon; Business Administration. • JOANNE 
BASSETT: Ypsilanti; Social Work. • EDWARD J. BATTANI: Romeo; Physical Education. • EDWARD BAUER: 
Whitmore Lake; Business Administration. • W. S. BAUMAN: Ann Arbor; Business Administration. 
• RAYMOND BEADLE; Pontiac; Anthropology. • JANET BEAKNEY: Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • BIRNEY BEAUCH; 
Ann Arbor; Business Administration. • JOANNE BEAUCHAMP: Detroit; Early Elementary. • BESSIE MAE BELL: 
Wayne; Early Elementary. • GERALDINE BELL; Wayne; Business Administration. • ROBERT A. BENDEN: Gallitzin, 
Pa.; Industrial Arts. • PATSY BENEDICT: Detroit; Physical Education. • PATSY BENEDICT: Sandusky; School 
Library. • ALAN BENNETT; Detroit; Education. 
• PATRICIA BENNETT: Brighton; State Limited. • PAUL BENSON: Ypsilanti; Pre-Medical. • MARY BERTONI; Ann 
Arbor; Mathematics. • WILLIAM F. BERTRAND: Dearborn; Engineering. • MELVIN BEST; High School. • GEORGE 
BETEAG; Ecorse; Pre-Law. • DAVID A. BIRD: Ann Arbor; Pre-Engineering. • JOYCE BIRD; Romulus; Elementary. 
• EUGENE BISSON: Ann Arbor; Mathematics. • GEORGE BLEEKMAN: Ann Arbor; General. 
• JOHN BOBEL; Wyandotte; Pre-Dental. • TEDDY BOGGS: Ypsilanti; Business. • VIVIAN BOJACK; Flat Rock; State 
Limited. • BARBARA BOTHUIS: Holland; Physical Education. • HELEN BOLLA: Lincoln Park; English. • BARBARA 
BOOTH; Lincoln Park; Natural Science. • ROBERT BORGELT: Willow Village; Engineering. • ROBERT BORUSCH: 
Ypsilanti; Recreation. • ROBERT BORYSIAK: Detroit; Physical Education. • MILDRED BRACKEN: Detroit; Music. 
• PAT BRADY: Dearborn; English. • EVANGELINE BREYFOGLE: Three Rivers; Natural Science. • ROBERT BRIDGES: 
Detroit. • GERALD BROCK; Detroit; Business Education. • JUNE BROSIER; Detroit; Early Elementary. • BERNADINE 
BRYANT: Detroit; Early Elementary. • PATRICIA BUCHANAN: Flint; Laboratory Technician. • JOYCE BUCHNER: 
Plymouth; Business. • NANCY BURK: East Detroit; Education. • BARBARA BURT; Gibraltar; Physical Education. 
• SAMUEL BUSCH; Detroit. • JACK BUSH: Ypsilanti; Education. • LOCKWOOD BUTLER; Ann Arbor; English. • VIR­
GINIA BUTTERWORTH: Lincoln Park; Later Elementary. • RAYMOND BYRUM: Wayne. • LEONARD CAINE: Monroe; 
Industrial Arts. • JAMES CALLAHAN; Wyandotte; Business Administration. • JACK CALVIN: Detroit; Physical Edu­
cation. • EUGENE C. CAREY: Pontiac. • MARILYN CARL: Ann Arbor; Music. 
• DICK CARUSO: Detroit; Physical Education. • DORA CASK; Oxford; Early Elementary. • BETTY CAUGHEY: Dear­
born; Literature. • FRANCES CAVAZAS; Van Dyke; English. • GERALDINE CE BULKEY; Dundee; Chemistry. • BEV­
ERLY CHROBAK; Dearborn; History. • ALBERT CHURCH; Ypsilanti; Education. • MARILYN CHURCH; Dearborn; 
Early Elementary. • VICTOR COCCO: Crystal Falls; Speech. • JUAN COHAN: Peru; Pre-Medicine. 
• HAROLD COLLINS: Reading; Physical Education. • KAYLEEN CONACHEN: Detroit; Occupational Therapy. 
• DAWN CONKLIN: Milford; Physical Education. • KENNETH COOK: Dearborn; Music. • MARY COOK: Ortonville; 
Occupational Therapy. • DORIS COPELAND: Fowlerville; State Limited. • MARY ELLEN GOTCHER: Lake Orion; Early 
Elementary. • JACK COVERT: Pontiac; Journalism. • JAMES COX: Walled Lake; Science. • CARLEY CRANDALL: 
Pleasant Ridge; General. 
• DOROTHY CORNOW: Detroit; Later Elementary. • BARBARA JOAN CUBIC: Jackson; English. • BARBARA 
CZACHORSKI; Flint; Early Elementary. • PATRICK DALY: Pontiac; State Limited. • SARAH DANIELLS: Brighton; Later 
Elementary. • ESTHER DAVIS: Pontiac; Later Elementary. • SHIRLEY DAVIS: Wayne; Early Elementary. • ROBERTA 
DEAN; Drayton Plains; Business Education. • MARY DE BOLT: Toledo, Ohio; Physical Education. • RAYMOND DE 
GRENDEL: Detroit; Business Administration. 
• DORIS DE LAUDER; Detroit; Art. • RAY DE LOOF; Detroit; Physical Education. • GLADYS DE NEVE; Detroit; Early 
Elementary. • ARTHUR DELVERO; Dearborn; Geography. • DONALD DENISON; Dearborn; Elementary. • JEAN E. 
DENTON: Detroit; State Limited. • ERNIE DETROYER, JR.: Detroit; Chemistry. • MARYAN DIBBLE: Ypsilanti; Music. 
• BERNICE DILLARD: Detroit; Business Administration. • ALAN DISBROW: Ypsilanti; Engineering. 
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• JOYCE DOMKE; Rockwood; Business Education. • DOROTHY DONNELLY; Grosse Pointe; Early Elementary. • BRUCE 
DRYER: Holly; Pre-Mortuary. • DORIS DURHAM; Lincoln Park; Home Economics. • DONALD J. DUSBIBER: Ypsilanti; 
Pre-Professional. • SALLY ANN DYE; Marine City; Art. • JEANETTE EMERICK; Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. • GAIL 
ENGELGAU: St. Clair; Early Elementary. • LUIS ESCOBAR; Bcgota, Colombia; Pre-Engineering. • ROBERT ETZCORN; 
Milan; Business Administration. 
• PETER EVARTS; Pontiac; English. • KATHRYN FAHEY: Detroit; Special Education. • JOY FAILY; Ypsilanti; Science. 
• ROBERT FERRI; Ann Arbor; Natural Science. • EMMONS FETTING; Sandusky; Music. • JOHN FIFE; Detroit; 
Business Administration. • JACK FIRESTONE: Ann Arbor. • FLORENCE FISH; Ypsilanti; Home Economics. • BEVERLY 
FODELL; Berkley; Education. • JOAN FOLSOM; Utica; State Lmited. 
• MARGARET FORTNEY; Morenci; State Limited. • ELEANOR LOUISE FOSTER; Inkster; Early Elementary. • ROBERT 
FOSTER: A:rn Arbor. • JOYCE FOX; Dearborn; Natural Science. • GLORIA FRANCAVILLA; Lincoln Park; Senior High. 
• WILLIAM FRAZIER: Royal Oak; General. • JOHN FREDERICK; Ann Arbor; Business Administration. • WILLARD 
FREER: Por.tiac; Physical Education. • MARY ANN FREEMAN; Detroit; Early Elementary. • STEWART FRETZ: De­
troit; History. 
• RUSSELL FRID; Northville; Industrial Arts. • ROBERT FRIES; Ann Arbor; Music. • DAVID FULLER: Clio; State 
Limited. • LORETHA FULLER: Clio; State Limited. • JACK GABLE; Detroit; Mathematics. • BETTYE GAINES; Detroit. 
• WILBERT H. GARRISON; Dearborn; Industrial Arts. • STEVEN GATRELL; Lost Creek, West Virginia; History. 
• ERNEST GAUSS; Ann Arbor; Industrial Arts. • RALPH GERKE; Van Nuys, Calif; Sociology. 
• CLARE GETTLES; Detroit; Social Work. • PAT GEARDON: Cetroit; Home Economics. • JULIAN GOOCH: Royal Oak. 
• MARY GOOSSEN; Flint; Physical Education. • JOHN GORE: Gary, Indiana; History. • PEGGY ANN GREEN; 
Milan; Occupational Therapy. • RICHARD GREENE; Solvay, New York; Music. • RALPH GREENWAY; Pontiac; Phys­
ical Education. • KERVIN ROBERT GRIGNON; River Rouge; Pharmacy. • GLORIA GRILL: Fowlerville. 
• GEORGE ERISDALE; Royal Oak. • JANE GRITZMAKER; Hol:oway; Early Elementary. • CHARLES GROSS; Saline; 
Industrial Arts. • RALPH GRUBB; Pontiac; Physical Education. • SUSANN GURRY: Detroit; Early Elementary. • BEV­
ERLY HADSELL; Tecumseh; Early Elementary. • JULIE HAMMARSTROM: Detroit; Physical Education. • BRUCE HAN­
COCK; Plyoouth; Business Administration. • BARBARA HANNAN; Grosse Pointe; Early Elementary. • ELIZABETH 
HANSEN; Brown City; English. 
• DONNA LOU HARRIS; Adrian; Occupational Therapy. • DOUGLAS HARRIS; Ferndale. • MAYNARD HARRIS; De­
troit; Later Elementary. • NORMA HARRISON; Toledo, Ohio; E-:rrly Elementary. • DONNA HASSAN; Roseville; Early 
Elementary. • WILLIAM K. HAWES, JR.; Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • SUE HAWKINS; Addison; Early Elemen­
tary. • INGEBORG HEESCH; Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • WILLIAM G. HEIN; Ann Arbor; History. • BARBARA 
HENRY; Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. 
• DONALD HERRMANN; Detroit; Business Administration. • DOLORES HERTLER; Clinton; State Limited. • CEILON 
HILL; Ann Arbor. • EARL NATHANIEL HILL; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • PAUL HILTON; Fraser. • JOHN HOLMES; 
Detroit; Pre-Law. • THOMAS HOUGHTON; Plymouth; Music. • LARRY HOWE; Mason. • CHARLES HUDSON: Wayne; 
Business Administration. • ROBERT E. HUNT; Grosse Pointe Perk; Mathematics. 
• ROBERT HUNT; Ypsilanti. • DUANE IMES: Lincoln Park; Business Administration. • JEANETTE INNES; Snover; State 
Limited. • BRUCE JACOBS; Flint. • JACOB JACOBS; Ypsilanti. • BILL JAKEWAY; Flint; General. • MARDA JESSOP; 
Detroit; English. • GEORGE JEWELL; Richmond; General. • DONALD JOHNSTON; Saginaw; History. • HAROLD J. 
JOHNSTON; Ypsilanti. 
• JOHN S. JOHNSTON: Plymouth; Science. • BETTY JONES; Sand Creek; Early Elementary. • ALICE KAISER: Detroit; 
Early Elementary. • BARBARA KAMINSKI; Alpena; Early Elerr.entary. • MARVIN KATZ; Detroit; General. • DORIS 
KEMP; Dearborn; Art. • JAMES KENNEY; Pontiac; Music. • LEON G. KETT; Ypsilanti; Mathematics. • LINDA KING; 
Goodells; Art. • INA LEE KINGERY; Center Line; Art. 
• SOPHIA KISICKI; Ludington; Pre-Medical. • JAMES KLINE; Detroit; General. • VIRGINIA KNUST: Romeo; Business 
Education. • EUGENIA KOKINAKES; Ann Arbor. • VIRGINIA KORDATZKY; Fenton; Stale Limited. • PHYLLIS 
KRAATZ; ML Clemens; Later Elementary. • CHARLES KRAUSE; Mt. Clemens; Mathematics. • JEAN KUTA; Lincoln 
Park; Early Elementary. • GENE LABADIE: Ecorse; Pre-Mcldica:. • ARTHUR JAY LAING; Ypsilanti; Social Science. 
• PAT LUKASZEWSKI; Detroit; Later Elementary. • WILLIAM LAMLEIN; Wyandotte; Business Administration. 
• JOANNE LAMING; Ishpeming; Music. • FRANK LANE; Pontiac; Music. • MARILYN LARSON; Wyandotte; Business. 
• NANCY LATHERS: Ypsilanti; General. • JEANETTE LAWRENCE; Walled Lake; State Limited. • HUBERT LEHMAN; 
Battle Creek. • CHARLES ROBERT LE MAY; Walled Lake; Mathematics. • JOE LENARTOWICZ; Hamtramck; Special 
Education. 
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• VIRGINIA LENZ; Royal Oak; Early Elementary. • NANCY LEPPANEN; Ironwood; Occupational Therapy. • ED­
WARlJ LEUTHEUSER; Somerset; Business Administration. • LILLIE GUINEVERE LILLIE; Ann Arbor; Pre-Medical. • 
NANCY LYNCH: D9troit; Early Elementary. • EDWIN LINDBERG; Ann Arbor; General. • JOSEPH C. LITTMANN, JR.; 
Detroit; Pre-Engineering. • GWENDOLYN LYONS; Detroit; General. • JEAN MACKINDER; Detroit; Retailing. • NANCY 
MCLEAN; Pontiac; Occupational Therapy. 
• BETTY MACPHERSON; Armada; State Limited. • DANIEL MANTHE; Bridgman; History. • RUTH MARSHALL; 
Mt. Morris; State Limited. • DONALD MARSH; Ypsilanti; Business Administration. • HONORINE MARTEL: Wayne; 
Business; • NATALIE MATUK; Detroit; Art. • CHARLES, MAUPIN, JR.; Caro; Mathematics. • MITCHELL MAZUR; 
Detroit; Physical Education. • ANN A. McCARDLE; Croswell; State Limited. • BEVERLY McCARY; Romulus; Early 
Elementary. 
• SUE McCLENAHEN; Detroit; Mathematics. • STANLEY J. McCONNER; Detroit; Later Elementary. • JACK Mc­
CORMICK; Ann Arbor; Science. • WESLEY McCRUM; B erkley; General. • SUE McDERMOTT; Ypsilanti. • JOHN 
McDONALD; Dearborn; Music. • LOIS McDONNELL; Pinckney; Special Education. • JEAN McHANEY; Flint; State 
Limited. • BARBARA McKAY; Inkster; English. • BARBARA McKEAG; Charlotte; General. 
• GEORGE MERREN: Greenville; Physical Education. • DOROTHY METROS; Dearborn; History. • LEONARD MILEW­
SKI; Wyandotte; Business Administration. • BARBARA MILLER: Windsor, Ontario; Occupational Therapy. • NANCY 
MILLER; Warren; Early Elementary. • JOYCE MITTLESTAT: Snover; Early Elementary. • CIRO MOLINA; Cali, 
Colombia; Business Administration. • MARLENE MOFFETT; Ypsilanti. • MARILYN MOORE; Detroit; Early Elemen­
tary. • SHIRLIE MOORE: Tecumseh; Early Elementary. 
• JOHNNY MORRIS; Detroit; Physical Education. • DICK R. MURDOCK; Ypsilanti; English. • BILL MURPHY; De­
troit; Physical Education. • DANTE MUZZIN; Allen Park; Physics. • PHYLLISS MYERS; Sand Creek; State Limited. 
• BEBE NALEPA; Allen Park; Nursing. • LUCILLE ANN NICHOLAS; Detroit Sociology. • RAYMOND NICHOLS; 
Wyandotte; Phychology. •MARGARET; NOBLE; Roseville; Art. • PATRICIA NORTON; Detroit; Early Elementary. 
• EDNA NOSKE: Detroit; Physical Education. • VALASTA NOUZAK; Flint; Business Education. • RICHARD OPITICK; 
Lincoln Park; Engineering. • HERBERT PACKARD; Ypsilanti; Pre-Mortuary. • GLENNA PALMATEER; Wayne; 
Business Education. • ARCH! S. PARIS; Wayne; General. • RICHARD PARKER: Ann Arbor; General. • CLAUDIA 
PARKS; Lincoln Park; Home Economics. • CATHRYN PARMLY; Dearborn. • JOAN CAROLYN PAULE; Detroit; Eng­
lish. 
• GRETCHEN PEARSON; Detroit; Music. • LOUISE PEJASKI; Ypsilanti; Physical Education. • ROBERT PENNING; 
Mt. Clemens; Science. • MARY PERKINS; Grosse Pointe; General. • ALFRED PETERS; Detroit; Business Administra­
tion. • ONALEE PINCUMBE; Oxford; Early Elementary. • PATRICIA PIPE; Pontiac; Mathematics. • JOSEPH. 
PLAZA; Wyandotte; Accounting. • JOAN POE; Detroit; Early Elementary. • MILTON POOL: Ann Arbor Com­
munications. 
• DAVID PORTER; Albion; Business Administration. • FRED PORTERFIELD; Saginaw; Pre-Dental. • LEONARD 
PORTERFIELD: Saginaw; Pre-Medical. MARGARET PROVAN; Dearborn; Physical Education. • VERNA PULS: 
Fraser; State Limited. • HAL PURVES; Midland; Physical Education. • SHIRLEY PURVIS; Belleville; Business Edu­
cation. • SALLIE QUINN; Pontiac; Social Work. • EDWIN RABNI; Flint; Chemistry. • LILA RAKESTRAW; North­
ville; Art. 
• SHIRLEY REASON; Pickney; Art. • JOAN REDMOND; Ferndale; Early Elementary. • GRACE REEVES: Ypsilanti; 
Early Elementary. • RONALD RENTSCHLER; Saline; High School. • JAITO RESTREPO: Bogata, Colombia; Pre­
Engin&ering. • JOANNE RICE; Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. • LEWIS RICHMAN; Milford. • CHARLES RITTER; 
Clyde; Industrial Arts. • CONNIE ROBERTSON: Marine City; State Limited. • BARBARA ROESSLER; Detroit; Later 
Elementary. 
• JOAN ROSEGART: Pontiac; Early Elementary. • ANDREW ROSSETTO; Berkley; General. • ISABEL ROULSTON; 
Detroit; Special Education. • DEAN RUSSELL; Ypsilanti; Pre-Engineering. • NANCIE RUSSELL; Benton Harbor; His­
tory. • FRED RUSTON; Wyandotte; Physical Education. • EDWARD RYZNAR; Belleville; Pre-Meteorology. • RICH­
ARD SCHELLINGER; Ypsilanti; Pre-Medicine. • JOAN SCHIWAL; Roseville; Home Economics. • THOMAS SCHLEM­
GEN; Detroit; Physical Education. 
• BEATRICE SCHMYSER; Rochester. • JOHN SCHULZ; Detroit; Special Education. • ROBERT SCHULTZ: Dundee. 
• RUTH SCHULTZ; Smith's Creek; Later Elementary. • MARJORIE SEVERY: Dumont, N.J.; Business Education. 
• JOANN SEXTON; Detroit; English. • CHESTER SHARP; Hillsdale; Physical Education. • HAROLD SHEETS; Monroe; 
• JAMES SHIVERS: Detroit. • BEVERLY SILK; Pontiac; Later Elementary. 
• CARL SIGNOR: Ypsilanti; General. • MARJORIE SIMON: Grosse Pointe; Art. • DOROTHEA SIMONS; Hazel Park; 
General. • BEVERLY SISCHO: Yale; State Limited. • CHARLES SKINNER; Royal Oak; General. • EDWARD W. D. 
SMITH; Detroit; Industrial Arts. • IRENE SMITH Saginaw; Later Elementary. • JOHN C. SMITH; Allen Park; Physical 
Education. • NORMAL SMITH; Detroit. • SHIRLEY M. SMITH; Pontiac; English. 
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• JOAN STARBUCK: Philadelphia, Pa. o MARIE STEIN; L'Anse; History. • JACK STEPHAN: Detroit; Business 
Administrc:tion. • SALLY STEVENS; Royal Oak; Early Elementary. • ROBERT ST. GERMAINE: Detroit; Pre-Dental. 
• FRED STILWELL; Greenville; Industrial Arts. • WILLIAM GENE STOREY: Wayne; Accounting. • SARA ANN 
STULTZ: Wyandotte; Physical Education. • SHARYNE STURGEON; Ypsilanti; General. • RACHAEL STUTZMAN; 
Howell; Special Education. 
• HELEN SWEENEY: Inkster; English. • EDWARD THERON TAYLOW; Pontiac; Mathematics. • MICHAEL TENE­
RELLI; Flint; Physical Education. • ALLAN TEFFEAU; Ypsilar_ti; Business Administration. • EUGENE R. THAYER; 
Ypsila:Jti; Business Administration. • MARGARET THOMPSON; Ann Arbor; Special Education. • PATRICIA THURS­
TON; Pontiac. • LESTER TOMASZEWSKI: Northville; Dentistry. • STANLEY TOMCZK: Flint; General. • MARIJANE 
TORMA; Ironwood; Buyer. 
• LISLE TORREY; Ypsilanti; Early Elementary. • MICHAEL TOTH: Belleville; State Limited. LYMAN TOWER: Ypsi­
lanti; :::hemistry. • NEVA TRETHEWEY; Detroit; Recreation. • EDRHE TRUESDELL; Wayne; Early Elementary. 
• DORIS TUCKER; Romeo; State Limited. • NADINE TURNER; Dundee; State Limited. • CONNIE TUTTLE; Detroit; 
Later Elem9ntary. • ROGER TYRRELL; Royal Oak; History. • MARGARITA UBACH: Costa Rica; Business Admin­
istration. 
• RICHARD UPDIKE; Belding. • BRUCE VAROVICK; Detroit. • MARLENE VAN ALSTINE; Detroit; English. • ROBERT 
VAN BECK; Kalamazoo; Science. • CLARA VAN BONN; Northville; Early Elementary. • ANTOINETTE VAN BROGT; 
Holland; Physical Education. • LILA VANDICAR: Belleville; State Limited. • BETTY VAN DUSEN; Mt. Clemens; Special 
Educat:on. • ROBERT VAN SCHOTEN; Whitmore Lake; High School. • MARCELLA VARNEY: St. Joseph; Early Ele­
mentary. 
• MARY VERHOEVEN; Monroe; State Limited. • HAROLD VINCENT; Freeland; Chemistry. • WILLIAM P. VOIGT; 
Frankfurt, Germany; Pre-Engineering. • ROBERT VOLKER; Mt. Clemens; Business Administration. • MARY WAHL­
BERG; Dearborn; Elementary Education. • WILLIAM WAITE; Detroit. • LUELLA WALKER: South Lyon; Home Econ­
omics. • WANDA WALLACE; Mt. Clemens; Latin. • CHARLES WALLS; Belleville; Industrial Arts. • JOSEPH C. 
WAGNER; Detroit; Pre-Law. 
• RITA WALSH; Lyre; Later Elementary. • MARILYN WALTER; Grosse Pointe; Early Elementary. • DONALD 
WARREN; Detroit; Pre-Medical. • JAMES A. WARREN; Detroit; Business Administration. • JOHN WILLIAM WAT­
SON: Dearborn; History. • CYRUS J. WEBBER, JR; Ann Arbor; Pre-Medical. • JUDITH WEBER; Huntington; Oc­
cupational Therapy. • MARILYN WEBER; Allen Park; Early Elementary. • KENNETH WEGNER; Fenton; Physical 
Education. • RICHARD WELKENBACH; Dearborn; English. 
• MARILYN WELLS; Dearborn; Music. • KAROLINE WENGER; Ann Arbor; Early Elementary. • PATRICIA 
WHELAN; 'Nyandotte; Physical Education. • SALLY WHITE; Detroit; Early Elementary. • HELEN F. WIESE; Ann 
Arbor; Mabematics. • RALPH W. WIESE; Royal Oak; Mathematics. • MARY WILCOX; Romeo; Mathematics. 
• JOANNE WILSON; Ypsilanti; Music. • JUANITE WILSON; Royal Oak; Early Elementary. • RICHARD WILSON; 
Ypsilan:i: D9ntistry. 
• WALTER WILSON; Ypsilanti; Dentistry. • PATRICIA WILTSE; Ypsilanti; Mathematics. • JAMES F. WILLIAMS; 
Pontiac; HiEtory. • LOUIS WILLIAMS; Ypsilanti. • MARGARET WILLIAMS; Detroit Pre-Professional. • JOYCE WIN­
GATE; Grass Lake; Home Economics. • GRACE WINSTON; Washington, D.C.; Early Elementary. • RICHARD WISE; 
Ypsilanti. • G. CARL WODTKE; Detroit. o RONALD WOLFORD: Ypsilanti; Pre-Engineering. 
• KENNETH WOLFGANG; Toledo, Ohio; Music. • MARY P. WOOD; Houghton Lake; History. • PATRICIA WOODS; 
Holly; English. • JOHN DONALD; Detroit; Business Administmtion. • PHYLLIS WRIGHT; Pontiac; Early Elemen­
tary. • KENNETH ZILL; Ann Arbor; Pre-Business. • FRANK ZULEWSKI; Wyandotte; Geography. • JEAN ZWICKEY; 
Detroit; Ear:y Elementary. 
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For the first time in the history of 
football, dating back to 1892, the 
Hurons were whitewashed in their 
eight-game schedule. Only on two 
previous occasions had a Normal 
eleven failed to taste victory, but on 
these occasions the teams were able 
to salvage some glory on the gridiron 
by virtue of a tie. 
The eleven was under Coach Harry 
Ockerman, an alumnus who returned 
to take' over the football reins from 
Coach Rynearson. Although his debut 
was an unhappy one, his future seems, 
at this time, full of promise. Glimpses 
of the power that the Hurons will dis­
play ir_ the next season were found in 
some of the games played this year. 
Against a powerful Western Kentucky 
eleven, the Normalites' smashing 
T-plays forced their opponents on the 
defense in the first half of play. Nick 
Yonkers and the Hope aggregation 
were stalled in the first half, but the 
Hurons again faltered in the later 
stages of the game. This inability to 
play offensive ball during the second 
half was due to lack of experienced 
reserves. This year the reserves, well 
trained in the intricacies of the T-for­
mation, should help to obliterate last 
season's weakness. 
The added spring training should 
help to round out the Hurons for the 
nine games scheduled for next fall. It 
is one of the toughest schedules ever 
taken on by Normal. It includes five 
members of the newly formed I.I.A.C. 
and a renewal of athletic relations 
with Wayne University. It is of interest 
to note that up to this time Normal 
holds an edge over the Wayne grid­
ders. The record reads ten victories, 
five defeats, and two ties for the 
Hurons, against this powerful foe. 
1949 Season Record 
Northern Michigan 6 Normal 
Akron 20 Normal 
Northern Illinois 39 Normal 
Ball State 33 Normal 
Eastern Kentucky 27 Normal 
Hope 16 Normal 
Central Michigan 18 Normal 
Valparaiso 28 Normal 
TOTAL �87 
LEFT COLUMN: T. Bott, D. Alderson, J. Marfin, 8. Baum, B. Larson, J. Shannon. 
RIGHT COLUMN: J. VanWagner, J. Brodie, 8. Burk, G. Raymond, C. See, J. Byron. 
TOP: 1949 FOOTBALL TEAM 
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1949 Cro:JJ-Counlr';f 
Michiqan Normal's 1949 cross-coun­
try team was plagued with injuries but 
managed to come up with a winning 
dual meet record. Coach George Mar­
shall had a veteran-studded team, but 
it was a freshman, Eddie Aylmer, who 
provided. the spark. Eddie ran in the 
number one spot all year and cli­
maxed the season by placing 19th in 
the National Senior AAU Meet in De­
troit. 
Captain Don Smith and Bill Lintner 
are the only seniors on the squad, 
which included juniors Bob Spencer, 
Mike Duszynski, and Bob Dean; and 
sophomores Bill Collver, Gene Seidl, 
Dick Bucholz, and Hal Smith. 
The harriers opened their season 
with a triangular victory over Ohio 
Wesleyan and Ohio University at Del­
aware, Ohio. Eddie Aylmer and Dick 
"Buck" Buchholz ran fine races as 
Normal won, 26-29-33. Aylmer was the 
first runner to hit the tape. 
Ball State came to Y psi and edged 
the Hurons, 27-29, as Aylmer and Buch­
holz were again the first Hurons across 
the finish line. The hopes of the team 
were shattered when it was learned 
that Buchholz was all through for the 
year because of a groin injury. 
Mike Duszynski and Gene Seidl 
came up to fill the vacancy capably 
with Aylmer still number one man as 
Normal walloped Oberlin on another 
Ohio jaunt. The Green and White 
runners made it two in a row as they 
blasted Bowling Green 22-23 before 
the homecoming crowd. Aylmer was 
a good 300 yards ahead of the rest of 
the field in this race. 
Miami University walloped the 
Hurons 18-43, with Aylmer the only 
Normalite to break into the first seven, 
finishing third. This same Miami team 
won the Central Collegiates held here, 
with Normal placing fifth. Mike Dus­
zynski paced the MSNC runners in 
this meet. Mike and Gene Seidl fin­
ished virtually in a dead heat in the 
NCAA meet held at Lansing. 
The Hurons were far back in both 
the NCAA and National AAU meets al­
though Aylmer finished 19th in the 
AAU, a fine finish for a first year man, 
and an excellent indication of his 
further successes in cross-country com­
petition. 
LEFT COLUMN: N. Badar, 8. Donaghy, W. Gilliam, 8. Linter, P. McMillan, K. Gundrum, J. Bibbs, M. Dusryinski. 
RIGHT COLUMN: G. Campbell, J. Brodie, R. Spencer, A. Ulmer, R. Parks, D. Smith, J. Weiss, S. Duszyinski. 
TOP: 1949 CROSS-COUNTRY TEAM 
ROW 2-Left: Eddie Aylmer, number 1 man of season. Right: Off to a fast start in a duo meet. 
ROW 3: 1950 TRACK SQUAD 
Bottom: Parks, Ulmer, McMillan, and Gilliam, Normal's championship mile relay team. 
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1950 :lrack 
Michigan Normal's 1950 track team 
lived up to its great predecessors by 
romping over everything in sight in 
the nation's college division. The 
Hurons were unbeaten in dual meets 
and gave exceptional performances 
in all the large team and relay meets. 
Coaches George Marshall and Merrill 
Hershey developed a well-balanced 
squad which was led by hurdler Nor­
bert Badar. 
The Hurons opened their indoor 
season at the Michigan AAU Relays 
in Ann Arbor where they gave a show 
of their early season power by plac­
ing high in all events. The mile relay 
was the only winner, but Captain 
Badar, Jim Bibbs, and Donald Har­
rower all did well in their respective 
events. Freshman Stan McConner, 
running unattached, won the open 
440 event. 
East Lansing and the State Relays 
was the Green and Whites' next stop. 
This time they were in really big-time 
competition and fared well against 
Big Ten teams. The mile relay team of 
Bob Parks, Abie Ulmer, Peter McMil­
lan, and Wardell Gilliam again won, 
while the sprint medley team was sec­
ond to Northwestern. Sprinter James 
Bibbs won the coveted 75 yard dash 
title, and Badar was second in the 
high hurdles. 
Normal traveled to Chicago for a 
meet with Gil Dodd' s Wheaton Col­
lege team and emerged with a 66 to 
30 triumph. Jim Bibbs and Norb Badar 
each scored ten points with two vic­
tories each, and the relay team re­
mained undefeated. The 440 and low 
hurdles constituted the day's only 
whitewashes. 
At the Central Collegiates MSNC 
finished third in the team totals behind 
Michigan State and Notre Dame. The 
Hurons trailed the Irish by only two 
and two-fifths points. The big guns for 
Normal were Garion Campbell, Norb 
Badar, and Wardell Gilliam. The re­
lay team ran its fastest time of the 
year, but lost a thrilling race to Drake 
University. 
The Hurons won their fifth consecu­
tive Illinois Teck Relays title and their 
ninth championship in the last ten 
years as they romped away from run­
nerup Loyola with 59 points to their 37. 
Coach Marshall entered ten men in 
the Cleveland Knights of Columbus 
Relays and did well. They were: hurd­
ler, Badar; dashman, Campbell; mile 
relay team, Parks, Ulmer, McMillan, 
and Gilliam; and two mile relay 
teams, D. Smith, Beck, Seidl, and M. 
Diszynski. 
At the Purdue Relays, as last year, 
the Hurons won many gold first-place 
wristwatches in both the individual 
events and the relays. They showed 
their class to all the other colleges and 
many in the university division as 
well. This concluded a very success­
ful indoor season for the thinclads. 
TOP-Leff: J. Bibs and G. Campbell, dash men. Right: Campbell winning fhe sixty yard dash. 
MIDDLE-Leff: Copf. Bodor and Cooch Marshall with / llinois Tech officio/ offer winning the Illinois Tech Relays. 
Right: Copf. Bodor clearing the low hurdles. 
BOTTOM-Leff: W. Gilliom, number 1 quarter miler. Ri ghf: D. Smith finishing ahead of Wheaton in a Chicago duo­
meef. 
A URORA 
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/JaJketb«ff 1949-50 
The added strength from the addi­
tion of four sophomores, who played 
outstanding ball during their fresh­
man year, failed to give the varsity 
cagers the spark that has been lack­
ing in the last several seasons. Under 
Captain Leo Turner, senior from River 
Rouge, the Huron five won one-third 
of the scheduled games. A comparison 
with last season's record reveals that 
the cagers dropped thirty-eight per­
centag-e points. 
One reason for the drop was that 
Fred Jackson, offensive star, was un­
able to go over the three hundred point 
range. Fred was guarded closer this 
Defiance ........ 61 Normal .... 73 
Adrian .......... 29 Normal .... 47 
Central Michigan 66 Normal ... .45 
U. of Detroit ..... 59 Normal .... 35 
Defiance ........ 71 Normal .... 63 
Northern Illinois . 61 Normal ... .46 
Central Michigan 55 Normal .... 40 
Western Ontario 42 Normal .... 62 
U. of Detroit ...... 65 Normal .... 39 
year by the opposition. Another reason 
for the poor record was the loose de­
fense put up by the cagers. They 
::xllowed the opposing teams to break 
through for an average of over fifty­
five points per game. 
Coach Bill Crouch will have to plan 
and improve next year's team if he 
expects his cagers to stay out of the 
basement in the tough I.I.A.C. League. 
He will have six lettermen to work 
with in his rebuilding program. Joe 
''N argo, Sherman Collins, Fritz Emling, 
Harry Fosdick, Bob Hockings, and Joe 
Brodie will be around for another year 
of competition. 
:Iillsdale ........ 42 Normal .... 52 
Adrian .......... 36 Normal .... 56 
Ball State ....... 66 Normal .... 41 
Illinois Tech ..... 59 Normal .... 37 
Hillsdale ........ 51 Normal .... 52 
Kent State ....... 83 Normal .... 56 
Alma ........... 56 Normal .... 55 
1Nestern Ontario .45 Normal .... 27 
Hope ...... ..... 56 Normal .... 46 
Season Record, Won-6; Lost-12 . 
• .• TOP-ROW 1: J. Wargo, S. Collins, A. Harper, A. Turner, F. Emling, H. Fosdick, R. Hackings. 
ROW 2: W. Crouch, F. Jackson, 0. Jax, W. Tchierhart, J. Miller, J. Brodie, R. Dart, E. Schulz. 
LEFT: Owen Jax blocking a would-be basket. 
RIGHT: Jim Miller goes high into the air to score. 
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A veteran squad that had set a new 
record the previous season looked for­
ward to a successful year. Coach 
Crouch had little to worry about with 
three veteran hurlers-Jim Martin, Jim 
Bell, and Don McSween-forming a 
formidable pitching staff for the 
Huron nine. To help these veteran 
moundsmen, Croach had in reserve 
newcomer Al Berg, a southpaw from 
Detroit. The batting punch came from 
Doug Cossey, Sylvester Wojcicki, Paul 
Wilder, and Ted Bott. 
The following is a resume of the sea­
son: 
M.S.N.C. vs. Defiance--Jim Martin, Al 
Berg, and Jim Bell divided the pitch­
ing chore as they registered a shut­
out. The final count was 7-0. The 
return game was a rout as the 
Hurons won, 17-7. 
M.S.N.C. vs. Lawrence Tech-Jim Bell 
pitched the Huron nine into a 6-3 
victory. In the second game, Normal 
routed the Tech nine, 17-8. 
M.S.N.C. vs. Alma-This was a hitting 
contest with Normal collecting 12 
hits and Alma 1 1  safeties. The final 
score favored the Crouch nine, 8-5. 
Jim Martin held the Scots to two hits 
and no runs as he went all the way 
to win, 2-0. 
M.S.N.C. vs. Bowling Green-Martin 
went 10 innings, giving up six hits 
and two runs as he won a hard 
pitched game, 3-2. Moffett singled in 
Martin in the tenth with the winning 
run. The next meeting between the 
two clubs was a hitting contest with 
Normal winning, 18-15. 
M.S.N.C. vs. Michigan State College­
Using all four hurlers in an effort to 
halt the Spartan batters, the Hurons 
lost the first game of the season, 1 3-
10. 
M.S.N.C. vs. Central Michigan-Nor­
mal suffered another loss at the 
hands of the Chippewas, 4-2. Martin 
was the losing pitcher, his first loss 
of the season. Martin came back 
to revenge his loss by def eating the 
Central Michigan nine in the return 
game, 9-2. 
M.S.N.C. vs. U of Detroit-Jim Bell held 
the Titan nine to seven hits and one 
run to register his third win in four 
starts, 6-1. 
M.S.N.C. vs. Hillsdale-Martin won 
his fifth game in six starts as he 
turned back the Hilltoppers, 7-4. The 
return engagement, the last game 
of a very successful season, was a 
hitting contest with the Hurons 
winning, 17-9. 
TOP-ROW 1: D McSween, G. Raymond, M. Streif, R. Lezak, Capt. B. Moffat, A. Harper, R. Heininger, 8. Shankie, ••• 
P. Wilder, trainer, 8. White. ROW 2: Managers, P. Day and 8. Geddes; T. Bott, J. Maring, H. McNally, A. Berg, S. 
Wojcieki, G. Manferian, D. Cossey, Coach W. Crouch. 
MIDDLE-Leff: a close play at home plate. Right: P. Wilder congratulated after a home run. 
BOTTOM-1949 hurlers J. Marfin, A. Berg, J. Bell, D. M cSween. 
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GOLF 
J. Brown, coplain N. Tambe,, E. Burl, B. Nichols, 8. Tschirhart, d. Honerf, G. Regelz, B. Borsh, B lkr/o-,, R. Harlsig. 
TENNIS 
G. Claire, J. Miller, D. Sunday, L. Keller, A. Pomnichowski, Coach McCulloch. 
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After several successful seasons, the 
golf squad completed a somewhat 
mediocre year as it recorded four vic­
tories, seven losses, and three tie 
games. This was all the more surpris­
ing in that the men on the squad were 
veterans of one or more seasons. 
The linksmen scored victories over 
Bowling Green University, Central 
Michigan, and Grand Rapids Junior 
College. It dropped matches to Toledo 
University, Lawrence Tech, U. of M. 
junior varsity, Central Michigan, and 
Alma. Normal tied two matches with 
the University of Detroit, and one 
c:gainst the U. of M. junior varsity. 
Members of the squad were captain 
Bob Nickels, Earl Burt, Don Hochrein, 
Tom Stevens, Norb Navarre, and alter­
nates Bill Honnert and Norman Felt. 
Only Earl Burt returned for the 1950 
season from the varsity. 
This year's squad is under captain 
Norman Tanbar, last year's winner of 
the All-Campus golf championship. 
Gr. L. W. Olds is coach of the linksmen. 
( 194 9 :'lenniJ 
The tennis team uncovered its pow­
er in the first match of the season as it 
defeated Hillsdale College 6 to 1, los­
ing one of the single matches. The net 
squad went on to win nine straight 
games before meeting its "Waterloo" 
at Mt. Pleasant. 
Before falling from the ranks of the 
undefeated, the Hurons had beaten 
Hillsdale, Bowling Green, Toledo Uni­
versity, twice each, and had van­
quished Albion, Alma, and Central 
Michigan in single encounters. The 
blow came in the last game of the ten 
game schedule, against Central Mich­
igan. Going into the second double 
AURORA 
match, the score knotted at 3-3, Central 
came from behind to take the last two 
sets of the match and win. 
Playing on "Doc" McCullogh' s net 
squad were: number one man, Gene 
Claire; Dick Sunday, Al Pomnichow­
ski, Lloyd Keller, and Jim Miller. 
Most of the varsity squad of 1949, re­
turned this spring and will be striving 
to chalk up an undefeated season. 
The squad will be led by Dick Sunday, 
a senior from Hamtramck. Dick will be 
playing in the number one slot, va­
cated by the graduation of Gene 
Cbire. 
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A well planned intramural pro­
gram was carried out this past year 
under the able direction of L. W. Olds, 
Gus Christ, and Jack Lowe. The in­
tramural activities, throughout the 
school year enabled more than four­
teen-hundred men students to parti­
cipate in athletics on the Normal cam­
pus. 
The program included two compe­
titive leagues: The fraternity league; 
the dorm league. It also featured an 
all-campus golf tournament, a cross 
country run, foul shooting in basket­
ball, and table tennis. Individual 
prizes were awarded to the winners 
of each competitive event. Some 
seventy men, representing the best in 
Normal's intramural sports, partici­
pated in the second annual sports 
day at Wayne University. The sche­
dule of events included competition 
in basketball, badminton, table ten­
nis, and swimming. The Huron ag­
gregation fared poorly as 1.Nayne 
swept most of the events. 
In the fraternity swimming meet, 
the Phi Sigma Epsilon team won the 
trophy for the third year. The Arm 
of Honor and the Phi Sig teams bat­
tled it out from the start of athletic 
activities last fall for possession of 
first place in the fraternity league. At 
the last count, the men from the Arm 
of Honor were leading by five points. 
However, the Phi Sig softball team 
may bring the first place trophy to 
950 West Forest. 
In the dorm league, Munson I and 
Independents I battled for leadership. 
The Independent I aggregation fin­
ished on top by virtue of copping the 
softball title. 
The intramural annual open house 
program was a huge success as a 
full program was presented to the 
student body. Much credit is due the 
three men that guided the intramural 
program. The healthful expression of 
stored up energy is to be encouraged, 
for it helps to form a better college 
student. In no other country than the 
United States, have people come to 
accept athletics of one type or an­
other as part of daily living. College 
students, due to a great amount of 
mental strain incurred from a full 
academic schedule taken by the ma­
jority of students, are in need of such 
a program of physical activity. There 
is no better way for students to con­
structively express pent-up energy 
than through participation in intra­
mural athletics. 
AURORA 
TOP: Intramural basketball. 
MIDDLE: Jack Lowe, junior intramural mgr.; Dr. 
Lloyd W. Olds, intramural director; Gus 
Christ, senior intramural manager. 
LEFT: Pomnichowski and Claire shake after an 
indoor match. 

During a successful year the W.R.A. 
reached a majority of girls and 
seemed to have a strong feeling of 
friendly rivalry between the three 
dormitories and off-campus girls. 
Beginning the first outdoor season 
in the fall was field hockey, which 
attracted enough girls to form a club 
and have inter-club competition. Being 
friends with the weatherman, they 
were able to play almost every Mon­
day and Wednesday afternoon from 
four to five. One special activity they 
particir;ated in was to travel to Bowling 
Green for games with Lake Erie 
College and Bowling Green. Normal 
was represented by the club and 
traveled down by bus to emerge vic­
torious over Bowling Green, 3 to 1 .  
Archery also was participated in 
during this season on Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons. Twenty-one girls 
took pc:rt, receiving instructions and 
carrying through a round robin tour­
nament. 
Volley ball also had a good turnout 
with ten teams competing in a double 
elimination tournament. 
Twenty-two girls competed in a 
table tennis tourney while sixty girls 
formed twelve teams to roll at the 
Temple Bowling alley. 
The Swimming Club met for the 
whole year, devoting the first semester 
to practicing stunts and formations for 
••• TOP-W.R.A. BOARD 
synchronized swimming. The last se­
oester was spent working on their pa­
geant entitled "South Pacific" and 
based on the music from the play of 
the same name. The girls divided into 
six groups and used such records as 
"Some Enchanted Evening," "This 
Nearly Was Mine," and "Honey Bun." 
The finished product was presented 
on April 27th at the college pool. 
Basketball, for the first time in a few 
years, was run as a round robin tour­
nament. Ten teams competed and nine 
days were taken to complete the tour­
nament. Just to make the game inter­
esting, three teams wound up in a 
three-way tie for the first place honors. 
This was played off after spring vaca­
tion. 
Both singles and doubles in bad­
minton were run off this year on Wed­
nesday nights. After a few weeks of 
practice, an elimination tournament 
was played. 
Completing the seasons were base­
ball, tennis, and golf, with many girls 
competing in each. 
Special activities of the group were 
the all-college square dances and the 
state W.R.A. convention held at the 
University of Michigan. The Conven­
tion was based on the national con­
vention that will be held next year at 
the University. 
ROW 1: M. Gray, C. Climer, 8. Newsam, R. Nagy, H. Stewart, J. Kinginger, R. Spencer. ROW 2: J. Stephens, M. Pro­
van, l. Clements, R. Oakes, M. Runkle, D. Eakle, I. Donnelly, J. Bartlett. 
MIDDLE, Leff-Over the net in volley-ball. Right-High in the air for the basket ball. 
BOTTOM, Leff-Swimming in a pattern. Right-Eyes on the ping pong ball. 
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PANHELLENIC 
ROW 1: C. Nevils, S. Wetmore, L. D. Nipper, G. Larg, A. Schiller, E. Brandt, L. Lancaster-. M. '/a-er., A. El. 
ROW 2: S. Watts, 8. Leonhord, L. A. Pearson, E. Henori:t, J. Munro, N. Cadorin, K. Challis, M. Andn:a. n. 
ALPHA SIGMA TAU 
ROW 1: D. Campbell, L. Phillips, M. Hoffman, J. Bunock, M. Ferguson, E. Alford, W. Griffit.zs, .d_ !;coif, u. rf-:J tle­
sfad. ROW 2: H. Gilmore, J. Bredernitz, G. Goffield, S. Wetmore, L. Nipper, M. Meyer, G. Wec';,e J. lan-.dicf, E. Grd, 
J. Gormly, J. Doll. 
A.UR OR A 
Panhe//enic _,,.4uocialion 
The Panhellenic Association strives :v1cKenny Hall on January 14. The or­
to co-ordinate the activities of the soror- chestra of Ken Norman provided the 
ities on the campus. Supervising music. 
pledging ranks is one of its most im- Members of Panhellenic who were 
portant functions. The open-bidding on the Council for the year celebrated 
system was used for the first time dur- by dining at The White Gables in 
ing the fall semester; in the spring the Ypsilanti. 
sororities returned to the preferential Three sorority girls with the highest systerr_ of rushing. scholarship were given awards at the This year, Panhellanic again spon- annual Panhellenic Dessert in May; sored its project of caring for children also on this occasion the officers for of Faculty Dames while they attend the next year were announced. their rr_onthly meeting. 
The group actively participated in Speaker for the Panhellenic Dessert 
the All�College Christmas Party. Their was Mrs. Beulah Whitney. 
attraction was a Keeno game and of- Officers for the year were: presi­
fered many prizes for the winners. dent, Almarene Schiller; correspond­
Panhellenic's chief social event of the ing secretary, Lea Donna Nipper; re­
year was the Winter Serenade. This cording secretary, Gloria Lang; treas­
was an informal girl-bid dance held in u.rer, Ellen Brandt. 
Alpha S
<J
rna :lau 
Highlight of the year for Alpha 
Sigma Tau Sorority was the celebra­
tion of the founding of the sorority on 
Michigan State Normal College Cam­
pus fifty years ago. At a Founder's 
Day dinner, a one thousand-dollar 
scholarship fund was presented to 
President Eugene B. Elliott by Mrs. R. 
H. Maher, district president of Alpha 
Sigma Tau. At the dinner table deco­
rations developed the theme "Hold 
High the Torch," with place cards 
bearing the dates 1899-1949. President 
Elliott and the national officers of the 
sorority were guests of honor at the 
dinner. 
Also outstanding among the group's 
activities was the Tri-Sorority Christ­
mas Ball, sponsored by Alpha Sigma 
Tau and two other sororities, at 
Charles McKenny Hall on December 
AURORA 
W, 1949. This was a semi-formal dance 
with Rex Smith and his Orchestra pro­
viding the music. 
Long to be remembered was the 
week-end spent at Wampler's Lake in 
April. House parties, rowing, and 
hikes were enjoyed by all. Members 
had an opportunity to visit the historic 
Walker Tavern. A few weeks later, the 
seniors held a picnic in Sleepy Hol­
lcw. 
To climax the year's activities, 
Alpha Sigma Tau had a breakfast 
honoring their new pledges on May 
20. 
During the year, Alpha Sigma Tau 
was under the leadership of the fol­
lowing students: president, Jeannie 
Burnock; vice-president, Margaret 
Hoffman; secretary, Elizabeth Alford; 
treasurer, Diane Hatlestad. 
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With its usual enthusiasm, Alpha 
Kappa Alpha participated whole­
heartedly in various worthwhile civic 
projects. The chief project of Xi Chap­
ter was that of folding newspaper 
bags to be pinned at the bedside of 
patients in Beyer Hospital. Then, too, 
at Christmas a basket of food was do­
nated to a needy family in Ypsilanti 
by the chapter. 
Founder's Day Reception, which 
was open to all students on the cam­
pus, was held at Starkweather Hall. A 
program was presented in which the 
aims and objectives of the sorority 
were given. Following the program, a 
tea and social hour was held. 
In February, Starkweather Hall was 
the scene of another Alpha Kappa 
Alpha event. At this time, the Post- Val­
entine Dance was given. Other win-
Delta Sigma Theta began its social 
season last fall with an informal dance 
at Charles McKenny Hall for the soror­
ity sisters and brother fraternity. 
In December, the local chapter 
joined with Tau chapter at Wayne 
University in holding a workshop. 
The chief aim of this workshop was to 
re-establish the chapter in Ann Arbor. 
Fun was had by all two weeks later at 
a get-together in Detroit for the sorority 
sisters and their dates. Though the 
winter was almost devoid of snow, the 
Delta Sigma Theta girls found enough 
of it on December 26 to have a hilar­
ious time tobogganing. 
In January, Founder's Day was 
celebrated at Charles McKenny Hall, 
with the president of the graduate 
ter events were the Neophyte Dinners 
held at the home of graduate mem­
bers. Other parties were held at the 
apartment of their advisor, Miss Jane 
McAllister. 
The highlight of the year was the 
annual semi-formal dance, Annual 
Akabolie, presented on April 29, at 
Charles McKenny Hall. Sorority sis­
ters from Detroit, Toledo, and Ann 
Arbor participated. 
At the Panhellenic Dessert, Alpha 
Kappa Alpha were proud of the fact 
that one of their graduate members, 
Mrs. Beulah T. Whitby, was to be the 
guest speaker. Topic of her speech 
was, "The Place of Sororities in So­
ciety." 
Officers for the year were: President, 
Wanda Penn; Secretary, Catherine 
Nevills; Treasurer, Shirley Graham. 
chapter in Detroit as guest speaker. 
The variety of social activities held 
during the spring semester kept the 
girls busy. First of all, becoming im­
patient for warm summer weather, 
Delta Sigma Theta held a "Splash" 
Party at the Ypsilanti High School 
pool. Early in June, they presented the 
Spring Soiree, a semi-formal dance. 
Also included in the spring schedule 
of activities was the Mother and 
Daughter Tea which was held in Mc­
Kenny Hall. 
Presiding officers for the year were: 
President, Armeena El; Vice-Presi­
dent, Belle Clemons; Secretary, Ber­
nardine Newsome; Treasurer, Miriam 
Linden. 
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ALPHA KAPPA ALPHA 
ROW �: E. S"'"°n, C. Nevils, 5. Hendrix, J. McAllister, E. Per,n, S. Groh�,,.-, J. Frazier. 
ROW 1: D. Bwch, D. Johnson, W. Penn, M. Phillips, M. Van Seyke. 
DELTA SlGMA THETA 
A. El, l. Hof/Giid, 8. Clemens, B. Newsom, M. Linden, 0. Coving/on, F. !arringlon, E. Mason. 
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DELTA SIGMA EPSILON 
�OW 1: M. Schlanderer, A. Doty, 4. '_ardl::erf, M. C•ff, H. Bolla, P. Halama, M. Evans, J. Jensen. ROW 2: D. Bc1tks, 
N. Overturf, L. Phillips, J. Vi/fro, F_ Cn•ch, M. Baker, 8. Nique, L. Bush, M. DeNio. ROW 3: M'. Clarkson, M. 8/anch·:ud, 
D. Fry, S. Waft<, 8. Price, P. Firf-i l. ,.,,,,_,rphy, F. Fournier, R. Kendrick, M. Runkle, M. Jacquemoffe, J. Resner. ROW 4: 
B. Burt. E. Smit.�. J. Wilson, J. S�/fcrr. H. G.ach, Joan Munro, J. Brasier, J. Eberts, 8. Smith. 
KAPPA MU DELTA 
fOW 1: M. Basself, M. Loughry, D. Seibt. J. Myers, R. S helkun, R. Oakes, P. Baker, 8. leo.,hard. ROW 2: M. Mason, 
J.f. Kane, M. Stevens, L. Clements C. Ccrrothers, K. Ki mble, W. Wilmot, P. Ebeling, J. Ki-r,ble, J. Cathers, D. Adams, 
C. Kropf. 
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The diary of any Delta Sig is full of 
pleasant memories of the year's activ­
ities. A gala hayride in the fall headed 
the ca_endar of social events. Home­
coming found the girls working dili­
gently on the sorority float, and after 
the big game, entertaining the alum­
nae at a reception at Starkweather. 
The fall rushing season brought the 
sorority nine pledges. Several Christ­
mas projects were undertaken, among 
which were the outfitting of a needy 
student at Rackham and sending a 
box to Hansen's disease colony at Car­
ville, Louisiana. The Yuletide season 
was climaxed with a party given by· 
the alumnae. The Panhellenic Dance 
on January 14 in McKenny Hall was a 
• 
Kappa Mu memories that won't 
fade: Burned hot dogs and warm soda 
pop at our rainy-day picnic (indoors) 
-the night we froze our new sponsor 
at our hayride with the Kappa Phi's­
the slippery formals at the tri-sorority 
dance-the usual coffee at the Alum­
nae Homecoming "tea"-our unac­
custome<:l ladylike airs to impress our 
mothers at the Mother's Day Luncheon 
and the resumption of our natural airs 
for the weekend at Wampler' s Lake­
our attempt to resurrect "angel robes" 
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huge success. This was an informal 
girl-bid dance. A second informal 
dance, the Double Dip, was also given 
with Theta Lambda Sigma. 
Spring brought another rushing sea­
son and also a Musicale at the home of 
Mrs. Breakey. In May the seniors were 
feted at a break£ ast given in their 
honor. Later on in the month, a picnic 
was held at Riverside Park. This gala 
event concluded the year's activities. 
The club functioned efficiently 
under the expert leadership of the 
following officers: President, Margaret 
Baker; Vice-President, Nancy Over­
turf; Corresponding Secretary, Berta 
Lou Nique; Recording Secretary, Mary 
Ann De Nio; Treasurer, Jane Villro. 
for the May Bruncheon-"floating" in 
the Homecoming parade in a red sail­
boat-trying to steal our own show 
from the little ones in the Christmas 
Sing-Woolworth's best merchandise 
exchanged at the Christmas Party­
Miss Meyer's new parlor game "The 
G�ove Hunt" introduced at the pledge 
picnic-and all year long trying to 
hide our high spirits from Oakie' s 
watchful eye and her Group Dy­
namics. 
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High spirits prevailed as Pi Kappa 
Sigma began the year's activities last 
fall. Some of the enthusiasm has been 
caught from Fran Johnston, president 
of Alpha Chapter, who attended the 
National Convention, held at Grand 
Canyon, Arizona. 
The girls entered a float in the Home­
coming parade with the theme "When 
All Hope Is Gone." The coffee and 
donuts served by the patroness, Mrs. 
Lawrence, were welcomed after­
wards. 
At Halloween the sorority enjoyed 
a party at Miss Richards' apartment. 
The hilarious slumber party at the 
home of Dorothy De Groff will not 
soon be forgotten. Other activities 
Si
rpn
a 
Sigma Nu Phi has completed an­
other successful year of participating 
in many and worthwhile civic and 
social activities. 
'Phe girls began the fall semester 
with a pledge breakfast at the home 
of Barbara Warner for the entire active 
chapter. Songs and gaiety presided 
over the inevitable Hayride held at 
Plymouth late in the fall season. Fol­
lowing the hayride, the members 
feasted on hot dogs, potato chips, and 
marshmallows at a "Weenie Roast" in 
Sleepy Hollow. 
For the Homecoming celebration, 
the chapter presented a Chocolate 
Hour for the Alumnae. Presiding as 
hostess was Mrs. Charles Lamb. On 
February 25, Sigma Nu Phi presented 
their Sweetheart Ball, a semi-formal 
dance. 
The members feel that one of their 
were the Founder's Day dinner, and 
an Alumnae Card Party. One of 
the big events of the year was the 
Tri-Sorority Dance, which proved a 
real success. The February grad­
uates were honored with a party near 
the close of the first semester. A record 
dance was held in March, and a grand 
week-end was spent at the lake over 
Memorial Day. 
Officers for the past year were: Fran 
Johnston, president; Phyllis Greer, 
vice-president; Gloria Downing, re­
cording secretary; Doris Greggs, cor­
responding secretary; Rose Winn, 
treasurer; Emily Lou Baily, keeper of 
the archives; and Mary Louise Wagar, 
sergeant-at-arms. 
most worthwhile projects was their 
Christmas project. At this time, the girls 
supported a Christmas family. The 
family chosen was a large one, and 
members bought a tree with all the 
trimmings, clothes, gifts, and food for 
them. 
The past year, the loan fund of 
Sigma Nu Phi was re-established. This 
fund is available to all members who 
are in need of financial help. Pa­
tronesses are: Mrs. Bernice Douma, 
Mrs. James Warner, Mrs. John Sattler, 
and Mrs. Ray Dell. 
Sigma Nu Phi functioned progres­
sively the past year under the able 
leadership of the following officers: 
president, Jo Ann Kinginger; vice­
president, Louise Wilson; secretary, 
Berniece Sadler, corresponding secre­
tary, Madeline Clough; treasurer, Lois 
Truesdell; reporter, Joyce Bobier. 
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Since 1944, when Zeta Chi began 
reorganizing, many steps have been 
taken to strengthen the position of the 
fraternity on the campus. In the spring 
of 1949 eighteen men were pledged. 
Last summer, through the efforts of the 
alumni and active members, the house 
at 603 W. Cross was purchased. The 
active members came back to Ypsi­
lanti early to help repair and redec­
orate the house. Mr. and Mrs. Koch be­
came the house parents, and Amelia 
Jefferson is the new cook. 
At Homecoming, the fraternity en­
tered a float in the parade and dec­
orated the front of the house. 
Zeta Chi Sigma entered the Christ­
mas Sing, and gave several parties in 
the course of the year. With the co­
operation of the fraternity patron, Dr. 
Loesell, plans . are underway for the 
revival of many of the pre-war tradi­
tions of Zeta Chi Sigma. Among these 
newly revived traditions was the 
Spring Cruise, presented on May 19. 
In the fall of 1949, seven men were 
pledged to the fraternity: Harry Davis, 
Henry Gottwald, Randolph Nelson, 
Francis Martau, Robert Munsell, Mal­
colm Pierce, and Raymond Vautaw. 
The fraternity functioned very effi­
ciently under the able direction of the 
following officers: president, Wally 
Manko; vice-president, Alex Janice; 
secretary, Jim Green; treasurer, Ted 
Polloway. 
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Sigma Alpha Delta, MSNC' s young­
est fraternity, has had a very eventful 
year. During the spring semester, the 
Tau Sig's formally elected to join the 
national Sigma Alpha Delta Frater­
nity, and thus became the Michigan 
Gamma Chapter of Sigma Alpha 
Delta. 
During the fall semester, the frater­
nity and its guests had a gala time at 
a hayride held at Susterka Lake. Later 
in the evening, a square dance was 
held at the Lake. Stag parties during 
the year were frequent and enjoyed 
thoroughly by the members. 
At the homecoming, Sigma Alpha 
Delta paraded a float with the slogan, 
"Bury Hope." On this float a dummy 
was hung, representing Hope College. 
Following the float were fraternity 
This year proved to be an active one 
for Alpha Theta chapter of Sigma Tau 
Gamma fraternity. Guiding the mem­
bers through their many activities 
were Dr. Carl Erikson, Mr. Edmund 
Goings, Mr. James Kelley, and Mr. 
George Delong. 
Activities during the past year in­
cluded four hayrides with the Four 
Hoarsemen and the Tarolli brothers 
to provide entertainment. 
The big event of the year for the 
fraternity was the Sig Tau Dance held 
on May 13. The men also enjoyed a 
festive picnic at Plymouth Park on 
May 28. Under the managership of 
Larry Dolot, the teams of Sigma Tau 
have been in the thick of the fray in 
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members carrying a coffin. The Ann 
Arbor News printed a picture of this 
ingenious float. 
In January, Sigma Alpha Delta held 
its annual Pledge Prom at McKenny 
Hall. This was an open-bid dance. 
Chuck Meyers and his Orchestra pro­
vided the music. 
Outstanding among the spring so­
cial events was the banquet held in 
honor of becoming elected to the Na­
tional Fraternity. Dr. John Sattler was 
the outstanding speaker. Also during 
the spring semester, members at­
tended the national convention in 
Grand Rapids. 
Presiding officers for the year were: 
president, Robert Ulrich; vice-presi­
dent, Kenny Geyer; secretary, Robert 
LaMay; treasurer, Joe Berkey. 
sports this year taking many honors. 
Sig Tau is proud of Jim Bell, the star 
pitcher for the Normal Hurons, who 
has been signed up by the Philadel­
phia Athletics. There have been sev­
eral Alumni functions during the past 
year, among which was an alumni 
dinner. 
To help carry on the traditions of 
good sportsmanship and fellowship 
during the past year were the follow­
ing executives: President, Ed Devine; 
vice-president, Walt Cieslac; record­
ing secretary, Bill Froberg; treasurer, 
Pat McCauley; parliamentarian, Jack 
White; and athletic manager, Larry 
Do lot. 
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SIGMA ALPHA DELTA 
ROW 1: C. Miers, K. Guyer, R. Wilson, Dr. Sattler, C. C ruuse, J. C 1lf.berfson, P .. 'fofyers. 
RO ,V 2: H. W.!conson, �- Ulrich, G. Daarf, J. Nieman, J. Berkey, R. L� May. 
SIGMA TAU GAMMA 
RO ,V 1: 141. SLyama, J. Ford, C. Towner, J. Stephan, D. Staker. 
ROW 2: T. Ncns, A. f/,.ming, J. Drew, W. Cieslak, C. Erikson, E. D,evine, W. Fro•erg, D. Cf.amb?rlin, W. Do/of, 
R. Levering. 
ROW 3: D. K?nnedy, iJ. Mirzorian, E. Sussex, J. Wolski, D. 'ioue�older, W. Key, M. GraJ.am, D. Sfanbury, F. 
Houffeit.i-er, W. Dol,on, N. Collard. 
ROW 4: J.I. W,yte, P .• 'ohnson, J. Steve, M. Eyles, H. KJ/gus, J. Whil�. J. Taro/Ii, T Briggs. 
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PHI DELTA Pl 
ROW 1: L. Roberfsan, S. Duszynski, H. Vartanian, L. f._/sorr., J. Wiochf"Ern-a,,, U. Dus,.ynski, A. Pomr.ichowski, B. raltey. 
ROW 2: W. Ansfres,, 5. Rieth, D. Bohlinger, P. Wilde- J. Na.,.,, P. Day, _M. Streif, C. NewfoQ, P. Chase. 
ROW 3: T. Bott, D. Alderson, D. Maufi, C. See, N .• =e/f, A. S.loomer, B. De,ton, J. Wei,s, D. Cossey. 
ROW 4: D. Duff, J. Erronfe, D. White, J. Brown, 8. !Jonegf ) :,;·. V'hi,ler, 0. Weipert, D. Bondy, J. Ecwa·ds, J. 
Wise, R. Spencer, R. Lieckfield, E. Kaleff, J. Slominski. 
PHI SIGMA EPSILON 
ROW 1: N. lgnasial:, D. Ellis, R. Walden, "Sig," R. ,!,_'/an, W Gilster, .,. McD:>nald. 
ROW 2: R. Schafe,, R. Lee, T. Miltdebrandt, W. V"./co,:, '1 ,=a!af.ee, G. f-!agen, M. Gcb,ysiok, N. Mi1at,ch, D. 
Smoker, E. Schulz. 
ROW 3: R. Binder, L. ',{ii/er, C. Flynn, J. Buchalski, R.::; isel, J.. �ell, .'-1. Sianb.ury, R. Parks 
ROW 4: E. Burt, E. Campbell, E. Hintz, 8. Gillies, D. 'tv'ilcox, .L. ,,oberls, K. GMdrum, F. He,drick. 
ROW 5: M. Sakorafis, R. Storks, J. McParland, J. Gc,::lon, C. .MUTrO';', A. Ber,;, 0. Caputo, J. H,pple, P. :>'Connor, 
N. Krawczak, D. Harfsig, H. Perri. 
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Phi Delta Pi began a year of very in­
teresting social activities with an in­
formal dance held at McKenny Hall. 
Closely following was the big formal 
dance of the year, the Washington 
Dinner Dance. Presented by the active 
alumni, this dance is attended by rep­
resentatives from all over the country. 
Johnny Squires presided as toastmas­
ter at the dinner, and immediately 
following, all were entertained by a 
humorous skit, If Men Played Cards as 
Women Do. It was estimated that be­
tween 250-300 couples were present. 
Music was provided by Ken Norman 
for the dance following. 
During April, the members held a 
hayride at Susterka Lake. Later in the 
The Lambda chapter of Phi Sigma 
Epsilon fraternity began the school 
year very successfully by defending 
its :}rand prize float title for the second 
consecutive year. Outstanding 
among the year's social events was 
the spring party at which the Phi Sig 
alumni were well represented. The 
athletic teams also maintained a suc­
ce�sful season in intramural sports. 
One of the main topics of interest 
that circulated around the group was 
the planning of the Phi Sig National 
Conclave. It was decided that the 
Conclave is to be held at the Book­
Cadillac Hotel in Detroit during the 
last week of August, 1950. All Phi Sigs 
evening, all had a gala time round 
and square dancing. In May Phi Delta 
Pi enjoyed a banquet at Inglewood Inn 
in Detroit. Still in the mood for food 
and fun, the members held a stag pic­
nic at Dexter Park a few weeks later. 
During the year, Phi Delta Pi initiat­
ed a new chapter at Ball State Univer­
sity in Muncie, Indiana. On the home 
front, they boasted seven new pledges. 
This fraternity functioned efficiently 
during the year under the guidance of 
the following executives: president, 
Leslie Folsom; vice-president, James 
Wichterman; secretary, Alex Pommi­
chowski; corresponding secretary, 
Ollie Weipert; treasurer, Michael 
Duszynski. 
throughout the United States are look­
ing forward to this occasion. This will 
be the first National Conclave to be 
held in Detroit in the history of Phi 
Sigma Epsilon. 
Directors of the year's activities 
were Thomas Milldebrandt, presi­
dent; Len Miller, vice-president; Norm 
Miehatch, corresponding secretary; 
Dave Smoker, recording secretary; 
Martin Gabrysiak, treasurer; Ed 
Schulz, social director; Ed Campbell, 
athletic manager; Keith Gundrum, 
sergeant-at-arms; Fred Hendrick, 
house manager; Claire Flyn, pledge 
master. 
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The Arm of Honor started the year 
off with a bang by winning the foot­
ball championship in the Inter-Frater­
nity League. To honor the victors, a 
gala hay ride was given at Susterka 
Lake by the runners-up, Phi Sigma 
Epsilon. 
Many interesting activities followed 
the hay ride. For the Homecoming 
parade, the Hammerheads produced 
a unique float tagged "Scuttle Hope." 
The biggest social event of the semes­
ter was a semi-formal dance, Annual 
Ball of Honor, presented on November 
5, with "Falling Leaves" as its theme. 
Then, during Christmas vacation, 
about twenty members visited alum­
nus brother Gus Howard, who is ap­
pearing at a Detroit night club, and 
helped him serenade the customers. 
Not being able to resist the beautiful 
mild fall weather and full harvest 
moon, members of Kappa Phi Alpha 
began their year with a hayride at 
Cherry Hill. Guests were members of 
the Kappa Mu Delta sorority. With 
hayseed still in their hair, the mem­
bers held a square dance at Cherry 
Hill early in the winter season. 
From rags to riches, Kappa Phi 
Alpha presented their Annual Red 
Rose Ball on January 21, at Charles 
McKenny Hall. This semi-formal dance 
was held to welcome new members 
into the fraternity. 
In spring, a banquet was held at 
McKenny Hall for the members. And 
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Last of all, to climax the year's social 
events was the annual Alumni Ban­
quet. on May 27, when the brothers 
gave a rousing welcome to the Alumni 
of past years. 
During the fall semester, the frater­
nity took in twelve new brothers, and 
have just finished pledging five new 
men, making a total of forty-six active 
members, the largest number in the 
Arm's history. 
Officers for the year were Lord 
High, Pat O'Hara; Commander, Stan 
Wawryzyniak; Vice-Commander, 
Tom Stewart; Scribe, Jerry Peters; 
Treasurer, Don Harrower; Corre­
sponding secretary, Jim Holdridge; 
Chaplain, Doug Smith; and Pledge 
Master, Jim Tascoff. 
last of all, the year ended the way it 
began - with another hayride at 
Cherry Hill. Following the hayride, 
everyone enjoyed hot dogs, potato 
chips, and marshmallows at a Wiener 
Roast. As in every Kappa Phi Alpha 
social activity, the evening ended 
with singing songs, old and new. Stag 
parties were held throughout the year. 
Under expert guidance, Kappa Phi 
Alpha functioned efficiently during 
the past year. Executives presiding 
were: Alpha, Don Bloomhuff; Beta, 
Jerry Raymond; Gamma, Bernie Mil­
ler; Corresponding Gamma, Robert 
Dean; Delta, Elvin Betz. 
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ARM OF HONOR 
ROW •: 8. Shankie; J. Rynearson, B. :;:;/ate,, H. l'an Wa gner, J. Gorna/1, N. Oliver, J. Plaza, il. Ostrow, J. Stemme/en. 
ROW 2: A. Adams, J. Marfin, J. p.,.fer, J. Var W::igner, F. Leib, D. Eskin, M. Lawson, D. Smith, J. Holdridge, 
J. Kouzou;icn. 
ROW J: S. Wawrzyniak, D. Harrower, A. Angelccci, W. Honerf, G. Georke, J. Moro, P. O'H�ro, R. Kuster, J. Peters, 
L. Keller, J. Harrower. 
ROW 4: W. Chmelko, L. Pacioni, E. Giordano, 0. A.'cC ourf, J. Toscoff, C. Alber, G. Smith, T. Stuart, T. Huizenga, 
D. Goodson, J. McMurroy. 
KAPPA PHI ALPHA 
ROW i: B. Deon, J. Williams, E. Betz . .1. Raymond, D·. S anders, D. Bloomhuff, 8. Miller, C. B:uneff, F. Clouse. 
ROW :!: G. Marshall, L. Cunningham, P. William,, G Buller, T. Roucoh, T. Doenges, D. Buckholz, 8. Collyer, I. Betz, 
H. Ackerman. 
ROW;: E. Seidl, D. Ross, R. Mofthev.:., D. Minze':', 8. Wells, W. Evanoff, L. Sauvage, F. Chocfwich, D. Welkenboch. 
ROW ..1: A. Lewis, M. Kiley, 8. Baum C. West, ;.I. Cabbage, M. Danzeisen, W. Weatherhead, R. Horfeg, R. Ohlinger. 
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INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL 
ROW 1: R. Levering, B. \filler, 7. Naas, T. Htizhga, N. Kr:iwczak. 
ROW 2: A. Conklin, S. J<achaferian, G. S/or..in ki, J. Mcf.furray. 
ALPHA GAMMA UPSUON 
ROW 1: R. Mason, A.C. Weir, A. N. McCleJ/cn, D. Yerles, D. Kuechle, J. Carmen, J. Domagalski, ,'f. Rob ns::>n, 
M. Scherer, M. Angelo. 
ROW 2: H. Shelfraw, R. Jackson, B. Herr .. s, A. Conk.in, H. Frye, H. Bradshaw, D. Ziehmer, R. Tillen R. !o)le, 
D. Ward. 
ROW 3: D. Van Becela.re, R. Lisowski, S. Zcm',ifo, S. K•chaferian, G. Diehl, F. Boyer, D. Veta/, J. Doug.\tr, J Eyr.,n, 
T. Jesue, J. Thompson. 
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The Interfraternity Council has had 
a very successful year in governing 
the pledging activities of the fraterni­
ties on this campus. Not only does the 
Council set up rules governing be­
havior of students, but also inflicts 
penalties on those who do not abide 
by them. 
Aside from its regular duties, the 
Council has helped with some of the 
activities concerning the children at 
the Rackham building. One of these 
activities was to attend the children at 
their swimming period. 
One of the Council's more pleasur­
al:le projects was to organize the 
pledges of the various fraternities to 
sir_g at the girls' dormitories. To show 
Alpha Gamma Upsilon started its 
second year of activity on this campus 
with an enrollment of forty-three mem­
bers. With its nine new pledges, the 
fraternity jumped right into the spirit 
of Homecoming by entering a giant 
war canoe in the annual parade. In 
November, the chapter played host to 
other members of the national frater­
nity at a semi-formal dance held in 
Charles McKenny Hall. At Christmas 
the group continued its annual tradi­
tion of collecting food for the needy 
families of Ypsilanti. 
January found Alpha Gamma Up­
silcn initiating pledges at a pledge 
ceremony which included pledges 
from three other chapters. This cere­
mony was followed by a banquet held 
their appreciation, the girls turned the 
tables and serenaded the men. 
On March 11, the Interfraternity 
Council sponsored their annual infor­
mal dance, at McKenny Hall. Vic Pe­
ters and his orchestra provided the 
music, and it was estimated that 
approximately 180 couples attended. 
At the end of each semester, the 
members of the Council were awarded 
a key in appreciation for services ren­
dered during the year. 
This year, the Council was expertly 
managed by the following officers: 
president, Thomas Naas; vice-presi­
dent, Ted Huizenga; secretary and 
treasurer, Bernie Miller. 
at the Huron Hotel, at which the spon­
sor, Dr. John Virtue, was his usual 
witty self. 
A new group of pledges was initiat­
ed in March. April 1 was the scene of 
riotous excitement; the chapter held 
its annual masquerade open-bid 
dance at McKenny Hall. In May the 
national convention was held in Fort 
Wayne, Indiana. 
Alpha Gamma Upsilon functioned 
efficiently under the student leader­
ship of the following officers: presi­
dent, William Pitchford; vice-presi­
dent, Robert Boyd; secretary, Don 
Wood; corresponding secretary, 
Douglas Kuechle; treasurer, Jerry 
Sheltraw. 
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Success crowned the first major ac­
tivity of Sigma Sigma Sigma when its 
Homecoming float, "Cooling Hope at 
O," was awarded a prize. During 
Homecoming week-end the Tri Sig's 
welcomed their alumnae at an after­
noon coffee hour. 
A hayride at Susterka Lake high­
lighted the Tri Sig calendar in Novem­
ber. As Christmas neared, Tri Sig's 
began collecting clothing for needy 
children in the surrounding area. The 
girls also sent a Christmas package to 
a little English orphan they have 
adopted. 
In March Tri Sig alumnae were feted 
at a formal dance in McKenny Hall. 
Old and new acquaintances had a 
Starting out the season with a fine 
flourish, the Theta's held a formal din­
ner-dance at the Farm Cupboard. 
Then the Homecoming Tea held at 
Mrs. Blackenburg' s was enjoyed by 
Thetas and their al urns, talking over 
the former years and celebrating the 
Thetas second place prize for their 
"Let's Lick 'Em" float. We then looked 
forward to the Double Dip Dance 
given with the Delta Sig's in March, 
the Dad's Reception, and Mothers' 
Luncheon, all of which turned out in 
fine style. 
On the more serious side, Theta's 
contributed to CARE, W.S.S.F., and 
AUROR A 
merry get-together in April, when 
Founder's Day was celebrated with a 
luncheon for alumnae and active 
members. 
The sorority wound up its social sea­
son with a Mother and Daughter 
Luncheon, and entertained the seniors 
and new members at a party at the 
lake. 
Sigma Sigma Sigma functioned effi­
ciently under the able leadership of 
the following officers: president, 
Norma Cadorin; vice-president, Helen 
Eveland; recording secretary, Jean 
Eisen Beiser; corresponding secretary, 
Mary Andonian; treasurer, Joyce Nur­
enburger; keeper of the grades, Nancy 
Burrell. 
dressed Bo-Peep and Little Black Sam­
ba for Rackham' s Book Week pag­
eant. 
Theta's then wound up the spring 
season with a picnic in the Hollow and 
bid the seniors adieu at the annual 
Seniors' Breakfast. 
Directing the year's activities were 
our advisor, Miss Beatrice Norton; 
president, Dorothy Brandt; vice-presi­
dent, Elaine Sanders; recording secre­
tary, Delores Soderquist; correspond­
ing secretary, Mary Joe Baldwin; 
treasurer, Lillian Filsinger; and ser­
geant-at-arms, Joanne Kennedy. 
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SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA 
RO-V 1: J. Nuernberger, M. Andonian, N. Burrell, .'I. Cadorin, Miss Stinson, J. Eisenbeiser, H. Eveland, A. Clements, 
Dor::,t>,y Morse. ROW 2: N. Nebel, M. Brooks, E. Sr.ith, J. Moran, M. Thompson, J. Hartung, S. Madison, N. Barenow, 
B. Orr, P. Beeman, D. Yost, M. Bradley. ROW 3: H. Wa1erman, R. Shadford, M. Schelawske, N. Sutton, N. Beaugrand, 
A. l'V,1/isfon, S. Paul. 
THETA LAMBDA SIGMA 
RO-¥ 1: J. Kennedy, J. Barkley, D. Soderquist, i-1.. Baldv.in, B. Norton, D. Brandt, E. Sanders, L. Filsinger, J. McMurray, 
E. Ercridt. ROW 2: L. Richert, E. Groot, 8. Ster/, L. Peaison, P. Scanlon, H. Digon, J. Allison, 8. Schmidt, P. Anderson, 
A. :cm.th, S. Newman, D. Campbell. RO W 3: P. Brar.:sfetfer R. Stamos, N. Axte/, J. DeK/erk, B. Bordon, S. Butler, C. Car­
vuoari,, E. Ringle, K. Shannon, P. Earling. 
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Pl KAPPA SIGMA 
ROIN 1: M. Ey, E. L. Bailey, D. Signor, F. Johnston, D. Richards, F. Greer, M. L. Wagar, G. Downing R. Winn. ROW:!: 
M. Bo/lagh, L. Sfevensan, D. Nevins, 8. L. Smifh, N. Hay, V. Sfiebling, A. Schiller, P. Afwaad. ROIN 3: D. Ganser, A. 
Scotr, A. Sfein, J. Jacobs, 8. Schneider, L. Lancasfer. 
SIGMA NU PHI 
ROW 1: J. Gilles, J. Kinginger, C. Climer, Mrs. Douma, Mrs. Warner, Mrs. Saffler, J. Brinf, 8. Warner, A. Lovell,:.. 
Barner. ROW 2: A. Crossman, 8. Sadler, G. Varner, P. Pipe, M. Tufer, M. Pel/awe, l. Truesdell, E. Johnson, P. Haare•, 
8. Taif, M. Gray, G. Lang. ROW 3: N. Pilcher, K. Challis, M. Clough, L. Wilson, J. Babier, M. Pumro>, M. Beall, J. Gric­
fifh, 1. Laviff, D. Lloyd, I. Dannelly, 8. Riddle, P. Bunn. 
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Eager, energetic-looking students 
seen hurrying toward the Arts Build­
ing every Saturday afternoon during 
the past school year were the inspired 
members of the Art Club. This club, 
sponsored by the Art Department for 
those students interested in art and 
creative activity, gathered weekly for 
open studio meetings. Here members 
had an excellent opportunity to meet 
others sharing similar interests, and to 
work on personal projects, receiving 
personal guidance. Those interested in 
life painting were provided with a live 
model. 
"All work and no play makes Jack 
a dull boy," say the Art Club members. 
Therefore, excursions were planned 
periodically which served for pleasur­
able as well as educational purposes. 
A n-_ree-day trip to the Chicago Mu­
seuo was the highlight of the year's 
activities. Other excursions were trips 
to the Toledo Museum of Art and the 
Detroit Art Institute. 
A fitting climax to the year's events 
was the student and faculty art exhibit 
held in April. The exhibit provided 
an opportunity to display individual 
works accomplished during the year. 
0£::icers for the year 1949-50 were 
Gawaine Dart, president; Connie Car­
rothers, secretary; and Janis Schaefer, 
treasurer. 
jj.:uocialion /or Chif J/woJ {;Jucalion 
During the past year, prospective 
teachers interested in broadening 
their scope of knowledge in early ele­
mentary teaching had the opportunity 
to secure supplementary information 
about children through membership in 
the Association for Childhood Educa­
tion. This year, a program of varied 
activities was planned and success­
fully executed under the efficient guid­
ance, of Miss Syverson, Miss Hester 
and Miss Skinner, faculty advisors. 
Actual contact with children through 
workshop programs was especially 
helpful to members of the A.C.E. who 
were unfamiliar with teaching meth­
ods and supervision of children's ac­
tivities. One of the most pleasurable of 
these programs was the Christmas 
Party given for the needy children of 
Ypsilanti. Here children received jig-
AURORA 
saw puzzles, dolls, and other toys 
made by the A.C.E. members. Other 
workshop programs, as learning the 
techn�que of operating a tape recorder, 
made the year's program particularly 
interesting. 
Speakers were another medium 
through which members received ad­
ditional information concerning early 
elementary teaching. One of the most 
interesting speakers was Miss Virginia 
Cooper of Roosevelt School in Y psi­
lan ti, who spoke to the members on the 
behavior and development of pre­
school children. 
Stuc.ent leaders of the A.C.E. during 
the year were: Lois Shankwiler, presi­
dent; ,.vVilma Griffiths, vice president; 
and Connie Church, secretary-treas­
urer. 
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The Chemistry Club has as its pur­
pose to further the common interests 
of students, alumni, and faculty in the 
field of chemistry. 
Among the outstanding activities of 
the club were the annual Alumni and 
Anniversary Dinners. Club meetings 
were highlighted by such interesting 
programs as scientific movies, talks by 
eminent scientists, .and demonstra­
tions. 
Directing club activities this year 
were Floyd Ouellette, president; 
George Helvey, vice president; and 
Margaret Stanford, secretary-treas-
The Collegiate Country Life Club has 
enjoyed a year of entertaining and ed­
ucative programs. Composed prima­
rily of students on the State Limited 
Curriculum who are preparing to 
teach in rural areas, the club was un­
der the leadership of Gail Williams, 
president; Gerry Barnum, vice presi­
dent; Betty Yago, secretary; and Dona­
vee Cook, treasurer. Miss Ethel O'Con­
nor and Mr. Donald Currie acted as 
faculty advisors. 
One of the most valuable of the 
year's activities was a talk by Mr. Rex 
Wedel, Jackson County Assistant Su­
perintendent of Schools, who spoke to 
the girls on the subject of the relations 
urer. Dr. Brundage acts as patron and 
advisor. 
The club has been functioning for 
forty years under able leadership, and 
alumni members have contributed to 
many outstanding scientific projects, 
such as atomic, biochemical, and med­
ical research. At the 1941 Anniversary 
Dinner, the B. W. Peet Scholarship 
Fund was originated in honor of Pro­
fessor Peet. A wards from the income of 
this fund have since been made to out­
standing students majoring in chem­
istry. Margaret Stanford and Robert 
Theriault were this year's recipients. 
of the teacher to the school adminis­
trators. 
A Christmas party for the children of 
Carpenter School, at which many two­
year students do their practice teach­
ing, was the outstanding event of the 
first semester. A play, "And Then the 
Bells Rang," was presented; games 
were played; and gifts were given to 
the children. 
Spring social events included the an­
nual picnic and a tea honoring the stu­
dents graduating with the State Lim­
ited Certificate. 
The club has a membership of one 
hundred and twenty-five students. 
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CHEMISTRY CLUB 
ROW 1: N. Uoach, J. Harris, J. Sellers, P. Brundage, M. Sfanfo·a, G H-elvey, M. C•rr. J. Boggs, L. Escobar, S. Hartlein. 
ROI+" 2: H. Vcrfanian, E. Detroyer, 0. Mittelstaedt, J. Mover, H". Cole, M. Pool, R. K•mischke, K. Kelley, M. Eyles, 
11'. Do:sen P. Clark, C. Webber, J. Rutz. 
COLLEGIATE COUNTRY LIFE CLUB 
ROW 1: D. Cu l/er, M. Notfen, D. Cook, G. Williams, M. O'Con,cr, E:. Y�go, G. Banun, M. Wagar, P. Daly. 
ROW 2, M. Verhoeven, J. Fuller, N. Denton, V. Boiack, P. Myers .'. 0.,nbn, D. Tucker, ..f. Brown, L. Vandecar, C. Stock, 
-· /ines, V. Bowden. ROW 3: J. Reist, S. Wright, B. Jones, L Full?r, 3. Sischo, iJ. �chigoda, D. Adams, 0. Shinn. 
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DEBATE CLUB 
ROW 1: R. Heifzn.,,- .'. Kouzou;ion, J. Ern,t, N. Eas:tman, B.Hauk, A. Angelocci.. J. Covington, R. McDou;ia/1. 
ROW 2: N. Burk, lw'. Fortney, L. Folsom, B. Voigt, R. Sfarp, J. Knowles, R. Surday, R. Goldstei1, M. Cabbage, M. Troub. 
ENGLISH CLUB 
ROW 1: 8. ,'-fauk, J larkley, /. Mafouris, L Roberrson, F. Eckert, 8. Valley, 8. Schmidt, 8. Fi,cl,er. 
ROW 2: N. Eastrrc:•, I. Lewis, �- Colwell, G. Merk.;,/, J. �lominsi<i, R. Macfarlane, C. Cook, C. Steen, J. Mang, 
8. Nique, G. Sneers. 
AUF:ORA 
The Debate Squad has had an ex­
tremely active and interesting year. 
The twenty-two debaters have par­
ticipated in twenty-one inter-collegi­
ate debates, meeting teams from many 
other states and making several out­
of-state trips. The nation-wide college 
debate topic for this year has been 
the following: Resolved: That the 
United States should nationalize the 
basic non-agricultural industries. 
The season began in December 
with the Michigan State Novice Tour­
nament at Lansing. An elimination 
tournament was held here to deter­
mine the two teams which were to 
take part in the Great Lakes Tourna­
ment at Bowling Green, Ohio. Four 
teams attended the Buckeye Tourna­
ment at Kent State. 
The Men's State Tournament was 
held at Lansing, and the Women's 
This year the many activities of the 
English Club reflect the enthusiasm 
of its interested members. The first 
undertaking was to elect officers. At 
the largest meeting of the year, Lyle 
Robertson was chosen president; 
Beverly Schmidt, vice-president; Is­
mene Maxouris, secretary; and Bill 
Valley, treasurer. At the same meet­
ing, Mr. David Hawes of the speech 
department presented selected read­
ings from Shakespeare. 
Also presented was a discussion on 
student teaching led by Miss Brown 
AURORA 
State Tournament at Wayne Univer­
sity. 
Our teams also attended the Univer­
sity of Michigan Cross-Question De­
bate Tournament. In April, four teams 
returned to Bowling Green for a Nov­
ice Tournament. On the same day, 
two teams were in the Michigan 
Teachers' College Tournament. The 
final event was the Regional Pi Kappa 
Delta Tournament in Grove City, 
Pennsylvania. 
The team as a whole made a fine 
record. M.S.N.C. won the Michigan 
Teachers' College Tournament, and 
tied for first place in both the State 
Men's and Women's Tournaments. 
The teams took second place at the 
Novice Tournament in Bowling Green. 
The debate group is directed and 
coached by Mr. Norwood Eastman. 
and Miss Langworthy, critic teachers 
at Lincoln and Roosevelt. Two skits 
were given by students of Dr. Sand­
ers' methods class showing how the 
teaching of literature in high school 
can be varied. At another meeting, 
Mr. Slay of the education department 
led an informal discussion on the 
teaching of English. 
At the last meeting in May, officers 
for the next year were chosen, and an 
address was given by Mrs. Magoon. 
The organization was again under 
the directorship of Miss Eckert. 
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Gavel and Rostrum has been an ac­
tive and ambitious group this past 
year. The many new members seem 
as eager as the old to keep the organ­
ization a progressive one on our cam­
pus. 
A radio guild, with Ralph Sharp and 
Robert McDougall as co-chairmen, has 
been formed within the group. Its first 
program was successfully presented 
over station WPAG. The program ex­
plained the function of the Michigan 
State Normal Student Council and the 
activities of the Gavel and Rostrum 
Club. In preparation for the radio pre­
sentation, the club members observed 
a University of Michigan student 
broadcast in Ann Arbor. 
The organization is primarily inter­
ested in speech activities; it strives to 
provide for its members varied speech 
experiences and to give them opportu­
nities to listen to the best in speech 
Open to students who major or minor 
in history or social science, the History 
Club meets once every month and pre­
sents educational and entertaining 
programs. Several changes in organ­
ization were made this year. In ac­
cordance with the newly adopted con­
stitution, a fifty-cent initiation fee per 
member was levied each semester to 
defray the expenses of the meetings. 
One of the oustanding meetings of 
the year was Professor Howard Black­
enburg's lecture about his trip to Eu­
rope, in which he revealed interesting 
work. Throughout the year the mem­
bers presented round-table discus­
sions, forums, debates, impromptu 
speeches, and dramatic readings and 
interpretations. A pleasant addition 
to the club's program agenda was a 
speech given by President Elliott on 
the pertinent subject of state aid to 
education. 
The organization had various social 
activities throughout the year. The 
members attended "King Lear" in Ann 
Arbor, and held their Spring Banquet 
in May. 
First semester officers were Roland 
Duke, president; Rudy Ruppe, vice 
president; Jackie Jacobs, secretary; 
Emory Dare, treasurer. During the 
second semester, Emory Dare was 
president; Jim Burke, vice president; 
Jackie Jacobs, secretary; and June 
Richardson, treasurer. 
facts pertaining to the war recovery in 
England, France, and Germany. The 
club invited the whole college to hear 
Professor Blackenburg. 
Members enjoyed the movie "Driven 
Westward" starring Tyrone Power at 
another meeting. 
The club was under the leadership 
of Sam Perry, president; Bill Froberg, 
vice president; Martha Beall, secre­
tary; and Jack Mobley, treasurer. Miss 
Elizabeth Warren of the History De­
partment acted as sponsor of the 
group. 
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GA 'IJ EL & ROSTRUM 
ROW 1: E. K,ireth, R. McDougall, R. Sharp, R. iJJ1ke, J. Sattler, R. Ruppe, J. Jocobs, E. Dare, R. Highfield, M. Traub, 
I. Hees�h ROW 2: L. LancastEil', D. Frede, �- '<aiser, S. Har�lien, J. Bur\e, T. goggs, 0. Pfoffmonn, A. Churc,, 
8. Leoror.f, V. Petifpren, 8. Schaeffer, C. ¥'5/lfworlh, 8. Kcminski, J. Richar�son. 
HISTOR.Y CLUB 
R:)1,-,1 1: M. Pumroy, F. Johnston, C. Nevins, J. >-f=.bley, P. Hobl:e/1, S. Perrr, M. teal/, J. Bredernitz. ROW 2: W. Cies­
lak, J. rlcJdridge, L. Porreffa, W. Burns, A. ""-akolin, G. He..,e, s, R. Ne,.,comf., E. Sussex, E. Prong, K. Greer . 
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HOfi\E ECONOMICS CLUB 
ROW 1: B. Bfzer, M. Cashmore, D. Kern, C. Ke.ly, L. Filsinger, 8. Wenz/off, D. Lessner, M. l(ovitz. ROW 2: S. Forni/, 
J. Myers, l. Welch, E. Underb·ink, F. Barri•gfon, S. Tiffany, M. Holland, S. Hart/in, L. Walker, J. Wingate, E. Baoch, 
M. Wilson, M. Palace. ROW 3: 8. Borden, E. Ringel, R. Schultz, D. Yost, A. McWlrirte·, D. Durham, J. Rocho• P. 
8/ardon, J. Schiwal, A. Whifn;,y. 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS CLUB 
ROW 1: R. Harfsig, C. West, W. Chmelko, H. Barsuhn. F. Tabor, J. Byron, D. Heidenberge·. ROW 2: H. Maynar<l. J. 
Stachnik, R. LaBounty, B. Sehr.eider, G. Willough/:'y, H. Douma, N. Risk, S. Glow, �. Helson. ROW 3: D. Nel=on, 
L. Hiddle, R. Lisowski, J. Ancerson, K. Ba-,,ghman L. Rogers, N. Minatsch, E. Zufkey L. .Jurfee, J. Martin, W. Khif-er, 
R. Starks, M. Mossman. ROW 4: D. Reyno,ds, C. Gross, J. Burke, M. Teore, 8. Mar/-:,w, T. Matyfewski, M. Sakoro;is, 
J. Buchalski, J. Musser, A. Gallup, E. Gra+sch. 
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A Getting-Acquainted Party, held at 
the Home Management House, fol­
lowed in November by the formal ini­
tiation of new members, was the first 
major activity of the Home Economics 
Club. The Christmas season brought 
one of the highlights of the year, the 
annual Christmas dinner given by the 
members of the club for their parents. 
Following the dinner of turkey, plum 
pudding, and all the trimmings, the 
group was privileged to hear a few 
words from President Elliott, Dean Is­
bell, and Miss Bauch. Earl Baggett 
gave a reading from Dickens' CHRIST­
MAS CAROL, and Margaret Kovitz led 
the singing of Christmas songs. 
In March a professional meeting 
was held. Irene Maier, Administrative 
Dietitian; Doris Jedele Vanden Belt, 
homemaking teacher at Willow Vil­
lage; c:nd Jeanne Kenny Dickson, 
No member of the Industrial Arts 
Club could complain of having "time 
on his hands" during the past year. 
The full schedule of activities was high­
lighted during the fall season by a Fun 
Night held in the Roosevelt gym, where 
square dancing and games kept club 
members in a lively mood. But the club 
can boast of accomplishments other 
than successful social events. During 
the Christmas season, the group, in co­
operation with the merchants of Ypsi­
lanti and the Goodfellows, planned 
and made over two hundred toys for 
underprivileged children. During the 
year the club sponsored a number of 
moving pictures covering various sub­
jects in the industrial arts field, worked 
A URORA 
homemaking teacher at Wayne High 
School, returned to campus and told 
about their work and the ways in 
which home economics training has 
benefited them. 
Several members of the club went to 
the Home Economics Convention at 
Michigan State College in April. Here 
they met with home economists from 
all over Michigan and learned what 
is being done elsewhere in the field. 
April also saw the return of many fa­
miliar faces at the annual Alumni 
Luncheon. In May, with the coming of 
spring, the club rounded out the year 
with a farewell picnic for the seniors, 
at which time the new officers were 
installed for next year. 
Officers of the club were Donna 
Kern, president; Lillian Filsinger, vice 
president; Nancy Cole, secretary; and 
Barbara W enzlaff, treasurer. 
on an alumni file, and cooperated with 
several college departments when 
construction work or printing was 
needed. One of the big events of the 
year was the club's attendance at the 
Michigan Industrial Education Society 
Convention at Grand Rapids. A picnic 
brought the year to a close. 
Harold Doume, president; Ralph 
Liechfield, vice president; Barbara 
Schneider, secretary; and Joseph 
Stachnik, treasurer, led the club's 
numerous activities. The group en­
joyed the sponsorship of Mr. George 
Willoughby and the active coopera­
tion of the other faculty members of the 
Industrial Arts Department. 
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Every Thursday evening a group of 
Michigan Normal students is to be 
found in McKenny Hall indulging in 
heated debate. These students are 
members of the International Relations 
Club, who under the leadership of their 
officers-Charles Touner, president; 
Donald Stein, vice president; and 
Jeanne Kelly, secretary-treasurer -
learn about and discuss topics of inter­
national and domestic interest. The 
policy of the club is to hear all sides 
of the question discussed and leave 
the formulation of a definite stand on 
the matter to the individual. The motto 
of the club may very well be Voltaire's 
statement, "I disapprove of what you 
The year 1950 saw the origin of the 
Library Club on the Michigan Normal 
campus. Until January of this year the 
library students had been without any 
associational ties. It is the hope of this 
new organization to stimulate future 
members and to foster a closer feeling 
of unity among library students. Mem­
bership is open to all students with a 
major or minor in School Library Serv­
ice. 
Serving as officers this semester 
were Betty Lord, president; Emmy Lou 
Bailey, vice president; Doris Selby, 
say, but I will defend to the death your 
right to say it." 
The members hear speakers from 
off-campus as well as local professors 
and student panel discussions. Among 
the outstanding speakers of the year 
was Professor Howard Blackenburg, 
who told the club of his trip to Europe, 
and of the problems faced by the peo­
ple there. This spring several mem­
bers attended the Tri-State convention 
of the National Association of Interna­
tional Relations Clubs, with which the 
local club is affiliated. With the com­
ing of warm weather, the members laid 
aside their discussions long enough to 
end the year's activities with the an­
nual spring picnic. 
secretary; and Frances Johnston, 
treasurer. 
The activities of the group have in­
cluded talks by several librarians, 
social hours, and a trip to the Cran­
brook Library. 
The Library Club owes much of its 
initial success to the teaching members 
of the library staff-Miss Andrews, Mr. 
Cleveringa, Miss Rosentreter, and Mrs. 
Bates-who so willingly gave their 
time and suggestions to help make this 
organization possible. 
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB 
ROW 1· S. fa:esicki, A. Carpenter, K. Armstrong, J. Kelly, C. Towr,er, H. Blockenburg, A. Westphal, D. Davis, R. Gerke, 
/.. "r'o,'ler. 
ROW 2 • .'. Fui1y, A. Simon, J. Mock"nden, J. Moffat, J. Volusek, .J. Perry, 8. Royce, M. Cabbage, P. Benge, J. Folsom, 
P. Fis:J..,er, B. Hannon. 
LIBRAR CLLlB 
ROW 1: /,(, ifo.;enfrefer, W. Bates, J... Cleveringo, D. Selby, 8. Lord, F. Johnston, E. Andrews, L. Rush. 
ROW 2: P. l'l'ocmon, T. Finn, J. Clar, D. Davis, D. Johnson, A. Wood, 8. Scoff. 
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MAT-iEMATICS CLUB 
R:::>W 1: P. Waara, M. Davidson, R. Pale, E. Goings, J. McParland, H. Falahee, M. Don�oe, C. Erikson. 
R:::>W 2: 8. Schmidt, I. Harger, E. Defroyer, 0. Miffelsfaedf, J. Eyles, W. Marfin, D. Tooley, A. Mackelwich, M. "lief, 
D. Carroll, M. Glover. ROW 3: C. Webber, R. Hotchkiss, E. Steinman, R. Arak,ni, G. �assoff. 
MUSIC CLUB 
ROW 1: E. Swan, M. Graffan, R. Lenhieser, M. Mull, R. Eastman, D. James, M. /.,(ii/er, 0. Shears. 
ROW 2: H. Minkoff, J. Kayganich, L. Gonda, D. Staker, E. Bagafini, R. Boafwriggf, R. Sp�ncer, P. Nicolia, D. f...,f:, 
8. Cornwell, L. Wagar, 8. Knoblauch, J. Redman. ROW 3: P. Burnett, P. Irwin M. DeN'io, J. Woodworth. 
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After early reorganization meet­
ings, the Math Club began planning 
for its annual Christmas party. On 
December 1, a large gathering en­
joyed the movies, games and refresh­
ments served in Starkweather Hall. 
During the second semester, several 
interesting programs were presented 
by the students. Russ Hotchkiss dis­
cussed non-Euclidian geometry; Jim 
Eyles instructed the group in perform­
ing interesting coin tricks; Beverly 
Schmidt reported on the national con­
vention in Chicago for teachers of 
mathematics, and Norman Tanbar 
led a panel of student teachers in a 
muJic 
The Music Club, an organization 
composed of music majors and other 
students interested in music, desires to 
stimulate a professional spirit among 
its members. An attempt is made to 
broaden the student's knowledge of 
the va:-ious phases of music and to 
foster friendship among the students. 
With the guidance of Miss Dorothy 
Jomes, faculty advisor, this year's offi­
cers - Robert Lenheiser, president; 
Marjorie Mull, vice president; and 
Roseland Eastman, secretary-treasur­
er-planned an active schedule. 
Amo::1.g the social activities of the 
year were three outstanding events. 
A URORA 
discussion on student teaching. After 
each meeting, the groups adjourned 
to the union grill for interesting in­
formal chats over coffee. 
On May 25th, the organization 
journeyed to the Hollow for its annual 
spring picnic. After a supper of hot­
dogs, potato salad, and cokes, the 
group split into teams for a lively game 
of baseball. 
The group was sponsored by Mr. 
Goings and Mr. Falahee. The officers 
were Jack McParland, president; Russ 
Davidson, vice-president; John Har­
rower, secretary-treasurer; and Pat 
W aara, corresponding secretary. 
The annual Halloween Party, held in 
Pease Auditorium, was heartily en­
joyed by all who attended. Then, of 
course, there was the formal initiation 
of new members into the group. As the 
curtain went down on the final weeks 
of school, the annual Spring Breakfast 
was held at Recreation Park. 
Highlights among the year's musical 
events were the Instrumental and Vo­
cal Recital given during Freshman 
Orientation Week; the annual Manu­
script Recital, which is a program fea­
turing original compositions by the 
music students; and a variety of stu­
dent recitals. 
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natural Science Cfut 
A variety of programs highlighted 
the year for the Natural Science Club. 
As picnicking ranks high among the 
favorite pastimes of the club, a fall pic­
nic topped the list of activities. 
At the regular meetings, movies 
were shown on Michigan, deep sea 
animals, and birds; colored slides on 
"Nature in Michigan" were also pre­
sented. Lectures were given on soil 
conservation and experimental nutri­
tion. A chalk-talk on "Our Naturalist 
Presidents" proved particularly en­
joyable. A Christmas project, making 
holiday wreaths, allowed club mem-
A wiener roast and cider sip in the 
Hollow brought the members of the 
Occupational Therapy Club together 
for their first social gathering of the 
year. The Christmas season saw the 
club working on a Christmas play writ­
ten by Barbara Sauder and directed 
by Mr. Hawes. Performances were 
given at the Rackham School and the 
Ypsilanti State Hospital. At Easter the 
O.T.'s gave an Easter Egg Hunt for the 
children of the Rackham dormitory; 
games, prizes, and favors were the 
order of the day. 
In May several delegates were sent 
to Kalamazoo for the annual conven­
tion of the Michigan State Occupa­
tional Therapy Association. Money to 
finance this trip was raised by the an­
nual bazaar held ctt McKenny Hall at 
Christmas time. Also in May the club 
bers to exercise their talent and inge­
nuity. Informal coffee hours followed 
each program. 
Two new types of programs were 
initiated this year. The first type was 
an election dinner, at which time the 
new officers were elected. The second 
type was an alumni program at which 
former members related their experi­
ences in their field of work. 
The officers of the club are Frank 
Sinclair, president; Roger Armour, 
vice-president; Mary Vukovich, secre­
tary; and Wayne Shank, treasurer. 
Dr. Wallace is the faculty advisor. 
enjoyed a banquet at Castle Inn, 
which was followed by the installation 
of new officers. The year's activities 
were brought to a close with the an­
nual spring picnic. 
In the bi-monthly meetings the mem­
bers learn of new crafts, see movies re­
lating to the use of occupational ther­
apy in rehabilitation, and hear guest 
speakers. The club has also arranged 
field trips to the Detroit Creative Work­
shop and to the University Hospital in 
Ann Arbor, where the members have 
the opportunity to see occupational 
therapy in practice. 
The following served as officers of 
the club: Laura Everhart, president; 
Doris Sutton, vice president; Shirley 
Braddon, secretary; Barbara Sauder, 
treasurer; and Margaret Fetterly, so­
cial chairman. 
A URORA 
ROW '.: 8. Gray, M. Vukovich, R. Armour, W. Shank, F. Sinclair, C. Loe.sell, M. Curtis, H. Wallace, f.. telcher, M. Best. 
ROW �: K. Yrml<.ee, B. Merritt, C. Webber, D. Young, L. Tomasz.,wski, W. Miller, D. Rushce, R. Nico,IF::,, L. Chapman, 
A Mackelw-ich. ROW 3: H. Goldberg, J. Jay, E. Key, J. Dorld, C. ,'fa/ls, J. Johnson, E. Wozniak, L Powell. ROW 
4. M. Sfa,nf�rd, 8. Zaccari, H. Ayon, D. Kemp, 8. Chrobak, 8 Gauss, K. Conachen, M. Brown, N. C-:idorin, J. Zwic­
ke), S. Ferr;,//. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
ROW 1: D. Ha,.is, M. Ey, P. Meyer, D. Sutton, L. Everhardt, G. T12ey, 8. Sauder, S. Braddon, B. Miller, H Sfremick. 
ROW 2: N. ,Arraifage, M. Fetterly, L. Arnold, N. Maclean, M. CDok, S. Benning, M. Slater, L. Czap, 1. Hartung, 
L. f'earsor., .�. Wolfer, J. MacDonald, P. Thurston, 8. Hayashi:la. 
AURORA f.7 
NATUR� SCIENCE CLUB 
1 
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OFF-CAMPUS WOMEN 
ROW 1: R. Shadford, N. Burrell, H. Rudin, M. McCall. ROW 2: M. Evans, N. Borenow, S. aarnes. 
ORCHESIS 
ROW 1: 8. Newsom, C. Nevils, E. Farwell, S. Favinger, J. Brint, N. Amerman, B. Favingt!r, G. Lyons, S. Graham 
ROW 2: 8. Sischo, D. Fry, M. Luiden, N. Lynch, P. Lukaszewski, M. Blanchard, K. Kimbal,, N. Barenow, J. Harfu,c;, 
8. Sadler, 8. Bryant, S. Bernard. 
ROW 3: M. Palace, N. Nims, J. Redmond, A. Westphal, M. Evans, D. Robertson, H. Gach. 
AURORA 
The Off-Campus Women's Associa­
tion, made up of girls not living in col­
lege dormitories, aims to provide its 
members with an opportunity to par­
ticipa:e in campus activities and to be­
come familiar with college life, espe­
cially during the freshman year. Its 
membership this year numbered over 
250 gi::ls. 
The well-planned program of social 
activities included a card party, a 
splash party, a potluck supper, a pic­
nic, and a theater party. The Christ­
mas season found the girls lending a 
capable hand at the All-College Christ-
The Christmas season inspired this 
year's Dance Club to the first major 
display of its talents to the campus. 
The terpsichorean performances of the 
club added to the joyous festivities of 
the an::1ual Christmas Program, the 
All-College Christmas Party, and the 
Christrr_as Sing. 
Spring found the Dance Club mak­
ing a graceful contribution to the an­
nual Play Day and receiving bouquets 
for a very successful Spring Program. 
AURORA 
mas Party. The athletically inclined 
formed teams and participated in 
W.R.A. activities. 
Serving as officers for the past year 
were Nancy Burrell, president; Marian 
Evans, vice president; Margaret Mc­
Call, secretary; Rosemary Shadford, 
treasurer; Nancy Barenow, sports 
manager; Shirley Barnes, social chair­
man; and Beverly Hinsch, publicity 
chairman. 
The association enjoyed the assist­
ance of Miss Helen Rudin, who served 
as advisor. 
A hayride and a Spring Dance were 
outstanding among the social activi­
ties of the club. 
The officers of the club were Esther 
Farwell, president; Betty Jean Favin­
ger, vice president; Rosemary Brodie 
and Bernadine Newsom, secretaries; 
and Nora Amerman, treasurer. The 
membership reached a total of seven­
ty-five, including the beginning, inter­
mediate, and advanced groups. 
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The Physical Education Club, which 
dates back to 1888, has always at­
tempted to keep its prospective teach­
ers abreast of changes made in the 
physical education field. Interesting 
speakers provided one medium 
through which this was accomplished 
during the past year. The members 
particularly enjoyed hearing two out­
standing speakers: Barbara Holland, 
who spoke on school camp programs, 
and Amy Middlewood, who spoke on 
mental hygiene. 
Interest in the club was stimulated 
by the various colorful events pre­
sented periodically. A tap dancing 
contest was held during the winter 
months, and in the spring a modern 
dance program was presented. In 
March the club went rural and spon­
sored a square dance. 
To give financial assistance to out­
standing students majoring in physi­
cal education, the members of the club 
generously contributed to the Burton, 
Bowen, and Sampson and Todd Schol­
arship Funds. 
The club met monthly and func­
tioned successfully under the student 
leadership of the following: Nancy 
Overturf, president; Doris Boyle, vice-
president; Larry Soldan, treasurer; 
Jeanne Bradner, secretary. Faculty 
advisor for the year was Miss Dorothy 
Copony of the Physical Education De­
partment. 
The success of the Physical Educa­
tion Club is due in large measure to 
the staff of the Physical Education De­
partment. Miss Ruth Boughner, head 
of the women's division, and Mr. J. 
McCulloch, head of the men's depart­
ment, have been outstanding in their 
co-operation with the club. Miss Jane 
Brint, modern dance instructor, and 
Miss Augusta Harris, head of the Re­
creation Curriculum, have contrib­
uted much to the success of club pro­
grams. Mrs. Catherine Steen, Miss 
Candace Roell, Miss Dorothy Copony, 
and Miss Helen Stewart directed 
women's sports activities. Also help­
ing to round out the activities of the 
club were the instructors of the men's 
department: Mr. William Crouch, 
head of the basketball and baseball 
squads; Mr. Harry Ockerman and Mr. 
Thomas Dyer, in charge of football; 
Mr. George Marshall and Mr. Merrill 
Hershey, track coaches; and Mr. Loyd 
Olds, head of the intramural program. 
A URORA 
PHYSICAL EDOCATION CLUB 
ROW 1: .'. R:mafowski, M. Gray, M. Bol:er, D. B:inh, N. Overturf, D. fbyle, D. Lloyd, M_ Schelawske, K. Kimball. 
ROW 2: C. f'oge, J. Loewer, J. Burns, C. Steen, R. Boughner, D. Co.pcny, C. Roell, H. Sleinarf, M. Miller, L. Murph�, 
D. Se .vTet, S. Bernard. ROW 3: J. l?lly, C. Jacobs, V. Pudlo, I. Bcdi, J. Ivan, S. W?lls, 8. Greengard, J. Eberl!, 
J. l<'i1tg,in-;H, L. Stuckman, M. Hoisin;rfon, G. Ga-nber. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLUB 
ROW 1: -4. Cor k/in, I. Donnelly, B. Case, B. Newson, 8. Lorenz, L. Peiaslti, J. Stephens, J. Jol-r,son. ROW::: L. Clements, A. 
A URORA 
S-ndli, J. lv'cMurray, L. Lamoreaux, 7. Bolf, C.5ee, W. Beckley, R. Spencer, J. Churchi/._ D. Robertson, J. McCullocf. 
R:)W 3: F. Upthegrove, A. Ballen R. Leve,;ng, E. Schulz, N. lgncsiak, J. Wichferm:in, J. Wise, N. Jackson. 
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SPECIAL EDUCATION CLUl3 
ROW 1: E. Sanders, A. D-:x!y, D. Fay, C. Deschamps, D. Richards, J. Groos, G. Gaffie.d, M. Kedzierski, P. Berge, M. 
Baker. ROW 2: C. Churd, f. Stuthen, 8. Bell, L. McDonnefl, M. Sakarafis, C.. KotCJN(ico, 0. CapLto, F. Nowf=nd, 
J. Little, i'. Lambert, R. Sl�tzman. 
HUDENT WIVES CLUB 
SEATEC: E. Whisler, E. Geary, N. Schlcetzer, C. Johrrson, P. Gegman, M. Rice, 8. Jvlc:ready, H. 1-urrlsbe,rr) 5. 
Hill, 8. Junner, R. Ustick M. Wegner, A Mossman. S.fandint;J: E. Burke, M. Larsen, B. Teffau, D. Alexan:ier. !!. 
Kerr, ,-!. '·u,s. 
A.JRORA 
Special {:Jucalion Cfut 
It is the purpose of this club to fur­
ther outside interest in the field of Spe­
cial Education and to co-operate with 
the college administration in the de­
velopment of high standards in this 
field. Any student on the Special Edu­
cation curriculum is eligible for mem­
bership in this organization. 
Under the leadership of John Groos, 
president; Donna Cooper, vice presi­
dent; Dorothy Fry, secretary; and 
Charles Deschamps, treasurer, the 
club e:ijoyed a full year. Its major 
activities included making a float for 
the Homecoming parade, a Christmas 
party br the children at Rackham, a 
party for the new members at the be-
It is the aim of the Student Wives' 
Club to bring its members into closer 
touch with the campus activities of 
their husbands and to provide oppor­
tunities for social contacts with one 
another. 
Under the leadership of Mrs. Jack 
Rice, the club meets once a month to 
plan various social activities, and to 
discuss the problems facing the stu­
dent wife of today. 
With the assistance of Mrs. Virginia 
McKeachie, faculty sponsor, the club 
AURORA 
ginning of the second semester, and 
special business meetings with faculty 
members. 
The most important event of the 
year was the drawing up of the club 
constitution. With Dr. Lord as their 
adviser, the students composed and 
approved the document which is to 
govern the functions of the organiza­
tion. 
A very interesting activity of the 
club is the lectures which members 
give to adult discussion groups con­
cerning the field of Special Education. 
It is through these lectures that they 
further an interest in, and an under­
standing of, handicapped children. 
has enjoyed an exceptionally busy 
year. They began their activities with 
a fashion show in the fall. A Christ­
mas party, the next major event, 
proved to be the biggest success of 
the year. In January the group en­
joyed a dinner at the Castle Inn. Dur­
ing February a meeting was held at 
McKenn y Hall and movies were 
shown discussing helpful hints for the 
wives and their families. A square 
dance brought the year's social events 
to a successful close. 
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The College Choir is a group of 
forty advanced singers selected from 
the Choral Union. This group meets 
regularly twice a week. During the 
year, approximately twenty-five mem­
bers of varied types are memorized 
and another twenty-five read for 
choral experience. A large portion of 
the work is A Capella. 
The College Choir is active through­
out the year, singing at town func­
tions as well as various college activi­
ties. During the first semester, the 
group sang at the annual Christmas 
Party, and the Rotary Christmas Night 
Program. A Bach program was pre­
sented for the College of the Air series 
It is the aim of the Choral Union to 
encourage the appreciation of good 
music and to provide musical enter­
tainment of high quality. 
The group presented three programs 
last year: the Christmas Concert; the 
Palm Sunday Concert, which featured 
selections from the MESSIAH; and 
the Baccalaureate program, at which 
Josef Haydn's CREATION was pre-
on Station WHRV. In December the 
Choir sang a group of eight original 
compositions for the Michigan Com­
posers' League, which held its meet­
ing on our campus. 
During the spring semester, the 
Choir sang at the Palm Sunday Con­
cert, the Commencement exercises, 
and the Senior Convocation. During 
National Music Week the choir pre­
sented a program for the Kiwanis 
Club. The group also presented sev­
eral high school assembly programs 
throughout southeastern Michigan. 
The Choir is under the direction of 
Mr. Haydn Morgan, head of the Music 
Department. 
Union 
sen ted, with the orchestra and faculty 
soloists assisting. 
The Choral Union, which is open to 
all students, consists of the Choir, the 
Women's Chorus, the Men's Chorus, 
and the Freshman Girls' Vocal Ensem­
ble, and is conducted by Mr. Haydn 
Morgan, head of the Music Depart­
ment. 
AURORA 
CHOIR 
CHORtl.L UNlON 
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ORCHESTRA 
BAUD 
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Traditionally fine programs present­
ed by the orchestra afforded the cam­
pus much pleasure during the past 
year. In addition to the two concerts 
in November and May, a Youth Con­
cert featuring "pop" or light music 
was also given. The highlight of the 
year was the performance of the CRE­
ATION by Joseph Haydn, in which the 
In striking green and white uni­
forms, the Normal band made an im­
pressive sight both on the football 
field and in the auditorium. During 
the football season, the band played 
at all home games and performed 
skillful formations on the field at half 
time. The marching activities were 
climaxed by a trip to Mt. Pleasant 
when the band took part in half-time 
ceremonies at the Normal-Central 
Michigan football game. 
AURORA 
orchestra accompanied the Choral 
Union at the Baccalaureate in June. 
The orchestra made a brief concert 
tour of a few of the high schools in 
southeastern Michigan. 
Open to all students, the orchestra 
provides its members with valuable 
training and a chance to enjoy play­
ing music. The orchestra was con­
ducted by Mr. Maurice Riley. 
After the football season, the band 
turned its attention to concert work. 
This year's series, which included a 
concert in January and another in 
April, was highlighted by an outdoor 
concert in May at Briggs field. The 
band also made a brief concert tour 
among a few of the high schools in 
neighboring areas. 
The band was conducted by Mr. 
George Roach. 
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Canlerbur';f 
The Canterbury Club is the student 
organization representing St. Luke's 
Episcopal Church. Its aims are to 
provide for the spiritual needs of men 
and women while they are away 
from their home parishes, to preach 
the gospel to the unconverted, and to 
make Christianity an integral part of 
higher education. 
The group holds weekly Sunday 
evening meetings at St. Luke's Church 
House which consist of a short service 
and discussions, after which refresh-
The Christian Youth Fellowship is 
an organization for the Baptist, Con­
gregational, and Presbyterian stu­
dents on this campus. During the 
year the group enjoyed the leader­
ship of Thelma Phillips, president; 
Harold Burmeister, vice president; 
Katherine Sole, secretary; and Harold 
Sole, treasurer. Miss Esther Kennedy 
acted as director for the group. 
As its major study project, the mem­
bers sought information pertaining to 
the beliefs and practices of other de­
nominations, and participated in dis­
cussions on this subject. To obtain a 
better insight into other religions, the 
ments are served. The club also has 
open house on Thursday afternoons. 
The Canterbury Club had a Holy 
Communion service at Starkweather 
Hall just before Easter. The annual 
dance and a fair were outstanding 
among the year's social events. 
The club is sponsored by Reverend 
Hugh C. White, Jr., and has the fol­
lowing officers: Bill Sweet, president; 
Doug Wiseman, vice president; Mary 
L. Stevens, secretary; and Bob Wil­
son, treasurer. 
group invited various speakers to lec­
ture here. Rabbi Leon Fram, of De­
troit, discussed the background of the 
Jewish Thanksgiving traditions; Dr. 
Yoder, Lutheran student director of 
the University of Michigan, told the 
group of the Lutheran concept of the 
Reformation; Mrs. Clara Jones, Detroit 
librarian, and President Robert Bevin 
of the Baptist Missionary School in 
Chicago were other speakers during 
the year. C.Y.F. also enjoyed the 
visits and talks of local ministers and 
members of the faculty. A Spring Re­
treat at Camp Grindley climaxed the 
year's activities. 
AURORA 
CANTERBURY CLUB 
ROW 1: R. l•focFarlane, C. Austin, D. Richards, W. Sweet, M Ste..,ecns;, D. Carra/I, P. Gundrum, W. McDonald. 
ROW .?, P.. f..lacGowan, J. Ferguson, J. Salles. 
CHRISTIAN YOUTH FELLOWSHIP 
ROW I. J. �uHcn, M. Hoisingfan, H. Sole, K. Sole, T. Phillip,. E. �·er.nedy, R. Lauer, K. Kimball. ROW 2: P. 
Irwin, W. Grcffdfs, L. Green, J. Kayganich, 8. Court, C. Willou,hby, D. Harden, G. De Winter, 8. Buys. 
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NEWMAN CLUB 
ROW 1: N. Burk, 0. Mittelstaedt,,. Hughes, E. h�oson, P. Charron, M. Eabar, 4. G/ucl:i, N. Arms1'rong. 
ROW 2: C. Deschamps, A. Peters,�- Lisowski, D. ;,noker. 
STUDENT RELIGIOUS ASSOCIATION 
ROW 1: J. Reist, W. Griffiths, R. 1-'igMield, D. Osgood, E. Kennedy, C. Sbc..:. 
ROW 2: D. Carroll, 8. Mohring, N. Stamos, A. McCamley. 
AURORA 
Many interesting lectures and social 
events made this year a full one for 
the Newman Club. This organization, 
composed of Catholic stud en ts of 
Michigan State Normal and Cleary 
Collec;es, endeavors to enrich the 
spiritual, intellectual, and social life 
of its msmbers. 
The door::: were thrown open to new 
students and future members at a re­
cepticn in October. A Halloween 
dance, a Christmas party, and Mardi 
Gras festivities were other highlights 
of the year's social activities. 
As its contribution to the All-College 
Christmas Sing, the club brought 
forth new talent in Leroy Rockque-
The Student Religious Association 
is corr_posed of all the church youth 
groups on our campus. It strives to 
promote better understanding among 
the religious organizations, to inte­
grate their activities, and to initiate a 
campus-wide religious program. 
With these aims serving as guides, 
the S.R.A. has had an active year. In 
the fa[ there was an Opera House at 
Starkweather for all freshmen, and a 
Hymn Sing for all students on the first 
Sunday evening of the semester. Pre­
ceding the holidays, a series of three 
Christmas programs for mediation 
were presented with Eleanor Kahler 
serving as general chairman. The As­
sociation also sponsored a book drive 
for Legarda College in the Philippines. 
As a part of its regular activities, the 
Association sponsored a social period 
each Wednesday afternoon at Stark­
weather Hall. All faculty members 
and students were invited to these in-
AURORA 
more, who wrote and sang the Christ­
mas song "Stocking for Two." Later in 
the year a Jazz Concert was sponsored 
in which Leroy was featured. 
During the year the group heard a 
series of lectures by the club chaplain, 
Father Hunt, and enjoyed several 
communion breakfasts. 
The graduating seniors were hon­
ored by a party, and a picnic ended a 
successful year. 
· Leading the club were Pauline 
Charron, president; Bill Froberg, vice­
president; Mary Beth Baker, record­
ing secretary; Mary Ann Bennett, cor­
responding secretary; and Elsie John­
son, treasurer. 
formal Over-The-Hump Club gather­
ings. 
The spring semester was also a 
busy one for S.R.A. The Association 
sponsored an all-college assembly 
program, presenting the movie "Prej­
udice." Ruth Oakes was chairman of 
the World Student Day of Prayer ac­
tivities in Roosevelt Auditorium and 
in February an all-college square 
dance was given. In concluding its 
activities, the S.R.A. planned a Spring 
Workshop to evaluate the year's work 
and to make plans for the following 
year. 
Officers were president, Rod High­
field and Wilma Griffiths; vice-presi­
dent, Eleanor Kahler; secretary-treas­
urer, Wilma Griffiths and Ann Mc­
Comley; publicity chairmen, Ed 
Prong, Dorothy Carroll, and Dean Os­
good; and social chairman, Jane 
Riest. 
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A newcomer to the Normal cam­
pus, the Orthodox Student's Society 
welcomes to membership all students 
who belong to the Eastern Orthodox 
Catholic and Apostolic Church. 
The purpose of this organization is 
to instill among its members a deeper 
knowledge of the Christian faith, and 
to further a more thorough under­
standing of the heritage, traditions, 
The Huron Christian Fellowship, an 
inter-denominational organization, is 
open to all students on campus. 
At the Monday night meetings, the 
group engaged in many worthwhile 
activities. Outstanding among the 
guest speakers were Mr. and Mrs. Ken 
Cummings representing the Youth 
For Christ organization. The group 
was fortunate enough to obtain the 
colored film "Dust or Destiny," which 
has been in great demand in churches 
and religious organizations through­
out the country. A series of Bible stud­
ies by Jim McGuire, Inter-varsity Staff 
Member for Michigan, proved very 
interesting. Music for the weekly meet­
ings was provided by Jane Reist, Ken 
Stephens, and Ben Makin. 
In October several delegates were 
and the mission of the Orthodox 
Catholic Church. 
The Normal branch of this society 
is the second one to be formed. The 
original branch was founded five 
years ago on the University of Michi­
gan campus and, under the guidance 
of Fr. S. M. Sophocles, has grown rap­
idly and distinguished itself by its 
many fine religious and social 
activities. 
sent to the fall conference of the Inter­
varsity Christian Fellowship at Wal­
den Woods. This spring several mem­
bers attended a conference on the 
subject, "The Campus in the World," 
where they received instruction in 
leadership in campus work. 
Social activities also rate high with 
members of H.C.F. Last November 
found the members scouring Ypsilanti 
for red hair and a policeman's signa­
ture for the scavenger hunt. At Christ­
mas the group went caroling at the 
Old People's Home, and in March 
they opened the hollow early with a 
weiner roast. 
Guiding the club this year were 
Katherine Van Hoy, president; Bill 
Battishill, vice president; Isabell Jones 
secretary; and Arthur Carpenter, treas� 
urer. 
A URORA 
ORTHODOX STUDENT'S SOCIETY 
ROW 1: M. Vayvodic, I. Maxouris, P. Bayoff, J. Chrisfos, M. Matsos, D. Naymik, N. Stamos, D. Metros, J. Kokinakes. 
ROW 2: A. Eugenides, R. No/far, A. Kachaudurian, J. Adams, P. Kithas, J. Honvas, N. Natsis, M. Sakorafis, 
G. Prappas, D. Alexander, H. Minkoff, K. Challis, H. Kourefas, H. Ayan. 
HURON CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
ROW 1: J. Rosegart, M. Wilcox, W. Battishi/1, K. VanHoy, I. Jones, A. Carpenter, C. Kacena, G. Creamer. ROW 
2: 8. McKay, F. Battishi/1, E. Carter, J. Hoxey, 8. Mohring, T. Rogers, L. Chapman, H. Graham, P. Welch, A. Beaven, 
T. Henderson, R. Eisenmann, 8. Bell. ROW 3: J. Reist, P. Fischer, J. Zwickey, L. Campbell, M. Holt, M. Care, H. 
Reed, I. Lewis, D. Higgins. 
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WESLEY FOUNDATION 
ROW 1: R. McDougall, R. Wilson, M. Troub, C. Huber, J. Ford, W. Hausbalfer, R. Bonnell, J. Quick, 0. Shears. 
ROW 2: J. Mackinder, D. Adams, M. Fortney, R. Schaeffer, J. Moffat, R. Gerke, D. Osgood, P. Nicolia, R. Highfield, 
8. Hauk, M. Augustus, D. McDougall. 
AURORA 
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The Wesley Foundation is a Methodist student fellowship. Members 
are provided the opportunity to think, work, play, and worship together 
in a stimulating Christian relationship. The purpose is to help the indi­
vidual to become a better person and to find a vital personal relationship 
with God, and to develop a fellowship in which individuals will mutually 
strengthen one another in Christian living. 
Director of the Foundation is Miss Crystalle Huber, and the pastor of 
the local church is Dr. Wm. Clyde Donald. 
On Sunday mornings at 9:30 a seminar in religion is conducted in the 
church house; at 10:45 there is the morning service of worship in the 
church; and at 6:00 p.m. the Sunday evening meeting, which includes an 
evening meal, a song fest, and a short worship service. 
Highlights of the year were the fall Freshman Party, which featured 
colorful square dancing; a dramatic presentation by Miss Marion Stowe; 
the Mid-winter Retreat at Don Camp's summer home; and fireside dis­
cussions held in homes of church members. 
The officers were Joan Ford, president; Mary Troub, vice president; 
Glennie Lou Brown, secretary; and Robert Wilson, treasurer. 
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Under the editorship of John C. Noell 
the Normal News has continued its 
policy of voicing student opinion and 
presenting news as it happens. Fol­
lowing higher journalistic styles of 
writing, the News followed every lead 
in promoting the growth of the Student 
Council and campus government, yet 
being watchful to include students 
and faculty in the progressive life of 
this campus. 
Newsworthy activities and causes 
were endorsed and publicized. The 
W.S.S.F. Drive, class elections, and 
sports events, all of which are an in­
tegral part of our education process, 
were given wide range. 
The vital growth in assembly pro­
gram production saw renowned 
speakers brought before students. 
This was partially made possible by 
the Normal News, which voiced stu­
dent opinion. 
Following John C. Noell's gradua­
tion in February, Walter G. Manko as­
sumed the responsibilities of editor for 
the remainder of the year. The News 
continued its style of newshandling 
and offered its cooperation to all cam­
pus organizations and activities. 
The growing interest in the Student 
Council and class organization was 
given fullest possible publicity. Since 
its inception the Council faced many 
problems that were brought to the stu­
dents by the News. As a communica­
tive organization the Normal News 
aided in arousing student interest in 
Student Council, Men's Union, Wo-
men's League and class elections. 
Democratic principle was being lived 
by each participant in these elections 
instead of receiving lip service. 
Public Relations, always a vital part 
of any organization, were ably cov­
ered by Thomas Milldebrandt, Normal 
News Sports Editor. This work served 
to inform metropolitan areas as well 
as the local community of the position 
that Michigan State Normal College 
plays in the educational field. It ex­
presses the need for a more extensive 
program of public relations. 
While working with this branch 
of news Milldebrandt has success­
fully edited the sports activities on this 
campus. His work in the past three 
years will leave an impression in the 
minds of those people who have had 
dealings with this college. 
Veteran writers in the sports depart­
ment give full coverage to every ma­
jor and minor sports event in which 
members of the college community 
participate. The work of such men as 
Flemming, Graham, Dolot, Parks and 
others aids in presenting a true pic­
ture of happenings in the sports field. 
Not all of the glory rests in 'by-lines'; 
the work behind the scenes that 
makes a paper what it is rests upon 
the shoulders of John Errante, assist­
ant editor, and Hugo Perri, business 
manager, and the student writers who 
comprise the staff. Each person un­
stintingly offered his time and service 
to make the Normal News the clarion 
of Good News. 
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Hugo Perri, Wally Manko, John Erranfe. 
Larry Do/of, Tom Milldebrandf, Al Fleming, 
Doris Boyle. 
Marilyn Larson, Jim Warren, Roger Tyrrell, Beffy 
Kalusha, Sally Bufler, Dave Young. 
!Job Parks, Abie Ulmer, Jim Brown, Madge 
Pumroy, Hank Hendrick, Dick Mendenhall, 
Mary Joe Baldwin, Kay Armsfrong; seafed: 
Mary Perkins. 
Beverly Schmidt, Donna Frede, Nancy Burrell. 
Fred Katon, Pat Scanlan, Hank Hendrick, Helen 
Digon. 
Norm Tomber, Dorothy Carroll, Hugo Perri, Kay 
Shannon. 
Ann Stahl, Don Funk, Ruth Kendrick, Beverly 
Hauk, Roseann Evans. 
:Jf,,e Aurora 
The purpose of an annual is to pre­
sent a pictorial story of the school year. 
This has been the aim of the AURORA 
since its first edition published over 
fifty-eight years ago, and the 1950 edi­
tion is no exception. 
Many problems have faced the staff 
before presenting this book to you; 
however, its many capable members 
with help of the engraver-Jahn and 
Ollier; the printer-the Ann Arbor 
Press; the photographer-Mr. Robert 
Southgate, and the cover manufac­
turer-S. K. Smith have been able to 
meet and overcome these obstacles. 
This year we met our first difficulty 
in the inexperience of the ne·w 
AURORA Board. But the fine spirit of 
cooperation and willingness to learn 
soon united it into a functioning body. 
The chairman, Mr. Vartanian, did a 
commendable job in helping the staff 
direct its business and solve its ever 
present budgeting problems to the 
satisfaction of the administration. Miss 
Ackerman spent many hours correct­
ing the many articles written by the 
various student contributors. And the 
desire for a well written and organized 
book was instilled by Mr. Cleveringa. 
Studetns too had their voice in the pub­
lications. Donna Kern, John Errante, 
and Kay Shannon were their repre­
sentatives. 
Financial matters were very cap­
ably handled by the business man­
ager, Nancy Burrell. The staff greatly 
enjoyec. working with Mr. G. Bright-
AURORA 
man in solving layout problems and 
had its engraving managed by an ex­
perienced member, Hank Hendrick. 
The division pages were very effec­
tively designed by Fred Katon and the 
cover and end sheets by Maureen 
Scanlon. Hugo Perri again returned to 
handle the sports section. 
Led by Beverly Schmidt, editor, and 
Donna Frede, assistant editor, the 
staff had an enjoyable year of working 
together. In October, Bev and Donna 
attended the National Scholastic Press 
convention in Detroit, and, after a 
weekend of conferences and fun, re­
turned with many ideas for a success­
ful yearbook. For several days in May 
before the book finally went to press, 
Bev was warmly received by Mr. Rose 
and the Ann Arbor Press while she 
worked in their plant composing last 
minute copy and giving final instruc­
tions for printing the book. The mem­
bers of both the AURORA and NOR­
MAL NEWS staffs united to celebrate 
the end of a year of hard work at a 
publications banquet on May 20th. 
Other members of the staff were 
Helen Digon, layout editor and typist; 
Dotty Carroll, organizations editor and 
typist; Kay Shannon, fraternity-soror­
ity editor; Nancy Pilcher, first semester 
organizations editor; Norm Tanber, 
features editor; Betty Kalusha, Jim 
Warren, Beverly Hauk, Ruth Kendrick, 
Ann Stahl, Roseann Evans, and Don 
Funk, staff writers. 
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Because of its occurance in 
May o f  l a s t  y e a r, the  1949 
AURORA was not able to pre­
sent pictures of the Centennial 
celebration. We of the staff have 
decided to present them to you 
now. 
The celebration was complete 
with notable speakers, Gover­
nor vVi lliams, Vice-President 
Barkley, and many prominent 
persons in the field of education. 
It las:ed for three exciting days, 
Thursday, Friday, and Satur­
day.  Normalites repeatedly 
gazed in to the sky and prayed 
for clear weather, for they were 
often drenched by the rain of 
spring storms or sudden cloud 
bursts. 
Outstanding among the activ­
ities were the pageant which so 
accurately portrayed the his­
tory of the college, the gigantic 
parade of bands and beautiful 
floats contribued by the busi­
nessmen of Ypsilanti and the 
surrounding areas, and the re­
vival of May Day on the Green, 
a program of dances given by 
students of the physical educa­
tion department, and the Cen­
tennial Ball. 
For many months the Normal 
campus was the scene of con­
stant practicing and general 
beautification in preparation for 
the inspiring occasion. The en­
thusiasm reac4ed its peak in the 
campaigning for a queen and 
the selection of a king. Nora 
Amerman of Gregory was fin­
ally chosen and reigned as a 
very beautiful and gracious 
queen. Jim Thomson was se­
lec ted as King Beaver after 
many months of beard growing 
and grooming among the men 
on campus. 
Several hundred alumnae re­
turned to the Normal Campus to 
help the college celebrate its 
one-hundredth birthday. In spite 
of the rain, it was a birthday not 
soon to be forgotten. 
Also missing from the 1949 
AURORA were pictures of the 
June graduates. The first one ap­
pearing on the opposite page 
was taken before Pierce Hall 
during the Ivy Day Speech. The 
second :s of the graduation pro­
cession entering Pease Audito­
rium. 
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:J/ie Student Socia/ Commillee 
Normal's students owe their thanks 
to the All-College Student Social Com­
mittee for the many social events held 
on the campus. This group composed 
of representatives from the Student 
Council, Women's League, and Men's 
Union works with the Social Director, 
Miss Adel yn Hollis, in preparing the 
activities calendar and sponsoring 
All-College programs. 
Seplemter 
21 Orientation Week for New 
Students 
28 Classes Start 
Ocloter 
Football-M.S.N.C. vs. Akron 
University 
All-College Dance 
7 Opera ''Carmen'' 
All-College Record Dance and 
Card Party 
14 Sorority Open Houses 
15 Football-M.S.N.C. vs. Ball 
State 
All-College Cabaret 
18 All-College Assembly-Chief 
Eagle Plume 
20 New Students' Big Sister Tea 
21 Football-M.S.N.C. vs. Ken-
tucky State 
All-College Cabaret 
This year the group has sponsored 
the Wednesday night Kresge dances, 
cabarets, the Homecoming Dance, 
record dances, and a girl-bid dance. 
The Monday night dancing lessons 
are also provided for by this group. 
In addition, the class parties the 
first week of school, a skating party, 
and the ever popular Christmas Party 
were presented for the students. 
25 All-College Homecoming Pep 
Rally Assembly 
28 All-College Pep Rally, Bonfire, 
Dance 
29 Homecoming Parade 
Football-M.S.N.C. vs. Hope 
College 
Homecoming Dance 
novemter 
4 All-College Square Dance 
6 Faculty Concert 
8 All-College Assembly--Henry 
Hedges, King of Bora Bora 
11 Women's League Harvest Hop 
-"Autumn Serenade" 
18 All-College Dance 
19 Goodison Open House-
"Goodison At Home 
" 
20 Orchestra Concert 
22 All-College Assembly-Hedley 
Hepworth with characteri-
zations from Dickens 
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�OW i: J. Mora, M. Baldwin, D. Bondy, N. Suffo•, A. Hollis t. Buyo, J. Wichterman. 
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24 Thanksgiving Holiday Begins 
28 Classes Resume 
�ecember 
1 W.R.A. Swimming Pageant 
2 Men's Union Yule Log Drag­
Paul La Voie's Orchestra 
7 Shakespearean Plays by Mar­
garet Webster 
8 Christmas Concert 
9 All-Campus Christmas Party 
15 All-College Christmas Sing 
16 Chr�stmas Holiday Begins 
Januarg 
2 Classes Resume 
6 All-College Cabaret 
12 Basketball-M.S.N.C. vs. Cen­
tral Michigan College of 
Education 
13 Stoic Reception for New Stoics 
All-College Activity 
14 Panhellenic Dance-"Winter 
Serenade" 
17 All-College Assembly-Ralph 
B-.mch, U.N. Mediator in 
Palestine 
18 Banc. Concert 
19 Basketball-M.S.N.C. vs. De­
troit University 
20 Pre-Exam Jam 
23 Final Examination Week 
Begins 
25 Senior Women's Dessert 
27 All-College Bingo Party 
Jebruarg 
1 First Semester Closes 
5 New Women Students' Recep­
tion 
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6 Second Semester Starts 
7 All-College Skating Party 
9 Basketball-M.S.N.C. vs. Illi­
nois Tech 
10 All-College Dance 
14 Movie "Prejudice"-S.R.A. 
Assembly 
16 Women's League-Men's 
Union Transfer Party 
17 J-Hop-Blue Barron's Orchestra 
18 National A.A.U. Track Meet 
23 \V.R.A. Sport Night 
24 S.R.A. All-College Square 
Dance 
25 Track Meet-Baldwin Wallace 
oo:sketball-M.S.N.C. vs. Alma 
College 
27 Panhellenic Education Hour 
3 Sorority Rushing Begins 
All-College Cabaret 
4 King Open House 
7 All-College Assembly-Robert 
Kazmayer, World News 
Reporter 
10 A]-College Record Dance and 
Keeno Game 
11 I.F.C. Dance 
17 All-College Girl-bid Dance 
21 All-College Assembly-Joan 
Smith, "Life in England" 
22 Piano Recital 
24 Sophomore Swirl-"Some En­
chanted Evening" with Bill 
Stegmeyer' s Orchestra 
28 W.S.S.F. Assembly 
29 Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia All 
American Program 
31 All-College Dance 
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J4prif 
2 Palm Sunday Concert 
4 Men's Union Assembly 
4 Women's League Election 
Assembly 
7 Spring Vacation Begins 
17 Classes Resume 
18 Honors Convocation 
22 Athletic Events-Football, 
Track, and Baseball 
Jones Open House 
26 Stoic White Elephant Sale 
27 W.R.A. Swim Show 
28 Sophomore Variety Show 
29 Stoic Society Dinner 
ma'! 
5 League Lark 
6 Track Meet-Miami University 
10 Orchestra Concert 
12 All-College Free Dance 
15 Panhellenic Dessert 
Ever present also were the Monday 
night fraternity and sorority meetings 
and the dance classes. On W ednes­
day evenings throughout the year 
were the ten cent Kresge Dances, and 
on Tuesday nights, the Student Coun­
cil meetings. The Choral Union prac-
18 Sophomore-Junior Class Picnic 
College Dramatic Production-
"Our Town" 
19 Kappa Delta Pi Initiation and 
Banquet 
"Our Town" 
21 Stoic Breakfast 
25 Band Concert 
26 All-College Free Dance 
30 Memorial Day 
31 Senior Ivy Day Walk 
June 
2 All-College Free Dance 
3 Senior Class Day Picnic 
8 Examinations Start 
11 Women's League Senior 
Breakfast 
Baccalaureate 
16 Semester Closes 
Senior Ball 
17 Senior and Alumni Luncheon 
Commencement 
ticed on Tuesdays and Thursdays and 
the orchestra on Mondays. College 
Forums were also held on several 
Monday afternoons. All in all, the stu­
dents of Michigan Normal had a 
pretty busy year. 
AURORA 
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A familiar and reassuring slogan 
FAMILIAR ••. because it has appeared ill 
thousands of the co1111try's fi11est year· 
books for the past half cenl11ry . 
REASSURING ... because tl,ose years of 
specialized experience bri119 complete 
service, 011tsta11di11g q11ality and de­
pendable delivery lo the yearbook staffs. 
witl, wl,om we work. 
+ 
JAHN & OLLIER ENGRAVING CO. 
817 W. Washington Blvd. 
Chicago 7, Illinois 
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A 
Ackerman, Catherine, 30 
Acherman, Harry, 29 
Adams, Helen B., 29 
Anderson, C. Roland, 40, 31 
Anderson, Normajean, 151, 35 
Andrews, Elsie V., 163, 35 
Arnet, Florence C., 28 
Ashby, Lillian A., 28, 32 
Averill, Ruth, 28, 32 
B 
Bates, Wanda, 163, 35 
Bauch, Estelle, 34, 160 
Baxter, Pearle 0., 28 
Beal, Alice, 28 
Belcher, Robert, 167, 32 
Bell, Mary Irene, 28 
Benish, Minette W., 30 
Bensen, Alice, 30 
Bentley, Mabel L. 
Best, Martha, 144, 167, 32 
Bingley, Lenore T., 29, 30 
Binns, Ray, 28 
Blackenburg, Howard, 163, 31 
Boggs, James E., 33 
Boughner, Ruth, 171, 29 
Bowen, Maude, 36 
Brink, Ida K., 28 
Brint, Jane, 134, 168, 29 
Brown, James M., 21, 18 
Brown, Ruth I., 28 
Brownrigg, William J.. 18 
Brundage, Perry S., 155, 33 
Bunger, Anna, 29 
Burras, Darrel, 35, 28 
Butler, Leslie A., 18 
c 
Calkins, Kingsley M. 
Carey, Elisabeth, 30 
Carr, Marvin S., 33 
Carson, Verna M., 36 
Case, Lucretia, 35 
Chamberlain, Duane, 34 
Chapelle, Ernest H. 
Chapman, Robert, 36 
Clark, Paul V., 33 
Cleveringa, Frederick, 163, 35 
Cole, Wallace A., 155, 33 
Cooke, Geneva M., 28 
Cooper, Grace, 30 
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Cooper, Virginia, 28 
Copony, Dorothy, 29 
Crawford, Mildred, 28 
Crichton, Dorothy I., 28 
Crouch, Florence, 128, 28 
Crouch, William E., 29, 114 
Cobb, Robert P. 
Currie, Donald M., 30 
Curtis, Martha E., 32 
D 
DeBoer, Lawrence, 28 
Dell, Mary C. 
DeLong, George, 31 
DeVries, Harry, 31 
Dixon, Theone, 28 
Donahoe, Mary C., 33 
Dunning, Lawrence, 28 
Dyer, Thomas B., 29 
Downey, Amy L. 
E 
Eastman, Norwood, 144, 147, 
156, 30 
Eckert, Florence, 156, 30 
Eddy, Florence, 28 
Elliott, Eugene B. 
Elliott, Lucy A., 36 
Elwell, John, 148, 32 
Engelman, Anthony 
Ericson, Fred, 31 
Erikson, Carl M., 144, 164, 32 
Erikson, Edith, 35 
F 
Fagerstrom, Simon E., 84, 31 
Falahee, Hilton, 33 
Feuerstein, Emma, 28 
Fillmore, Nadine, 28 
Foster, Milton, 30 
Freeman, Clara, 28 
French, Sophie, 29 
Fry, Nancy, 36 
G 
Garrison, Noble L., 30 
Gates, Mary Frances, 30 
Gauerke, Herbert J., 35 
Gilday, Edward, 28 
Gilden, Ralph F., 34 
Giles, Richard A., 32 
Gill, Orlo, 34 
Glasgow, James, 92, 31 
Glow, Stanley, 34, 160 
Goings, Edmond, 164, 33 
Golczynski, Louis, 28 
Gotts, Margaret, 144, 28 
Grattan, Myra, 32, 144, 148, 168 
Green, James, 35 
Gross, Virginia L., 30 
Guerra, Manuel H., 35 
H 
Hagerman, Helen L., 28 
Hair, Lucile 
Hall, Russell, 32 
Hammond, Ethel, 28 
Hanna, Hazel J., 35 
Harris, Augusta, 29 
Hatton, Mary, 34 
Harris, David, 30 
Harris, Vivian, 28 
Haug, Ralph A., 30 
Hawes, David S., 30 
Herrick, Myra, 35 
Hershey, Dorothy, 36 
Hershey, Merrill, 36, 29 
Hester, Kathleen, 30 
Hetmansperger, Helen, 29 
Hetmansperger, Marguerite, 28 
Hickman, Jennings R., 32 
Hill, Susan B., 22, 18 
Hoffelt, Robert 0., 148, 32 
Hollis, Adelyn, 195, 18 
Hood, Elizabeth Ann 
Hood, Anna, 34, 28 
Hood, Carl, 30 
Hubbell, Paul, 147, 159, 31 
Hughes, Mildred N., 28 
Hughes, Harry L., 35 
Hyry, George A., 28 
Hyry, Helen M., 28 
I 
Isbell, E. R., 25 
J" 
Jacobson, Elaine 
James, Dorothy, 148, 164, 32 
Jordan, Hoover H., 30 
K 
Kelder, Jacob, 30 
Kelley, James K., 155, 30 
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Kelly, Clara, 34, 160 
Kelly, Joseph P., 33 
Kiddoo, Faith, 28 
Kirschbaum, Gladys, 28 
Klager, Benjamin, 18 
Knight, Norton B., 30 
L 
LaBounty, Raymond, 34, 160 
Laing, Harlow, 28 
Laing, Leela L., 28 
Lamkin, Ervin, 28 
Lamming, Dorothy, 34 
Langworthy, Lucille, 28 
Leib, Floyd I., 33, 136 
Loesell, Clarence M., 143, 167, 
32 
Lord, Francis E., 29 
Lotz, John F., 35 
Lurting, Karen R., 36 
ltl 
Maddox, Notley S., 30 
Magielski, Helen 
McNutt, Percy 
Magoon, Marian, 30 
Mancell, Paul M. 
Marshall, Everett L., 18 
Marshall, George, 29, 110 
Martin, Mary R., 28 
McAllister, Jane, 34, 127 
McAndless, Thelma, 152, 28 
McCulloch, J. H., 171, 29, 110 
McDonald, Alister, 28 
McKeachie, Virginia, 35 
Menzi, Leonard F., 28 
Meston, Eleanor, 28 
Miller, Marjorie M., 30 
Mink, Grace, 28 
Miserez, Allen, 30 
Moffett, Robert, 28, 114 
Monroe, Anneta, 28 
Moore, Mary, 36 
Morgan, Haydn, 148, 32 
Myers, Janet, 128, 28 
N 
Nagel, Edith, 35 
Naymik, Daniel, 183, 33 
Nethercot, Phyllis, 30 
Nichols, Rose B. 
Nobles, Vera, 36 
North, Vera, 35, 28 
Norton, Beatrice, 29 
0 
Ockerman, Harry 
O'Connor, Ethel, 155, 28 
Olds, Lloyd, 29, 119 
Ostrand, Lillian 
Owens, J. Henry, 35 
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Pate, Robert S., 164, 33 
Pearce, Haywood J., Jr., 31 
Pearson, Ross N., 31 
Peterson, Ralph, 30 
Pfeiffer, Harrison 
Potter, Franklin C., 31, 30 
Pyle, Hersha!, 148, 32 
Potter, Edward E. 
B 
Rahm, Dorothy 
Richards, Doris, 29, 131, 173, 
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Riley, Maurice, 32 
Risk, Norman, 34, 160 
Roach, George F., 32 
Robinson, Julius M., 35, 151, 29 
Robinson, Margaret, 28 
Roell, Candace, 171 
Roscoe, Alice 
Rosentreter, Martha, 144, 163, 
35 
Roser, Gertrude, 29 
Rudin, Helen, 22, 18 
Rynearson, Elton J., 29 
s 
Sanders, Gerald D., 156, 30, 
136 
Sattler, John W., 147, 159, 30 
Schatz, Lillian P., 28 
Schelkun, Ruth F., 30 
Sellers, John, 155, 33 
Sill, Margaret E., 31 
Simpson, John W., 31 
Skinner, Grace, 30 
Slay, Ronald J., 30 
Smith, Dulcie, 36 
Smith, Harry L., 33 
Smith, Ralph V. 
Steen, Catherine, 171, 29 
Stevens, Florence L., 35 
Stewart, Helen, 29 
Stinson, Susan, 132, 28 
Stokes, William H. 
Stowe, Marion F., 30 
Studt, Earl, 28 
Sveda, Julia, 28 
Swartwood, Ora Mae 
Swete, Helen F., 34 
Syverson, Genevieve, 152, 28 
T 
Thomson, Mehran T., 147, 31 
Tmey, Gladys, 167 
Trumbull, Elizabeth, 36 
Turnbull, Jacob, 28 
Turner, Mabel, 28 
u 
Underbrink, Eula, 34, 160, 28 
v 
Vanderhill, Burke G., 31 
Van Ameyde, Marinus 
VandenBelt, B. H., 28 
V anDuzen, Verne, 36 
Vartanian, H. S., 139, 155, 33 
Vint, Virginia H., 28 
Virtue, John, 30 
Vogelsang, William, 33 
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Wade, L. M., 36 
Walker, Arthur, 28 
Wallace, Harold E., 167, 29, 32 
Wallace, Merry M. 
Walton, Alice 
Warren, Elizabeth, 31 
Waugh, Edgar W., 31 
Weaver, Theodore, 33 
Whan, Esther, 32 
Whitney, Marguerite, 36 
Wilcox, William F., 28 
Williams, Wilbur, 30 
Willoughby, George A., 34, 76, 
160 
Wolfe, Doyne, 35 
Wortley, Eleanor L, 32 
Wright, Sara E., 18 
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